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Safety analyses of nuclear reactors require knowledge of the evaporation behavior 

of U0
2 

at temperatures well above the melting point of 3140 K. In this study, rapid 

transient heating of a small spot on a U02 specimen was accomplished by a laser pulse, 

which generates a surface temperature excursion. This in turn vaporizes the target sur

face and the gas expands into vacuum. 

The surface temperature transient was monitored by a fast-response automatic 

optical pyrometer. The maximum surface temperatures investigated range from -3700 

K to -4300 K. A computer program was developed to simulate the laser heating pro

cess and calculate the surface temperature evolution. The effect of the uncertainties of 

the high temperature material properties on the calculation was included in a sensitivity 

study for U0
2 

vaporization. The measured surface temperatures were in satisfactory 

agreements. 

A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used to identify and analyze the major vapor 

species in the vaporizing flow, and to measure the rate of evaporation from the target 



surface. The information yielded the partial vapor pressure of each species and the 

composition in the vapor jet. For the partial pressure of U0
2
, the pressure-temperature 

relation logp(atm) =26.81-26089/T(K)-5.594logT(K) best fits to the experimental 

results. This p-T relation falls inside the confidence limits recommended in the litera

ture assessment report. 

The degree of ionization in the hot vapor was estimated from the mass spectrom

eter measurement of thermonic ions compared with the neutral molecules. The result 

was in good agreement with the calculation based on Sha's equation and effective "un

isolated" ionization potential. 

No dimer signal of any vapor molecule was measured, indicating the absence of 

condensation in the highly supersaturated vapor leaving the surface. 

A shock wave structure is developed by laser pulsing on a U0
2 

target in an 

ambient inert gas. This structure was photographed during the laser pulse. By applying 

the Mack disk formula, the total vapor pressure corresponding to maximum tempera

ture was obtained. The resulting low vapor pressure and low heat of vaporization 

deduced from this measurement is attributed to excessively high surface temperature 

measured due to nonequilibrium radiation from the hot vapor. 

Additional diagnostics of the phenomenum included collection of the vapor blow

off on disks followed by neutron activation to determine the angular distribution of the 

vaporization process. The extent of droplet production was also investigated by disk 

collection. Liquid droplets are observed, but the quantity of U0
2 

they contained was 

insignificant compared to the total mass evaporated. 
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specimen was accomplished by a laser pulse, which generates a surface 

temperature excursion. This in turn vaporizes the target surface and the gas expands into 

vacuum. 

The surface temperature transient was monitored by a fast-response automatic optical 

pyrometer. The maximum surface temperatures investigated range from -3700 K to -4300 K. 

A computer program was developed to simulate the laser heating process and calculate the sur-

face temperature evolution. the effect of the uncertainties of the high temperature material 

properties on the calculation was included in a sensitivity study for U0
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vaporization. The 

measured surface temperatures were in satisfactory agreements. 

A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used to identify and analyze the major vapor species 

in the vaporizing flow, and to measure the rate of evaporation from the target surface. The 

information yielded the partial vapor pressure of each species and the composition in the vapor 
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potential. 

No dimer signal of any vapor molecule was measured, indicating the absence of condensa

tion in the highly supersaturated vapor leaving the surface. 

A shock wave structure is developed by laser pulsing on a U0
2 

target in an ambient inert 

gas. This structure was photographed during the laser pulse. By applying the Mack disk for

mula, the total vapor pressure corresponding to maximum temperature was obtained. The 

resulting low vapor pressure and low heat of vaporization deduced from this measurement is 

attributed to excessively high surface temperature measured due to nonequilibrium radiation 

from the hot vapor. 

Additional diagnostics of the phenomenum included collection of the vapor blow-off on 

disks followed by neutron activation to determine the angular distribution of the vaporization 

process. The extent of droplet production was also investigated by disk collection. Liquid dro

plets are observed, but the quantity of U0
2 

they contained was insignificant compared to the 

total mass evaporated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of a hypothetical core disassembly accident (HCDA) plays an important role 

in liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) safety analysis. Most theoretical analyses ori-

ginate from a two-dimensional coupled neutronics-hydrodynamics computer code "VENUS" 

developed by Sha and Hughes[J] or the modified version of it[2,3], in which the termination of 

a power excursion is assumed to be due to heating and to the negative temperature coefficient 

of reactivity (due to the Doppler effect) and due to the core expansion driven mainly by the 

fuel vapor pressure. The analysis of such excursions generally consists of three phases[J]: 

accident initiation (voiding, meltdown etc.), reactor disassembly (hydrodynamic effects) and 

containment evaluation (energy-work conversion). The equation of state of the fuel material, 

which contributes to the last two phases, incorporates the hydrodynamic calculation as the driv-

ing force for neutronic disassembly and the conversion of thermal to mechanical energy result-

ing in the release of deposited energy after termination of the excursion. The peak fuel tern-

peratures in these calculations range from 4000 K to 5000 K, a temperature range where lim-

ited knowledge of fuel vapor properties exists to support such analysis. 

Currently used in the analysis are the extrapolations from the static measurements per-

formed well below the temperature range of interest[4-JO], based upon a few thermophysical or 

thermochemical models (see Appendix A for the assessment of these models). Fig. 1.1 and 

Table 1.1 summarize some of the low temperature static measurements. They agree fairly well 

in magnitude up to -2500 K, but differ considerably in the enthalpy of vaporization ~H . 
vap 

Measurements in the temperature range of 4000 K to 5000 K are desirable because 

(i) the present scatter of the input data in the variance analysis leads to an uncertainty of 

about one order of magnitude (see Appendix A), 

(ii) the conventional measurement techniques, such as the Knudsen effusion and transpira-

tion methods, fail not only because of a lack of high melting crucible materials, but 

because of a departure from molecular evaporation[JJ], 
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TABLE 1.1 

Saturation Vapor Pressure- Temperature Relation of U0
2 

at Low Temperature Region 

Vapor Pressure Sublimation Temperature 

logP(atm) =-A/T(K) + B Range 

aH0 ~so (K) Reference 

A B kcal!mol cal/moi-K 

29305 7.539 134.1 34.5 2000- 2940 Alexander [4] 

31284 8.610 143.1 39.4 2080- 2705 Tetenbaum & Hunt[5] 

29961 7.955 137.1 36.4 1600- 2200 Ackermann[6] 

33180 9.545 151.8 43.7 2200- 2800 Ohse£7] 

32146 9.222 147.1 42.2 1920- 2220 lvanov[B] 

30850 8.60 141.2 39.3 1890- 2420 Pattoret£9] 

27426 7.373 3175- 3390 Reedy & Chasanov[JO] 
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(iii) equilibrium saturation data may not well represent the transient behavior in HCDA, 

(iv) direct measurements can help establish a reliable theoretical model for eventual HCDA 

analysis, 

(v) measurements in the temperature range up to 5000 K can improve further extrapolation 

to the critical region when it is needed, and 

There have been proposed several dynamic pulse heating techniques: electrical resis

tive[J2,13], electron beam[l4-16], neutron pulse[J7,18] and laser beam{l9-27]. Reviews and 

discussions of various techniques can be found in Refs. 21 and 28. All the dynamic heating 

techniques are characterized by: 

a temperature range between 4000 K and 5000 K 

evaporation times in the order of millisecond range 

surface recession velocities between 1 and 100 em/sec. 

With the conventional (low-rate) methods, the composition of the evaporating surface is 

constant during the evaporation process. In the laser pulsing techniques, however, the high 

evaporation rates and the incongruency of U0
2 

vaporization causes the composition of the eva

porating surface to change with time, giving vapor pressures which are different from the equili

brium pressures corresponding to the bulk composition. A computer program was developed to 

simulate the laser heating process and the surface temperature evolution. This program also 

considers solid-state diffusion coupled with the heat conduction process. A sample calculation 

for U0
2 

is given in Section 11.3. A sensitivity study of the effect of the uncertainties of the 

high temperature material properties on the calculation is also presented. 

In the experimental portion of the study, laser surface heating is adopted to attain U0
2 

peak surface temperatures from just above the melting temperature (3600 K) up to -4300 K. 

The surface temperature transient is monitored by a fast-response automatic optical pyrometer. 

Under ultra-high vacuum, the evaporated molecules are ejected from the surface and form a 

collision-free Knudsen flow. A quadrupole mass spectrometer is used to identify and analyze 

the various vapor species in the flow, and to measure the vaporization rate of each species from 
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the surface. This information yields the partial vapor pressure and the composition in the vapor 

jet. From the double-peaked mass spectrometer signals, one from high energy ions and the 

other from neutral molecules, the degree of ionization in the hot vapor is estimated. The for

mation of polymers (especially dimers) in the ejected vapor is investigated. 

Because laser-induced vaporization under an ambient atmosphere is analogous to a free-jet 

from a sonic orifice, a shock structure is developed by laser pulsing on a solid in an ambient 

inert gas. This luminous shock can be photographed by a conventional camera. Applying the 

Mach disc formula, the total vapor pressure corresponding to the maximum surface tempera

ture is obtained. 

Additional diagnostics of the phenomenum include collection of the vapor blow-off to 

determine the extent of droplet production (either by direct emission from the molten surface 

or by condensation in the rapidly cooling vapor plume) and examination of ion emission from 

the surface. 



II. MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF TRANSIENT LASER HEATING 

AND VAPORIZATION OF SOLIDS 

II.l. INTRODUCTION 

6 

When laser radiation is incident on an absorbing material, all of the resulting effects, such 

as phase changes (melting and vaporization), thermal stress, thermal radiation and shock waves 

from the surface and mass transport in the bulk, are associated with the surface temperatures, 

temperature gradients and composition gradients generated by the transient energy input. The 

laser energy absorption and conduction is considered as a macroscopic heat transfer process 

because the laser pulse/material heating time (msec) is far longer than the time for electronic 

relaxation and transfer of energy to the lattice phonons (-10-13 sec). In addition to the heat 

conduction problem, the composition redistribution during the transient due to the incongruent 

evaporation has to be considered when the target material is a compound. 

Although laser surface heating technique has been applied for years[29-27] to thermophy

sical property investigation of liquid phase urania, there has been no attempt to calculate the 

thermal evolution of a solid urania subject to intense laser impingement. 

Ohse et al[22] relied mainly on the pyrometric measurement of surface temperature and 

surface oxygen depletion was not considered. Their only temperature profile calculation[23] 

was an adaptation of the Dabby and Paek[29] model. This model assumes a prior (known) 

steady state surface temperature, called the "evaporation temperature", for the purpose of inves

tigating the influence of the sub-surface temperature profile on the pyrometric measurement of 

surface temperatures (i.e. the difference in emitted thermal radiation intensity between a uni

formly heated sample and the one with non-uniform temperature profile). 

At first, Bober et al relied on the gasdynamic model to interpret vapor temperature[J9], 

then switched to the pyrometric measurement[JO]. The surface oxygen depletion and oxygen

to-uranium ratio profile was calculated based on the "forced congruent evaporation" model by 

Breitung[JJ] assuming a prior steady state, followed by a step temperature change which rapidly 
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develops a steady state composition profile near the evaporating surface. The basic require

ments fm the forced congruent evaporation model are the steady state temperature and 

sufficient time for oxygen diffusion in the solid to reach steady state. These conditions are not 

met in -msec transient heating because the characteristic time for oxygen diffusion process is in 

the same order as the temperature evolution; consequently the asymPtotic stationary "congruent" 

evaporation condition is not obtainable. 

In this study, a mathematical model of heat and mass transfer in uranum oxide subject to 

laser irradiaton is developed and solved numerically. It can easilybe modified for other surface 

or near-surface heat sources or/and other solid materials. In the uranium-oxygen system, oxy

gen is the preferentially vaporizing component, and as a result of the limited mobility of oxygen 

in the solid, an oxygen deficiency is set up near the surface. Because of the bivariant behavior 

of near-stoichiometric uranium oxide, the heat transfer problem and the oxygen diffusion prob

lem are coupled and a numerical method of simultaneously solving the two problems in a 

semi-infinite solid is studied. The temperature dependence of the thermal properties and oxy

gen diffusivity, as well as the effect of surface ablation, leads to considerable non-linearities in 

both the governing differential equations and the boundary conditions. The method is based on 

the earlier analysis by Olstad and Olander{32,33], but the generality of the problem is expanded 

and the efficiency of the numerical scheme is improved. 
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II.2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Consider a semi-infinite slab occupying the region z~O, which is irradiated by a laser 

pulse. One-dimensional heat conduction, one-dimensional ablation (no radial liquid move

ment), a planar melting front beneath the surface, and one-dimensional oxygen diffusion are 

assumed. Melting is treated implicitly via the heat capacity term and heat of vaporization term 

(see Appendix D section 2). Although the laser spot size on the surface is usually small 

(-Smm diameter), it is still orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic penetration depth 

of heat conduction and component depletion by diffusion in most materials, especially refractory 

materials such as uranium oxide. Transient vaporization due to laser heating is based on the 

Hertz-Langmiur vacuum vaporization formula because the decrease in surface stoichiometry 

and the ablation rate can only be quantified based on this assumption. However, allowance is 

made for backscattering of vaporized molecules by collisions in the vapor adjacent to the sur

face. The vapor plume created by vaporization is assumed to be transparent to the incident 

laser radiation. 

Either penetration of laser radiation (near-surface volumetric heating) or surface heating 

is allowed. This option is designed not only to accomodate different optical properties of the 

materials subject to laser radiation, but also for application of the calculation scheme to other 

heating techniques, such as exploding wires, electron beam bombardment, energetic ion 

impingement heating and neutron and gamma ray pulse heating, which have been proposed for 

the acquisition of thermochemical data or which drive often transient heating phenomena, such 

as those in pulsed fusion reactors. 

II.2.1 Mass Balance Equation 

Due to the low diffusion coefficient of uranium ions in U0 2 compared with the diffusion 

coefficient of oxygen ions, the uranium ions are considered to form an immobile lattice through 

which oxygen can migrate. 

The mass balance equation of oxygen in the solid phase is: 
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aco a ·d 
-=--J at az 0 

(2-1) 

where C0 = mass concentration of oxygen atom in the solid, g/cm3 

jg = oxygen diffusive flux in the solid, g/cm2-sec. 

To account for the possibility of significant ablation from the interphase boundary, we 

make the following coordinate transformation: 

x = z- vt (2-2) 

where x is the distance from the moving boundary, z is the coordinate from the original sur-

face, and v is the ablation (surface recession) velocity. 

After the coordinate transformation, the balance equation of oxygen becomes: 

aco aco o ·ct 
---v--=--J 
at ax ox 0 

Rearranging this equation, we have: 

aco a ·ct 8Co 
--=--J +v--

at ax 0 ax 

11.2.2 Energy Balance Eqnation 

(2-3) 

(2-4) 

The general energy balance equation for the solid, assuming that oxygen is the only 

mobile component, is: 

au =- ()q - .1_ (;dh \ + Q 
p at oz az IJo ol v 

(2-5) 

where p = mass density, g/cm3 

U = specific internal energy, J/g 

q = heat flux, W /cm 2 

h0 = partial specific enthalpy of oxygen, J/g 

Qv = volumetric heat source, W /cm3. 

For the heat conduction through a condensed, incompressible medium with mobile oxy-

gen and immobile uranium, the specific internal energy U is a function of temperature T and 

concentration C0 only. Therefore, 

(2-6) 
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Assuming no mechanical work is done, 

U = H = (hoCo+huCu)/p (2-7) 

where hu = partial specific enthalpy of uranium, J/g 

Cu = mass concentration of uranium atom in the solid, g/cm3 

Since hu and Cu are independent of C0 (because of the assumption that uranium atoms 

are immobile), 

au -
(-h= hjp a co 

Similarly, 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

where Cp is the constant pressure specific heat in J/g-K. Therefore, equation (2-6) becomes: 

oU ho oCo oT 
-=---+C-at P at p at (2-1 0) 

Substituting Eq. (2-10) into Eq. (2-5) and using the coordinate transformation of Eq. (2-2), we 

have: 

aT &T - &Co - 8Co ()q 8 . rn-
pCPat- pCpv ax+ hoTt- hovax=- 8x- -axGonJ + Ov (2-11) 

Multiplying Eq. (2-4) by h0 and substituting the result into Eq. (2-11) yields: 

(2-12) 

II.2.3 Oxygen Diffusive Flux and Heat Flux 

Taking into account the Soret and Dufour effects, the mass and heat fluxes are given by: 

·ct ()Co D0Q*Co ()T 
Jo =- Doax- RT2 ax 

D0Q* ()Co oT 
q =------k-

Mo ox fJx 

where D0 = diffusion coefficient of oxygen in uranium oxide, cm2/sec 

o· = heat of transport of oxygen in uranium oxide, J/mole 

R = gas constant = 8.314 J/K-mole 

M0 = atomic weight of oxygen = 16 g/g-atom 

(2-13) 

(2-14) 
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k = thermal conductivity, W /cm-K 

11.2.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions 

The two balance equations (2-4) and (2-12) are coupled through the two fluxes jg and q. 

In order to solve those two partial differential equations, we need two initial conditions and four 

boundary conditions. 

The initial conditions are: 

T(x,O) = To and C0 (x,O) = cg @ t=O (2-15) 

where T 0 is the initial temperature before laser impingement 

and cg is the initial mass concentration of oxygen. 

The boundary conditions are: 

(i) at the moving interphase boundary, x = 0: 

As a result of preferential vaporization and the finite supply rate from the bulk, oxygen is 

depleted at the surface and a concentration gradient is set up inside of the oxide which drives a 

flux of oxygen atoms towards the surface. The diffusion flux at the surface is given in Eq. (2-

13) except all the quantities are evaluated at x =0. 

The mass balance for oxygen atoms at the interphase boundary gives: 

jg = j8 + vq @ x=O (2-16) 

where C~ is the mass concentration of oxygen atom of the solid at the surface, j8 is the total 

vaporization mass flux of oxygen in the gas phase. The latter is: 

(2-17) 

The surface recession velocity, v, is the ratio of the evaporation mass flux of uranium-bearing 

species j6 and the mass concentration of uranium atom in the solid Cu, 

(2-18) 

The sign convention is that a flux (mass or heat) is positive if it is in the positive x direction. 

The fluxes are relative to the moving boundary. 

The Hertz-Langmiur vaporization rate of species i, [<l>J Lis: 
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p. 

[<l>J L = .J27T~jRT s 
mole/ em 2-sec (2-19) 

where Ts is the surface temperature and Pi is the equilibrium pressure of species i over the solid 

at the surface composition and temperature. The vaporization coefficient is assumed to be 

unity. The vacuum vaporization formula of Eq. (2-19) is strictly valid only if the vapor plume 

in front of the solid is collisionless. However, many theoretical investigations[J4-J6] have 

shown that even in a collision-dominated vapor plume, the net vaporization rate is at least 82% 

of that given by Eq. (2-19) (i.e. the fraction of the forward vaporization flux backscattered to 

the surface is < 18%). Thus, the vaporization rates are given by: 

<l>i = (1-.B)[<l>i]L (2-19a) 

where .B is the backscattering coefficient, 0.18. 

Combining Eqs. (2-13) and (2-16), we have: 

- acol - DoO.CoaTI _·g s 
Do !l x=O 2 !l x=O- Jo + vCo 

vX RT vX 
(2-20) 

The heat flux in the solid at the interphase boundary is balanced by the heat loss carried 

by the vaporizing species (ablation), the radiation heat loss and the heat flux input from the 

laser (for surface absorption only), i.e., 

(2-21) 

where aHt = heat of vaorization of species i, J/g 

T b = the ambient temperature (usually room temperature), K 

E 1 = total hemispherical optical emissivity 

cr = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.6686 x 10-12 J/cm 2-sec-K4 

and Os = surface heat source, W /cm2
. 

If the heat source incident on the surface is considered to penetrate into the solid, the 

volumetric heat source term Ov in the energy equation is nonzero and the surface heat source 

term Os in the boundary condition is zero. Conversely, if the heat source is considered as a 

surface source, Os is nonzero and Ov is zero. 

Combining Eqs. (2-14) and (2-21), we have: 
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(2-22) 

The boundary condition Eqs. (2-20) and (2-22) can be solved for fJCJax and fJT/fJx 

explicitly: 

tMi<l>i~Hiv+Eta (Ts4- T :)-Qs+if G8+vC5) 

D (Q*)2cs 
k- 0 0 

M0 RTi 

(i = U03,U02>UO,U,O,Oz) 

T(oo,t) = T0 and C0 (oo,t) = cg 

U.2.5 Oxygen Diffusion and Heat Conduction Equations 

(2-23) 

(2-24) 

(2-25) 

Substituting the fluxes, Eqs. (2-13) and (2-14), into the partial differential equations (2-4) 

and (2-12), we obtain the two boundary value problems to be solved forT and C0 : 

()Co = _!_(D aco + DoQ*Co fJT) + v aco 
()t fJx 0 ()x RT 2 fJx ax 

fJT = _1 _ _!_( DoQ* fJCo + k fJT) + ( Do fJCo + 
at pCP ax M0 fJx ()x pCP ax 

DoQ*Co aT) ()ho fJT Ov 
-+v-+-

pCpRT2 ()x ()x ax pCP 

I.C.: T(x,O) = T0 and C0 (x,O) = cg @ t=O 

tMi<l>i~Ht+e fY (T :-T :)-Qs+if G8+vC~) 
D (Q*)2cs 

k- 0 0 

MoRTs 

D (Q*)2cS 
k- 0 0 

MoRTs 

T(oo,t) = T0 and C0 (oo,t) = cg @ x:=oo 

(2-26) 

(2-27) 

(2-28) 

(2-29) 

(2-30) 

(2-31) 
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11.2.6 Approximate Conservation Equations 

In this study, an approximate solution is obtained by assuming that Q. and ()hjax are 

zero; in other words, the thermal diffusion (Soret and Dufour effects) of oxygen is neglected 

and the oxygen diffusion does not transport any energy. Dependence of the physical properties 

of the solid or liquid on oxygen concentration is neglected, but their temperature dependence is 

accounted for. Also, the ablation heat term 'I:Mfl>i~Ht is approximated by jtot~HvaP" where 
i 

~Hvap is the heat of vaporization from P tot-T relation (P tot is the total vapor pressure of U02) 

and j 10t is the total vaporization flux. 

(2-32) 

The validity of these approximations has been tested and found to be acceptable. 

In reality, it is the oxygen-to-uranium ratio, 0/U, in which we are interested rather than 

h . C L d fi h . · CJMo s· t e oxygen concentration 0 • et us e ne t e oxygen-to-uranmm ratto r = Cu/Mu. mce 

the concentration of uranium Cu is assumed constant, we can obtain equations for r simply 

M 
multiplying the equations involving C0 by M ~ . Also, the optical absorbtivity can be 

0 u 

increased by a preheating technique (see section III.l.3) which eliminates sub-surface heating, 

so that we can drop the volumetric heat source term Qv. For laser surface heating, Q5 in the 

boundary condition can be expressed as (1-R)qp(t), where R is the reflectivity of solid surface 

to the laser light and qP(t) is the laser power density on the surface at time t. 

With the above simplifications and variable change, the governing equations become: 

.2!_ = __!_ (D 2.!:._) + v 2.!:._ 
at ()x 0 ax ax 

aT = _l _ _!_(k aT) + v ()T 
at pCP ax ax ax 

I. C.: T(x,O) = T 0 and r(x,O) = r 0 

B.C.: ( :! )x=O = ~s Utot~Hvap+Et<T(Ti-T:)-(1-R)qp(t)] 

ar 1 ( j8Mu 
(--;-)x=O =- -s C M +vrJ 

uX D 0 U o 

(2-33) 

(2-34) 

(2-35) 

(2-36) 

(2-37) 
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T(oo,t) = T 0 and r(oo,t) = r0 (2-38) 

where r s and r 0 are the oxygen-to-uranium ratios of the solid at the surface and in the bulk, 

respectively. 

The species evaporation rates <Pi which contribute to the total ablation rate j101 are obtain

able from Eqs. (2-19) and (2-19a) if the partial vapor pressures of all gaseous species are 

known functions of surface temperature and surface 0/U ratio. The <Pi also determine the 

ablation velocity v by Eq. (2-18) and the oxygen vaporization flux by Eq. (2-17). The vaporiza

tion terms in the boundary conditions couple the heat conduction and oxygen diffusion prob

lems. The objective of the calculation is the <l>i which are related to the signals detected by the 

mass spectrometer in the vacuum experiment. In addition, the calculation produces the tem

perature of the surface T s which is also measured by the optical pyrometer. Both <I> i and T s are 

functions of time, and are measured from the time of impingement of the laser on the surface. 

The standard classical reference on the conduction heat transfer analysis is the book by 

Carslaw and Jaeger[37], in which a number of exact solutions are given for semi-infinite solids 

that are subjected to a variety of initial and surface conditions. In almost all of the problems 

for which an exact solution is possible, the thermal properties k, p and Cp are taken to be con

stant. In addition, the problems amenable to analytic solutions have linear initial and boundary 

conditions. However, in our case, the considerable nonlinearities resulting from the 

temperature-dependent thermal properties, the convectivelike term appearing from coordinate 

transformation, and the nonlinear boundary conditions containing the strong temperature-

dependent ablative and radiation heat loss terms, make exact solution impossible. 

The system of Eqs. (2-33) - (2-38) is solved numerically by the method described in 

Appendix B. The most commonly used numerical method for solving this kind of problem is 

the finite difference method[38-421. Although it has been found that the finite difference 

method is not very efficient for highly nonlinear problems, it turns out to work quite well with 

a smoothly-varying heat source which drives the transient, with a predictor-corrector scheme 

for constructing a good initial guess for the iterations and by the use of varying time and space 
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increments. 

The material properties of U0 2 required in the analysis are given in Appendix D. They 

are permitted to vary with temperature but not with oxygen-to-uranium ratio. The overall 

effect of the vaporization process is to make the surface of the urania hypostoichiometric. 

Although the diffusivity of oxygen in solid U02_x has not yet been measured, it is almost cer

tainly composition-dependent and larger than that in U02. However, the surface is melted very 

shortly at the initiation of a high energy laser pulse, and the diffusivity of oxygen in liquid 

U02_x is the important quantity. Its value is completely unknown but it is doubtful that con

centration effects are as important as temperature effects in the liquid range. 
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U.J SAMPLE ANALYSES FOR U02 VAPORIZATION 

Two computer programs have been developed in this study. The program "STAR" (Sur

face Temperature And composition Ratio calculation) is for the materials which vaporize 

incongruently, so that the surface composition changes are coupled with a temperature tran

sient. In this program, one-dimensional time-dependent heat conduction and diffusion equa

tions are solved considering melting, the moving boundary, ablation, and radiation heat losses. 

The program "SURFT" (SURFace Temperature calculation) is for the materials which vaporize 

congruently so that no diffusion process is involved and only one-dimensional heat conduction 

equation with the moving boundary and ablation and radiation heat losses is solved. 

Depending on the laser high voltage used to achieve different energy levels, the laser out

put has different pulse shape. These are shown in Fig. 2.1 for 10 joules and 30 joules pulses. 

The power density for use in Eq. (2-36) is determined from the pulse energy and the normal

ized laser pulse shape by the method described in Section III.2.1. Table C.l of Appendix C 

shows an example of the input deck of the program "STAR" with total laser energy of 10 joules 

and the pulse shape shown by the solid line in Fig. 2.1. 

Fig. 2.2 shows the results of the "STAR" computer run for 10 joules. The initial tempera

ture (T J is 1600 K. The surface composition depletion is about 1.95 at 10 joules and as low as 

1.75 at 30 joules. The maximum surface temperature from "STAR" is 3954 K for 10 joules and 

4607 K for 30 joules. Corresponding to these surface temperatures, the "forced congruent" 

modei[Jl] gives surface compositions of about 1.89 at 3954 K and about 1.57 at 4607 K. Fig. 

2.3 shows the temperature and 0/U distribution in the U02 at the time that the maximum tem

perature is achieved. The oxygen-depleted zone is seen to extent to a depth of -5 ,urn. 
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H.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPERTY UNCERTAINTIES 

Some of the material properties of liquid U02 provided in Appendix D have not been pre-

cisely measured. A sensitivity study is to investigate the effect of these property uncertainties 

on the calculation described in the previous sections. The method of uncertainty analysis 

selected for use with STAR code is the Response Surface Method (RSM) [107,108] 

11.4.1 Background of Response Surface Method 

Any of the output variables of a computer code may be termed a "response". The 

response of the output variables to the input variables defines a surface termed "response sur-

face". The response surface method of uncertainty analysis is based on a systematic sampling of 

the true response surface which is then approximated by a polynomial equation in the input 

variables. 

Let Y (z) denote the code response as a function of z = Zj, z2, · · · zk input variables. 

The Taylor's series expansion about any point Mi is then given by: 

(2-39) 

It has been shown that a range of plus and minus one standard deviation (± lo-) in the 

input variable uncertainties permit construction of a sample surface small enough so that the 

true response surface can be reasonably approximated by a second order polynomial. Further-

more, multiplying and dividing each term of Eq. (2-39) by one standard deviation, O"j, of the 

appropriate variable leads to the following form of the equation: 

(2-40) 

Now, let us define the response parameters as follows: 
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8Y (J-t i) c.= (T· 
I {Jzj I 

1 (J'ly(J-ti) 2 

cii = 2 az? (Ti 
(2-41) 

(J2y (J-ti) 
cij = !.\ !.\ (Ti(Tj 

vZjtrZj 

Zj- /-ti 
Xj = 

(Ti 

Then Eq. (2-40) is simplified to a normal form: 

k k k 

Y(xi) =Co+ I:Cixi+ I,CiiX?+ I: CijXiXi (2-42) 
i=l i=l ij>i 

where xi are dimensionless standard deviations. 

The procedures of the analysis then come as follows: 

(1) Select a base case problem. 

(2) Make a choice of the ouput responses to be investigated and input variables to be per-

turbed. 

(3) Design a pattern of input variable perturbation (to be described in the next section); run 

the problem as many times as the design dictates, each time varying the input variables 

according to the pattern. 

(4) Generate the response surface equations from the results of the runs. 

(5) Solve the response surface equations for the response parameters C's; estimate the mean 

k 

and variances of the responses (second order mean 1-t = C0+ I:cii and variance 
i=l 

k k 

(T i = I:c?+ I: ciy). 
i=l ij>i 

(6) Estimate the fractional contributions of the input variables to the response variance 

k 

(FCi = C?/l:C?). 
i=l 
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11.4.2 Input Variables Perturbation Pattern 

The design of the perturbation pattern chosen for this study is called Two Level Factorial 

design[JOB]. "Two level" refers to the fact that each factor (input variable) is evaluated at two 

different values (e.g. plus and minus one standard deviation). "Factorial" means that factor will 

be perturbed simultaneously, rather than the usually used "one-at-a-time" perturbation, with 

permutations of the original pattern used to obtain a sufficient number of runs. Each run gen-

erates one point on the response surface Y, and if n runs are required, a set of n equations with 

the form of Eq. (2-42) and coefficients either + 1 or -1 is constructed to solve for the C's. 

11.4.3 Sensitivity Study for U02 Vaporization 

The material properties chosen as uncertain input variables for sensitivity study are 

chosen as the thermal conductivity, the oxygen diffusion coefficient and the heat of vaporiza

tion for liquid phase U0 2. All the other properties are considered relatively accurate compared 

to these three factors. The output variables to be investigated are the maximum surface tem

perature and the surface composition at the time when surface temperature is maximum. Table 

2.1 lists the value of the input variables used in the computer runs and the response of each 

run. 

The next step is to generate the response surface equations for the perturbation pattern 

shown in Table 2.1: 

Y1 = Co+CI+C2+C3+CII+C22+C33+C12+C23+CI3 

Y2 = Co-CI+CrC3+Cil+C22+C33-C12-C23+C13 

Y3 = Co+CI-C2+C3+C11+C22+C3rCu-C23+C13 

y 4 = Co-C 1+C2+C3+C 11+C22+C33-c 12+C23-C 13 

Ys = Co-C1-C2-C3+CII+Cn+C33+C12+C23+C13 

Y6 = Co-C1-C2+C3+Cil+C22+C33+C12-C2rC13 

Y1 = Co+C1+C2-C3+Cil+C22+C33+CirC2rC13 

(2-43) 

where subscript 1 denotes thermal conductivity, 2 denotes oxygen diffusion coefficient, and 3 

denotes heat of vaporization. 
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Letting Jk = C 0+C 11+C 22+C33, which is equal to the mean, Eq. (2-43) can be expressed as 

a matrix equation: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Yl 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 Jk 
Y2 c1 

Y3 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 c2 

Y4 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 c3 (2-44) 

Ys 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 cl2 

Y6 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 c23 

Y7 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 cl3 

After Gaussian elimination, Eq. (2-44) becomes 

Yl 

1 
-(yi-Y0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 Jk 1 
c1 -(y1-Y~ 

2 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 c2 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 -1 c3 -(YcY0 

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 c12 
2 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 C23 4(y1+Ys-Y2-Y~ 

cl3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

4(y4+Ys-Y2-YJ 

(2-45) 

1 
- (y 1+Y 2-Y 4-y 7) 
4 

Therefore, the coefficients Jk, Cis can be solved: 

1 
C13 = "4(Y1 + Y2- Y4- Y7) 

1 . .\ 
C23= 4(y4+Ys-Y2-Y61 

C12 = ! (yl + Y6- Y3- yJ 

YcY2 
c3 = -

2
-- C23 + C13 (2-46) 

YI-Y3 
c2 = -

2
-- c12- c 13 

YI-Y2 
c1 = -

2
-- c3- c12- cl3 

Jk = Y 1 - C I - C 2 - C 3 - C 12 - C 13 - C 23 

Applying Eq. (2-46) to the responses maximum surface temperature and surface composi-

tion at this temperature respectively can yield the response mean and the coefficient C's, from 

which the variances and the fractional contributions of the three input variables to the variance 
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can be calculated. The result is shown in Table 2.2. Fig. 2.4 Shows a mean and variance of a 

surface temperature with time for 10 joules laser energy. Fig. 2.5a & b plot the theoretical 

means of maximum surface temperature and surface composition at this temperature against 

laser incident energy respectively, with a band of variances estimated. As expected, uncertain

ties in k and ~Hv have the greatest effect on the thermal response while the uncertainty in D 0 

affects principally the 0/U ratio. 
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TABLE 2.1 

Input and Output Variables (Responses) of Sensitivity Study 

for Laser Evaporation of U02 

Input Variable Response 

Run# Ei XJ* x2** x/** Tmax (0/U)Tmax s 
s 

Goules) (K) 

I-1 +1 +1 +1 3865 1.9691 
I-2 -1 +1 -1 4155 1.9290 
I-3 +1 -1 +1 3895 1.9020 
I-4 10 -1 +I +1 4016 1.9531 
I-5 -1 -1 -1 4195 1.7997 
I-6 -1 -1 +1 4052 1.8658 
I-7 +1 +1 -1 3973 1.9549 

Il-l +1 +1 +1 4159 1.9206 
II-2 -1 +1 -1 4430 1.8468 
11-3 +1 -1 +1 4206 1.7966 
II-4 16.8 -1 +1 +1 4260 1.8979 
Il-5 -1 -1 -1 4502 1.6547 
II-6 -1 -1 +1 4320 1.7421 
II-7 +1 +1 -1 4308 1.8829 

III-1 +1 +1 +1 4550 1.8069 
III-2 -1 +1 -1 4827 1.6969 
III-3 +1 -1 +1 4639 1.5954 
III-4. 30 -1 +1 +1 4623 1.7860 
III-5 -1 -1 -1 4952 1.4638 
III-6 -1 -1 +1 4732 1.5559 
III-7 +1 +1 -1 4737 1.7283 

* x1=+1: k = 0.044 W/cm-K; x1=-l: k = 0.031 W/cm-K 

*** x3=+l: AHv = 1959 J/g; AHv = 979.5 J/g 
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TABLE 2.2 

Measured Variances of the Responses from STAR Code 

Energy Maximum Surface Temperature (K) Oxygen-to-Uranium Ratio 

Goules) mean variance % contribution mean variance % contribution 

k Do LiHv k Do LiHv 

10 4018 107 65 2 33 1.9185 0.0463 2 79 19 

16.8 4318 105 32 7 61 1.8195 0.0832 20 78 2 

30 4738 124 14 19 67 1.6396 0.1224 3 85 12 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL 

III.1. APPARATUS 

111.1.1 Overall 

The overall system can be divided into five parts: the laser system, the target vacuum 

chamber, the detector vacuum chamber, the optical pyrometer and the transient data recording 

device. Each part of the system will be described in detail in subsequent sections. Fig. 3.1 

shows a sketch of the system set-up and Fig. 3.2 is an overall view. 

The whole system is aligned with the help of three He-Ne. CW gas lasers. Their functions 

are: 

(#1) positions the electron bombardment heater holding the uo2 target by shooting from the 

window in the end of the mass spectrometer chamber through the ionizer, the two col

limating apertures and onto the target. 

(#2) aligns the 100% rear mirror reflector and the plane output reflector (-8% reflection) in the 

Nd-glass laser cavity for efficient pumping by shooting from the front end of the Nd-glass 

laser cavity (for the complete alignment procedure see Ref. 43). 

(#3) aligns the Nd-glass laser on the target by shooting from the rear end of the Nd-glass laser, 

through the laser rod, the optical components, and hitting the same spot as gas laser #1. 

The optical pyrometer is aligned by focusing it on the same spot illuminated by gas lasers 

#1 and #3. 

Since the three He-Ne gas lasers and the optical pyrometer are sitting on very stable and 

precisely adjustable Hercules tripods respectively, the alignment procedure, although tedious 

and time consuming, could be done very accurately. 

111.1.2 Laser System 

The laser system is composed of an American Optical 1.06 JLm Nd-glass laser with rod 

replaced by an Owens-Illinois ED-2-3 silicate glass rod doped with 3% Nd+3 ions (concentration 
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Fig. 3.2 
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Photograph of the Experimental Apparatus. 
(From left to right: He-Ne Laser, Nd-glass Laser, Laser Power Supply on the back, 
Photodiode, Vacuum System, Electron Beam Heater Power Supply on the back, 
Optical Pyrometer, Mass Spectrometer Controller. On the front table are Scope, 
X-Y Plotter, and Transient Waveform Recorder.) 
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of 0.9lxl0 20/cm 3). The rod diameter is 1/2 inches and total length is about 20 inches so that 

the rod length-to-diameter ratio is optimized at 40 for maximum efficiency !43, 44]. The rod is 

distilled-water-cooled on the outside as are the ends. The laser is optically pumped by two 

linear xenon flashtubes closely coupled to the laser rod with a highly reflective silver reflector. 

"Conventional" mode is used in this experiment, which means that the laser pulse width is 

governed by the flash discharge duration (-200 fLSec). The laser output energy used is about 20 

joules and the energy incident on the target can be varied by a set of neutral density filters right 

following the output reflector. The measured beam divergence is around 12 milliradians and 

the spot size on the target, after passing through a 100 em beam correcting lens and a 20 em 

focusing lens, is an ellipse with minor and major radii of 3.3 and 4. 7 mm. The laser beam is 

partially split to a MgO diffuser and detected by a calibrated Korad KD-1 photodiode, the signal 

from which is recorded by the first channel of Biomation 1015 transient recorder (to be 

described later). This gives the laser energy trace and the power as a function of time (normal

ized power shape as well). 

111.1.3 Target Chamber 

The target chamber is pumped to w-7 torr by a 500 liters/sec, 6-inch NRC vacuum 

diffusion pump with a Granville-Phillips liquid nitrogen cold trap. The U02 target is mounted 

on a tungsten cap on the head of a electron bombardment heater. U02 sample is a 1.18 em 

diameter, 1 mm thickness wafer, cut from the pellets provided by General Electric Co., and the 

surface exposed to laser is polished by silicon carbide abrasives and diamond paste to -6 I.Lm 

roughness. The tungsten holder is heated from a heated tungsten filament, and the U02 sam

ple is then heated by thermal conduction. The electron bombardment heater as shown in 

Fig. 3.3 is mounted on a rotary feed-through fixed on the vacuum flange so that the target 

could be rotated after each shot to provide fresh areas for subsequent laser pulses. The heater 

served to (i) heat U02 up to -2400°C for mass spectrometer calibration and (ii) preheat the 

sample to -1400°C, the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature of VOz{45], in order to avoid 

sample cracking resulting from the large thermal stress induced by laser heating; at this 
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temperature, the light absorption cut-off of U02 is also shifted to a wavelength of 1.3 ~-tm [46] 

(longer than that of Nd-glass laser 1.06 ~-tm) which avoids in-depth heating by laser radiation 

penetration into the sample. A pair of collimating apertures, one of 1 mm diameter located at 

4" from the target and one of 3.2 mm diameter at 8" from the target, is mounted along the 

molecular beam axis to ensure that the ionizer only "sees" a -1 mm diameter spot on the target 

in both calibration and laser experiments. A Farady-cup ion detector consisting of a copper 

plate, a -90 volt battery and a 10 M!l resistor in parallel with a 2~-tf capacitor and a 500 resistor 

is used to detect the ion signals from the partialy ionized gas ejected from the laser heated tar

get. The ion current is recorded by the fourth channel of the waveform recorder. Two shield 

plates are mounted on feed-throughs of each side of the chamber to protect the glass windows 

for laser beam entry and for temperature measurement from being coated during calibration. 

They are removed by feed-throughs prior laser pulsing. 

111.1.4 Detector Chamber 

The detector chamber is pumped by a 200 liters/sec ULTEK ion pump and a Varian 

titanium sublimation pump. With the gate valve closed, the detector chamber is kept under 

vacuum of -10-10 torr. During experimental runs with the gate valve open, the pressure 

increases to w-s torr range. The mass spectrometer ionizer is located 40 em from the target. 

A beam flag mounted on a linear feed-through is positioned between the collimating aperture 

and the ionizer for blocking the molecules emitted from the target during mass spectrometer 

calibration (to be described in the later section) in order to measure the background signals. 

The detector is an EAI Quad 250 quadrupole mass spectrometer (see Fig. 3.9) with its axis per

pendicular to the molecular beam path (i.e. perpendicular to the normal to the target surface), 

so that the detector is molecular-beam-density sensitive. A small percentage of the molecules 

passing through the ionizer is ionized by the electrons emitted from one of the dual tungsten 

filaments. Some of the ions are then accelerated by the ion potential at the entry of the qua

drupole structure and focused by an electrostatic focusing lens into the quadrupole section. 

The quadrupole as a "mass filter" has applied R.F. and D.C. fields which allows only those ions 
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within a specific range of charge-to-mass ratios with stable orbits to reach the end of the struc-

ture and be detected by a Bendix electron multiplier. The current signal produced at the elec-

tron multiplier output, which is spread out to much longer pulse width than the laser pulse due 

to the time of flight and the velocity distribution of the molecules and shifted a time delay due 

to the transit time of the ions through the quadrupole, is recorded in the third channel of the 

transient waveform recorder. 

111.1.5 Optical Pyrometer 

The target surface temperature is measured by a PYRO "Photomatic" I automatic optical 

pyrometer manufactured by Pyrometer Instrument Company, Inc. The instrument is divided 

into two parts: (1) The optical unit which consists of a high sensitivity photo multiplier tube, an 

0 

interference filter for wavelength of 6500± 100 A, a high voltage power supply and 

preamplifier, a set of three range filters, an objective lens, a reference standard lamp and a 

modulating oscillator, (2) The electronic unit which consists of a temperature indicating meter, 

scale range selector and indicator lights, function switch knob, a null balance control, a recorder 

jack and a controller jack£47]. The two units are connected by a cable. 

The pyrometer has two modes of operation: automatic and transient. The automatic mode 

was used for preheating and mass spectrometer calibration when steady state temperatures were 

measured. In this mode, it operates on the same principle as the disappearing filament pyrome-

ter except an auto-adjusting feedback electronic null-balance system replaces the human eye in 

comparing the target source radiation with the internal reference lamp. 

The transient mode bypasses the internal lamp and operates as an optical system coupled 

directly to a photo multiplier. Since the power supply in the as-received optical unit was not 

regulated, an external regulated, high stability FLUKE power supply was used in transient 

mode operation. In this mode, the unit has a response on the order of nanoseconds, thus 

allowing measurements of temperature transients in the range of milliseconds. These are 

recorded by the second channel of the transient waveform recorder. The target focusing is 

adjustable from 8" to infinity. The target size-to-focal distance relationship is governed by the 



equation: 

X 
D = 400 

where D = target diameter in inches 

x = distance in inches between target and objective lens. 
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(3-1) 

In this experiment, corresponding to x of 19.25 inches, the target diameter was about 0.048 

inches or 1.22 mm. After taking into account the 45° incidence, the major axis of the 

pyrometric viewing spot on the target was about 1. 73 mm. 

111.1.6 Transient Data Recording 

A 4-channel transient waveform recorder manufactured by Gould Inc., the Biomation 

Model 1015, is used to capture the signals from the laser power photodiode, the optical pyrom-

eter, the mass spectrometer and the ion detector. It has four input channels each with 1024 

words memory capacity so that it can record four different signals simultaneously. The fastest 

sampling rate of this device is 10 J.tSec/sample (or 100 kHz). The recorder is triggered by the 

same signal which triggers the laser flashtubes. It then samples and digitizes the input signals 

by AID converters, and stores the counts in the memory. The signals are then retrieved later 

through built-in D/ A converters by a X-Y plotter at a slower rate. A unique capability of this 

device is its ability to record the signal preceding the trigger time. This "pretrigger recording" 

feature ensures recording of the leading baseline and rise of a signal. This device also greatly 

reduces the systematic error inherent in analyzing the photographed signals monitored by an 

oscilloscope[48]. 
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111.2. SYSTEM CALIBRATION 

111.2.1 Laser Parameters 

The laser parameters characterizing the process of laser-material interactions normally 

include (i) temporal pulse shape (ii) radial power intensity distribution and (iii) pulse energy. 

These parameters are part of the input to the computer code described in Chapter 2 and need to 

be known in each experiment. 

111.2.1.1 Temporal Laser Pulse Shape: 

The time variation of the laser power during each shot is measured by a Korad KD-1 pho-

todiode. This device was calibrated with a Korad K-J2 calorimeter, which was pre-calibrated by 

the manufacturer. The photodiode output gives a voltage V(t) from which the laser power as a 

function of time can be obtained from the following effective pulse width: 

t I= _!L =I P(t) dt =I V(t) dt 
pu P max P max V max 

0-2) 

where E = the incident total energy of the pulse in joules, 

P(t) = the incident power at time t in watts, 

p max = the incident maximum power in watts, 

V(t) = the voltage output of the photodiode at timet in volts, 

and V max = the maximum voltage output of the photodiode. 

The relation is valid as long as the responsivity of the photodiode is linear. The integra

tion I V(t)/V maxdt over the pulse can be obtained from the photodiode and E from the 

calorimeter (after correcting for window transmission), then the Eq. 0-2) yields P max· For the 

normalized laser pulse shapes shown in Fig. 2.1, tput = 0.1685 msec and 0.2067 msec; For a 

laser shots of 10 and 30 joules, Pmax is 60 kW and 150 kW respectively. The incident power at 

any time can be obtained from the linear relation of P and V: 

P(t) = V(t) p max 
Ymax 

0-3) 
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IU.2.1.2 Radial Laser Power Intensity Distribution in the Beam: 

The laser beam intensity profile across the radius must be known to determine the peak 

power density at the center of the beam spot where the surface temperature is measured and 

the signal measured by the mass spectrometer arises. In the measurements on iron and zir-

conium hydride[48] and the preliminary measurements on U0 2[49], a low energy Ruby laser 

was used; a Gaussian shape of the beam was assumed and the manufactuer's value of diver-

gence angle was accepted. However, it is believed that the intensity distribution from a high 

power Nd-glass laser has broader wings than a Gaussian because the beam is composed of 

several components of different divergence angles[50]. Therefore the focal spot calculation 

after a single-element aspheric lens that assumes a single divergence angle can be misleading. 

Consequently, the focal spot intensity distribution has to be determined experimentally. 

The conventional way of obtaining this information from measurement of an exposed spot 

on film is not adequate because this technique needs preliminary densitometry of the film and 

the method by which it is developed. In addition, at high exposures the film saturates in the 

center of the spot, giving an artificially flattened profile. Another method of determining the 

radial power profile is by measuring the energy passing through pinholes of various sizes. This 

technique yields good results on the focal spot size but it is limited by the diffraction limit. In 

the present work, a knife-edge technique has been used for this measurement[51,52]. In this 

procedure a sharp-edge razor blade is moved across the focal plane by a micrometer at an angle 

of 45 degrees and the transmitted energy as a function of blade-edge position is measured with 

the laser calorimeter (Fig. 3.4). The transmitted energy curve is then differentiated and fitted 

to a parabolic distribution, assuming axial symmetry. Fig. 3.5 shows the computer fit of the 

normalized intensty profile I(r)/Ip, where I(r) is the energy density at radius r, I(r)= J q(r,t)dt, 

q(r,t) being the power density at radius rand time t, and Ip is the energy density at center r=O, 

Ip= J qp(t)dt, qp(t) being the central power density at time t. 

Since E = total energy of one pulse = J I(r)2mdr, 

0-4) 
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where Aeff, the "effective" area defined above can be obtained by integrating the normalized 

intensity profile. For the focused laser spot shown in Fig. 3.5, in which 45° angle of incidence 

is already taken into account, Aetr is equal to 0.4964 cm2
. This is the area which would be 

illuminated by a spatially uniform laser pulse of power density qP(t) and give the total energy in 

the real pulse. The mass spectrometer and optical pyrometer viewing spots are also indicated in 

Fig. 3.5. 

Then the central energy density is equal to the ratio of total energy to the effective area, 

or E/ Aetr· Since IP = J qP(t)dt, 

_!g_ = f Qp(t) dt = f P(t) dt = t 
q~ q~ p ~ 

p p mu 
0-5) 

where q~ax is the maximum (in t) central power density in W/cm 2. 

Combining Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5), the central maximum power density is: 

E 
q~ax = (3-6) 

Aetiipul 

This quantity serves as the scale factor for the normalized laser power pulse shapes shown in 

Fig. 2.1 and thereby gives the power density source Qp(t) for the theoretical calculation based 

on Eq. (2-36). 

III.2.1.3 Incident Laser Total Energy: 

The total energy output of each pulse from the Nd-glass laser can be determined from the 

measured photodiode voltage signal of each shot with the aid of a calibration relation. Let E0 

be the laser pulse energy after the filters and the beam splitter. To calculate the energy incident 

on the target, corrections for absorption by the optical components such as the lenses and the 

glass windows have to be made. The neutral density filters are placed between the laser output 

reflector mirror and the beam splitter so that the energy measured from the photodiode output 

has already accounted for this attenuation factor. If the transmissivity of the lens is 'Iens and 

the transmissivity of the window is • window· Then the energy incident on the target is 

(3-7) 
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Fig. 3.6 shows such a calibration, which relates the maximum voltage from the photodiode 

(V max) and the incident laser energy (E). 

111.2.2 Optical Pyrometer Calibration 

A THERMOGAGE dual pyrolytic graphite cavity at NASA-Ames Research Center was 

used as a black body source for calibration of the automatic optical pyrometer used in the 

experiments. The "true" temperatures were read by a manual optical pyrometer calibrated by 

the National Bureau of Standards. Both pyrometers were focused on the same spot in the black 

body cavity. At each cavity current setting, the "true" temperature was marked and, when the 

range switch was on the second and third scales, the voltages from the transient output jack on 

the optical unit was recorded by a digital voltmeter. The procedure was repeated for tempera-

tures up to -3000 K, the limit of the black body source. Above 3000 K, an extrapolation pro-

cedure was established by using the absorbing glass formula: 

1 1 
Ath=---

Tt Th 
(3-8) 

where T1 is the temperature reading at lower scale, This the temperature reading at higher scale 

for the same voltage reading and A1h is the relative "A-value" of lower scale absorbing glass to 

that of higher scale. An average value of A1h was obtained over the voltage range where the 

temperature readings in scales 2 and 3 were both available. Then the "mean A1h value" was 

used to determine T h for the higher voltage range from measured T1 in scale 2 by solving Eq. 

(3-8). 

Fig. 3. 7 shows the result from which one can obtain the "brightness" temperature of the 

target for a particular measured voltage. The calibration curve was fitted to the following for-

mula: 

log V T = log C = log C - log (ea/T_l) (3-9) 
ea/T_l 

The value a = 21994 K was determined, which has good agreement with the Plank equation: 

{3-10) 
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in which CiA = 1.438/6500x 10-8 = 22100 K. In order to account for the non-unity emissivity 

from non-black body radiation, the correction to "real" temperature is made with the formula: 

1 1 A 
-=-+-lnEA 
T 0 Tb C2 

(3-11) 

where T 0 is the black body temperature, T b is the "brightness" temperature, A is the wavelength 

@ 

of the thermal radiation detected (6500 A), C2 is a constant (1.438 cm-K) and E>. is the optical 

emissivity at wavelength A (see Appendix D). 

There has been only one attempt to measure the optical emissivity at a wavelength of 

It> 

6500 A[53}. To estimate the uncertainty in the temperature measurement arising from an 

uncertainty in the optical emissivity, a 10% error in E >-will lead to a 43.5 K error in Tat 3000 K 

and 122 K error at 5000 K. 

The optical pyrometer is sighted into the target vacuum chamber through a glass window. 

A correction for absorption by this component can be made by measuring the 

radiation from a tungsten strip lamp with and without the glass window. The "A-value" of the 

glass can be obtained through the equation: 

_1 =-1 +A 
T1 T2 

0-12) 

where T 1 is the temperature reading without the glass, T 2 is the temperature reading with the 

glass and A is a constant of the glass. Having a series of T 1's and T 2's the average value of 

constant A can be obtained as -3.6325x 10-6. Then, in the real measurement, the true tern-

perature T t can be obtained from the black body temperature T 0 from the optical pyrometer 

after correcting for non-unity emissivity by: 

_1 =-1 +A 
Tt To 

(3-13) 

Combining Eqs. 0-11) and 0-13), if Tb is the temperature "read" from the optical 

pyrometer, the "true" temperature after correcting for emissivity and glass window is 

0-14) 
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111.2.3 Mass Spectrometer Calibration 

The vapor emitted by the hot target was detected by a quadrupole mass spectrometer, 

which accepted the vapor flow of a molecular beam. The mass spectrometer is shown in 

Fig. 3.8. An electron beam gun (Fig. 3.3) was used to heat up a U02 wafer under vacuum to 

generate a steady state molecular beam for both mass location and intensity calibration. The 

hot calibration was used instead of a UOrfilled Knudsen cell calibration performed before the 

laser experiments[49] for the following reasons: (i) The alignment of the system was not dis

turbed (ii) the same sample surface condition prevailed (iii) the mass spectrometer drift was 

eliminated because the mass peaks could be tuned just before the laser shot (iv) the depen

dence of the signal on the surface area was eliminated. 

The U02 surface temperature was quite uniform spatially during the calibration (± 10 K), 

and was varied from 1760°C to 2045°C as measured by the automatic optical pyrometer (in the 

Auto mode). The mass spectrometer signal during calibration was meaured by a Keithley 410 

Micro-microammeter. The system was tuned to mass numbers 286 (U0 3), 270 (U0 2), 254 

(UO), 238 (U) and 32(00. For each data point, the net signal from vaporization was deter

mined from the difference in signals without and with the beam flag in the detector chamber 

blocking the beam. 

The mass spectrometer settings used for calibration as well as for the laser runs were: 

Velectron 70 v electron potential 

Vion llv ion potential relative to the ionizer 

V focus 27 v ion focusing potential 

V multiplier -2500 v electron multiplier potential 

V extractor 40 v electron extraction potential 

I extractor OmA collected electron current 

I emission 1 rnA ionizer emitted electron current 

The resolution was adjusted so that the valley between adjacent mass peaks for 270, 254 

and 238 just touched the base line. The ion potential was adjusted to avoid mass peak splitting 
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and the rest of the voltage settings were chosen to obtain the biggest signals. The result plotted 

as log(ST) versus 1/T are shown in Fig. 3.9. From the slopes of the curves in Fig. 3.9, the 

heats of sublimation of 182.5 kcallmol for U03, and 144 kcal/mol for U02 were obtained; the 

literature gives 143 kcallmol for VOi51. Since the slopes of the UO and U lines are close to 

that of U02, it is believed that they both represent the fragments of dissociative ionization 

(cracking) of uo2. 

For a steady state source and free molecular flow, the average molecular density of the 

beam reaching the ionizer n (in molecules/cm 3) is proportional to the ratio of the pressure (in 

atm) and the temperature (in K) on the sample surface: 

(3-15) 

where the proportionality constant consists of a unit conversion factor Ku (from atm/K to 

A 
molecules/cm 3

), and a geometric constant Kg(=--;), in which As is the surface area of the 
411"1 

source, and I is the distance between the source and the detector. 

The output current signal from the mass spectrometer S (in amps) is proportional to the 

molecular density of the species detected: 

S = KMso-yn (3-16) 

where KMs(amp-cm) consists of the characteristic parameters of the mass spectrometer 

(=I eLF qG, Ie being the emission electron current of ionizer filament (in amps), L being the 

length of the electron sheet (in em), F q being the fraction of the ions actually reaching the elec-

tron multiplier through the quadrupole compared to the toal ions produced in the ionizer, and 

G being the electron multiplier gain[54]), o- is the ionization cross section (in em 2/molecule) 

and y is the average number of secondary electrons emitted at the first dynode for each ion col-

lected (in electrons/ion).* 

The vapor in equilibrium with U0 2(s) is composed of six species, namely U0 3, U0 2, UO, 

*In order to make the units consistent, a factor of magnitude unity with units of ions/electron has to be ap
plied because one ion is produced once a molecule is ionized by an electron. 
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U, 0 and 0 2. Of these, U0 3, U02 and UO are the most abundant. Upon impact by high 

energy electrons in the ionizer, U0 3 neutral molecules may fragment and produce lower mass 

ions, such as UO{, uo+, u+; Similarly U02 molecules may fragment and produce uo+, u+; 

finally UO can crack to u+. The ions produced from the same mass of neutral species (e.g. 

UOj from U03) are called "parent ions", while those produced from higher mass neutrals (e.g. 

UO:i from U03) are called "fragment ions". The measured current of some mass is the sum of 

the parent ions and fragment ions from higher mass. 

The contribution of i+ ions 
from ionization of i neutral 

The contribution of i + ions from 
= [n!P"k'YiFkj] KMs ionization and fragments of k neutral 

where Fii = fraction of i+ ions from ionization of i neutral 

Fki = fraction of i+ ions from ionization of k neutral (mk > mi) 

ni(nk) = molecular density of i(k) neutral in the ionizer, cm-3 

(T i({T k) = total ionization cross section of i (k) neutral 

'Yi = first dynode efficiency for j+ ion. 

The signal of i+ ions measured will be the sum of the parent ions and fragments from 

higher mass neutrals. Using the notations: 3 = U03, 2 = U02, 1 = UO and 0 = U, the signal 

of i+ is: 

3 

sj+ = KMs [np·i'YiFii+ I:Ok{Tk'YiFkJ 
k>i 

i = 3, 2, 1, 0 

Applying Eq. 0-15) to each species i, we have: 

Therefore 

Multiplied by __!_ where (T 2 is the (T for U0 2, Eq. 0-19) becomes 
(T 21' i 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

0-19) 



sj+T = K<T2'Yi [PiCiFu+ L PkCkFki] 
k>i 
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(3-20) 

where K = KMsKgKu and Ci = relative total ionization cross section of neutral i to that of 

For the uranium bearing species produced by U02 vaporization: 

S3T = K<r2'Y3P3C3F33 

S2T = K<T2'Y2[P2C2F22+P3C3Fd 

SIT= K<T2'YI[PICIFll+P2C2F21+P3C3F31] 

SoT = K<T 2'YolPoCoFoo+P 1C 1F w+P2C2F 2o+P 3C3F Jol 

0-21) 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

(3-24) 

By dividing Eqs. (3-21), (3-23) and 0-24) by Eq. (3-22), the ratios of the signals can be 

expressed as: 

PJ 

SJ 'YJ 
<p;)C?JJ 

-=-
s2 1'2 PJ 

C2F 22+( p; )C? 33 

(3-25) 

P1 P3 

s1 'YI 
[( p; )CIF u+C2F21+( p

2 
)C3F3d 

-=-
s2 1'2 p3 

C2F22+( I>;" )C3F 32 

(3-26) 

Po P1 P3 

So 'YO 
[(I>;" )Cofoo+( p

2 
)C1Fw+C2F2o+( p;)C?Jol 

-=-
s2 1'2 p3 

C2Fn+Cp;)C?32 

(3-27) 

The current ratios Sy'S2, S1/S 2, Sr/S 2 for different temperatures can be obtained from the 

calibration curves in Fig. 3.9. The pressure ratios Py'P2, P1/P2, Po/P2 can be obtained from the 

thermophysical calculations for the congruently vaporizing compositions for different tempera-

tures. The C's are from Pattoret[55}: 

(<T)') rl (<T)') 1/ (<T)') i (<Ty) 3 = 1.15 : 0.80 : 0.55 : 0.38 (3-28) 

The relative electron multiplier gain is expected to be inversely proportional to the square root 

of the ion mass[54], that is: 

'YO: 'YI: 1'2: /'3 = 1.065 : 1.031 : 1 : 0.972 

Therefore, 

C3 = 0.710, C2 = 1, c1 = 1.406, Co= 1.962 

0-29) 

0-30) 
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An optimal set of Fi/s can be obtained by fitting Eqs. (3-25)-0-27) to the data in Fig. 

3.9, which yields: 

F 33 = 0.080 

F32 = 0.600 

F31 = 0.220 

F3o = 0.100 

F22 = 0.610 

F21 = 0.232 

F20 = 0.158 

F11 = 0.900 

F10 = 0.100 

and the constant KtT 2y 2 = 1.6 ± 0.5 amp-K/atm. 

For the geometry we have with 1 mm diameter cell orifice, 40 em cell-to-ionizer distance, 

we have Kg = 3.9xlo-5. The unit conversion factor Ku = 7.32x1021 molecules/cm 3-K/atm. 

Therefore, the mass spectrometer instrumental constant is KMstT 2y 2 = 5.5x10-18 amp-cm3. 

Table 3.1 shows the comparison of this work with the fragmentation fractions measured 

by Blackburn[56] and Pattoret[55l. Our result agree quite well with those of Pattoret[55]. 
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TABLE 3.1 

The Fragmentation Fractions of U~O System 

Black bum Pattoret This work 

F33 0.104 0.200 0.080 

F32 0.438 0.600 0.600 

F31 0.458 0.160 0.220 

F3o 0.000 0.040 0.100 

F22 0.500 0.625 0.610 

F21 0.500 0.281 0.232 

F2o 0.000 0.094 0.158 

Fu 0.667 0.880 0.900 

Fto 0.333 0.120 0.100 



IH.J EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiments are performed in the following manner: 

(1) Polish the target as described in section III.l.3. 

(2) Mount the target on the electron bombardment heater and install in the target chamber. 

(3) Evacuate the target chamber. 

(4) Open the gate valve to the detector chamber (which is always kept under vacuum). 

(5) Align the system and the Nd-glass laser as described in section III.l.l. 

(6) Turn on the Nd-glass laser power supply and set voltage. 
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(7) Check the alignment by shooting the Nd-glass laser through an aperture and on a polaroid 

film. Shoot #3 gas laser through the same path. Adjust the optical components and 

shoot the Nd-glass laser until the two lasers illuminate on the same spot. 

(8) Align and focus the optical pyrometer on the target with the #3 gas laser shooting on the 

target, so that the optical pyrometer will measure the surface temperature of the center of 

the Nd-glass laser focal spot. 

(9) Preheat the target with the electron bombardment heater. Measure the target temperature 

with the auto mode of the optical pyrometer. Stablize the temperature at 1600 K, which 

is the initial specimen temperature for temperature transient calculation. 

(10) Set the optical pyrometer to the transient operate mode. 

(11) Connect the photodiode, the optical pyrometer, the mass spectrometer and the ion collec

tor to the transient waveform recorder. 

(12) Install the neutral density filters between the Nd-glass laser and the beam splitter as the 

laser energy is desired. 

(13) Tune the mass spectrometer control to the mass of the species to be measured. 

(14) Estimate the voltage of each signal to be measured and set the full scale of each channel 

of the transient recorder to attain highest sensitivity. 



(15) "Arm" the transient recorder at the "Ready" mode for data recording. 

(16) Trigger the Nd-glass laser. 
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(17) The transient recorder should record 4 signals for the experiment and stop recording after 

receiving a pre-set delayed triggering signal. 

(18) Switch the mass spectrometer control to monitor another species. 

(19) Repeat step (14) to (18) for all the vapor species of interest thus completing the run for 

one laser energy. 

(20) Install different numbers of filter or change the laser power supply voltage to get another 

laser energy and repeat steps (13) to (19). 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION§ 

IV.l SURFACE MORPHOLOGY 

IV.1.1 Melting 

The laser-irradiated U02 sample surface was examined by scanning electron microscope. 

Fig. 4.1a shows a typical laser-irradiated area (produced by a 28 Joules pulse). A ring structure 

on the sample surface is observed within the previously molten area. The ring structure is attri

buted to the radial propagation of a central disturbance on the liquid surface in the form of 

capillary waves[57]. The discontinuous quasi-periodic liquid displacement from the center of 

the "pool" due to the recoil forces of the evaporating material is believed to be the driving 

mechamism of this disturbance. 

Melting out to an ellipse of major radius 3.8 mm and minor radius 2.4 mm is measured 

with lower magnification optical microscope. According to one-dimensional thermal analysis 

computer code "STAR" (see chapter II), the maximum surface temperatures at the observed 

major and minor ellipse boundaries, corresponding to the measured laser radial intensity distri

bution (section III.2.1), are 4160 K and 4270 K respectively. The fact that they are much 

higher than the melting temperature of uo2 is believed to be due to the requirement of some 

in-depth melting for visual characteristics of a previously molten surface. 

IV.1.2 Surface Stoichiometry 

Figs. 4.lb and 4.1c show the U02 surface under higher magnification by SEM inside and 

outside of the previously molten zone, respectively. Both surfaces have been thermally etched 

by the laser irradiation and show distinct grain structures. Various surface analyses were used 

to determine the nature of the white dots appearing mostly along the grain boundaries in the 

laser irradiated area (Fig. 4.1 b). The surface concentration of the aggregates decreases with 

radius from the center of the ellipse, showing that they are associated with the surface tempera

ture distribution. Such precipitates might be expected from the surface depletion of oxygen 

due to the preferential evaporation of this element (as U03, see chapter II). However, 
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Fig. 4.1 Scanning Electron Microphotographs of (a) & (b) previously molten and (c) non-

molten U0
2 

Surface following bombardment by a 28 J Laser Pulse 
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computer simulation of the surface temperature and composition evolution during the laser 

power transient shows that, the surface stoichiometry decreases to 1. 78. However, the 0/U 

ratio is predicted to remain in the single phase U02_x region, so precipitation of uranium metal 

should be thermodynamically impossible. 

SEM-EDAX elemental analysis was not capable of distinguishing the white particles from 

the matrix, because (i) SEM-EDAX is not sensitive to oxygen, and (ii) the particles are in 

sub-micron range while SEM electron beam size is tens of microns. Scanning Auger micro-

scope (SAM) circumvented these two difficulties; in addition, another advantage of SAM is the 

0 

shorter Auger electron penetration (10 - 30 A) compared to about 1 - 10 ~-tm x-ray penetration 

from EDAX, which permits measurement of the "surface" stoichiometry. The shallow Auger 

penetration depth is small in comparison to the -15 ~-tm oxygen depletion depth during the 

vaporization transient. 

Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b show the Auger electron spectra from the matrix and the particle, 

respectively, after ion sputtering sufficient to remove all carbon peaks. Comparing the two 

spectra suggests that the particles are not pure uranium metal because they show no difference 

in the relative peaks of uranium and oxygen. This observation is consistent with the calculation 

of the surface 0/U relative to the lower phase boundary of the oxygen-uranium system; there 

remains, however, the question of what the particles are. 
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IV.2 CRATER DEPTH MEASUREMENT 

The removal of the target material by high power laser creates a crater at the focal spot as 

seen from Fig. 4.1. Ready [58] has experimentally determined the depths of this kind of crater 

and related these measurements to the surface temperatures. Ohse[22] also adopted this meas

urement technique, correlating the peak central surface temperature measured by an optical 

pyrometer with the central depth measured by inductive sensor tip scanning across the crater 

profile. 

In this study, the crater profile was also measured by an inductive sensor along the axes of 

the elliptical shape of crater. Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 show this measurement along the major and 

minor axis respectively for a sequence of five shots of 28 joules each. The total amount of U0 2 

evaporated computed by integrating the crater profile was about 55 mg; this is a factor of 7 

higher than the figure from the theoretical calculation (7.9 mg) for the five shot sequence, 

based upon Langmuir vaporization incorporating the calculated surface temperatures. 

The liquid movement, which is seen microscopically in Fig. 4.1 and confirmed by the 

raised rim on the edge of the crater in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, is probably one of the reasons for this 

discrepancy. Chunk sputtering due to the high power laser bombardment[65] or microexplo

sions beneath the surface due to high porosity sample[22] may also be explanations. 



F'ig. 4.3 (<\) Crater Depth Proi1lc along tbe Major Axis 

(b) Surface Roughness Reference 
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Cmter Depth Profile along the Minor Axis 

(b) Surface Roughness Reference 
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IV.3 VAPOR YIELD MEASUREMENT 

A radioactive tracer technique was used by Varsi{59] for the measurement of the amount 

of material ablated by high intensity laser radiation as well as the angular distribution of the 

particles emitted from a copper single crystal. The same idea was applied here, except that, 

instead of using a radioactive tracer, collected uranium (with 0.715% natural abundance of 

uranium 235) was activated in the TRIGA Reactor and the yield obtained by y counting of 

fission product radioactive decay. 

As shown in Fig. 4.5a, b and c, two arrays of small teflon* disks and aluminum disks were 

placed around the target by a collector assembly mounted in the y-z plane ("out-of-plane" Fig. 

4.5b) in run #A-1 and in the x-y plane (containing the laser beam and the target normal, or 

"in-plane" Fig. 4.5c) in run #A-2 to collect part of the ejected U02 from laser-heated spot. The 

collector disks were half inches diameter, arranged in arrays of about 10° angular resolution. 

The collector assembly was 3 inches away from the target. U02 target was subject to five laser 

shots of energy 28 joules each in run #A-1, and two shots of 26 joules each in run #A-2. 

The teflon disks were irradiated in the Berkeley Research Reactor** and the amount of 

U02 was determined by counting the fission products radioactivity with a 3" by 3" Nal (Tl) scin-

tillation detector and a 1024 multichannel analyzer. Calibrated standards consisting of known 

amount of uranium from uranyl nitrate solution deposited on teflon disks were used to deter-

mine the absolute magnitude of the quantity of uranium deposited on the disks by the laser 

vaporization process. Prior to assembling the stack of disks and the standards in the reactor 

capsule, the disks were sprayed with a plastic coating to prevent loss of uranium by abrasion or 

loss of neutron-induced radioactivity by recoil from the thin uranium layer. By this technique, 

not only could the angular distribution be determined but also the total amount of U02 vapor-

ized in one pulse. The results are shown in Table 4.1. 

*Teflon was employed to minimize the background due to activation of the disk proper. A "blank" teflon was 
also irradiated with the samples to obtain the background counts, which came out to be less than 1% of the 
sample counts. 
**Two hours of irradiation under flux of 5 X 1012 n/ sec-em 2 at I MW full power and one week cooling 
before counting. 
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TABLE 4.1 

The Amount of U0
2 

Collected from Neutron Activation Analysis 

Angle Run #A-1 Run #A-2 

(deg) m(fA.g) m(fA.g) 

85 16.85 5.82 
75 20.58 8.06 
65 23.26 9.75 
55 26.06 -
45 32.69 -
35 36.51 -
25 42.11 22.47 
15 49.95 27.66 
5 55.79 32.68 
0 60.39 33.75 
5 53.06 32.34 

15 46.49 29.76 
25 46.23 24.27 
35 47.07 19.75 
45 42.65 16.55 
55 32.87 12.93 
65 29.10 11.07 
75 26.07 8.37 
85 19.64 5.67 

M ** 
tot 

8.8 4.2 

* m is the amount of U0
2 

collected on the disk at a direction normal to the surface (zero degree); m 
0 0 

= 60.39 11-g for run #A-1 and 33.75 11-g for run #A-2. 

** M
101 

(in mg) is the total mass after integrating over a hemisphere. 
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The amount of U02 collected in each teflon disk (m) ranged from 5 p.,g to 60 p.,g, which 

0 .. 

corresponds to about 40 A to 480 A thicknesses of U02 if uniformly deposited. Table 4.1 

shows that even the disks at angles close to 90° from the surface normal collected significant 

amounts of U02. This phenomenon, which would not occur for a cosine angular distribution is 

usually called "tails" of the distribution and is believed to be due to collisional effects[60]. 

From the geometry of the collection disks system and the angular distribution of emitted 

U02 determined, integration over the hemisphere gives the total quantity of U02 vaporized by 

the laser pulse. 

2 L2 rr/2 
M 101(exp) = ~ J m(e)sinede 

1Ta o 
(4-1) 

where m(O) is the collected vapor mass on the disk at angle e with respect to the surface nor-

mal (presumably axisymmetric), L is the distance between the disk and the vaporization surface 

and a is the disk radius. 

Total amounts of U02 evaporated can also be theoretically calculated based upon the 

Langmuir vaporization formuula and the surface temperature radial profiles as follows: 

oo a 

M 101(theory) = J J <I>(r)2mdrdt 
0 0 

(4-la) 

(1-{3)p(TJ~ 
where <I> (r) is the mass evaporation rate ( = -J ( ) ing/ em 2-sec) and T 8(r) is cal-

21TRT8 r 

culated from the STAR code with laser radial profile measured in Sec. III.2.1.2. 

From the mass distribution in Table 4.1, Eq. (4-1) gives the amounts of U02 evaporated 

as 8.8 mg in run #A-1 and 4.2 mg in run #A-2, compared to the theoretical calculation of 7.9 

mg and 3.9 mg in each run, respectively, from Eq. (4-la). The results are quite consistent 

except that the measured values are about 10% higher. 

The angular distributions normalized with respect to the total amounts of material eva-

porated (M 101(exp)) are shown in Fig. 4.6. Also shown for comparison are cosO and cos 2e dis-

tributions suggested for Knudsen effusion and supersonic free-jet expansion respectively. This 

figure shows that the mass flux angular distribution can be approximated by cosne distribution 
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where n is between 1 and 2. It suggests that the flow might have gone through a transition to 

collision dominated flow(see Appendix E). 

The second set of aluminum disks shown in Fig. 4.5 collected some of the vapor plume 

for scanning electron microscope examination. This test was intended to determine whether 

the vapor blowoff consisted solely of a molecular vapor or also contained a condensed phase. 

Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show scanning electron micrographs of the aluminum disks in run A-1 and 

A-2, respectively. It is evident that there is condensed-phase agglomerates of U02 on the 

disks, some with donut shape and some spherical -- suggesting that they were liquid globules 

before striking the disks. The radii of the frozen droplets range from - 1 11-m to 15 J.tm. Ele

mental analysis (EDAX) results, shown in Figs. 4.7c and Fig. 4.8b,c, show large peaks of 

uranium on the particulate phase and little uranium on the matrix (from condensed vapor). 

The particles on the surface are principally uranium, most likely in the form of U02. Two 

interpretations of this result are possible: either (a) U02 liquid-droplet ejection directly from 

the melt occurs, or (b) liquid droplets are formed by condensation in the highly superasturated 

vapor plume. The mass of U02 as particles was calculated from their size and spacing on the 

collector surfaces. The mass associated with the particles (estimated from the optical micro

scope observation) is at most 1% of the total U02 collected on each disk. Therefore, the for

mation of liquid droplets does not affect the angular distribution measurement, nor the 

interpretation of the vaporization as a molecular process. However, further investigation of 

droplet formation may help in understanding the vaporization and vapor expansion processes. 
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Aluminum Disk Collector Surface following Run #A-1 
(a) & (b) Scanning Electron Microphotographs 
(c) EDAX Analysis of the white spot 
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Aluminum Disk Collector Surface following Run #A-2 
(a) Scanning Electron Microphotograph 
(b) EDAX Analysis of the white spot in (a) 
(c) EDAX Analysis of gray surface 
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IV.4 FREE~JET PHOTOGRAPHY 

The high Mach number* shock waves have been observed and investigated for years. 

When a relatively low pressure atmosphere experiences a sudden compression from a high pres-

sure wave, a compression wave is formed and propagates along the streamline. It finally 

reaches the boundary where a density discontinuity (shock wave) occurs. The nozzle jet expan-

sion is a typical example. The shock wave structure, characterized by the barrel shock boun-

dary and the normal shock (or Mach disc) boundary, has been shown to be related to the flow 

properties (e.g. the pressure jump, Mach number) of the jet. By photographing** the shock 

structure created by the laser-induced free jet, one can measure the saturation total vapor pres-

sure of the materials evaporated by laser pulse. This method has been found quite successful 

in measuring the high temperature vapor pressure of graphite{60l. The same apparatus was 

used for U02• 

IV.4.1 'Experimental Apparatus 

A sketch of the apparatus set up is shown in Fig. 4.9. The solid sample is heated by a 

normal mode Nd-glass laser pulse of msec duration to develop the visible shock structure. The 

background gas pressure is varied from shot to shot at levels between 1 atm and a few microns, 

in order to get the best image of Mach disc geometry on the pictures. It is found that the result 

is independent of the type of ambient gas used, air or Argon. A conventional camera is used to 

obtain time-integrated images of the evaporating U02 free-jet structure. The barrel shock and 

the normal shock (Mach disc) appear as well-defined boundaries on the photos. The analogy of 

laser induced flow to the free-jet expansion from a sonic orifice is supported not only by the 

similarity of the shock characteristics observed, but also confirmed by a molecular velocity 

measurement with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer{6J}. 

The surface temperature transient was measured by a pre-calibrated wide-band silicon 

*Mach number is defined by the ratio of the fluid velocity to the sound velocity. 
**The self-luminosity of the jet is believed to be caused by emission from excited molecular species in the 
flow. 
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Fig. 4.9 Experimental Apparatus Setup for Mach Disk Photographic Measurement 
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photodetector pyrometer. The maximum displacement of the standing normal shock from the 

vaporizing surface (i.e., the position of the outer boundary of the Mach disc image) 

corresponding to the time at which peak surface temperature and pressure occur. This has been 

justified by time-resolved photographs framing camera[60]. The maximum total vapor pressure 

is then interpreted from the Mach disc formu1a[60] by analogy with a free jet expansion from a 

sonic orifice (see Appendix F): 

JS. = o.67 cR2..) 112 

d Poo 
(4-2) 

where x is the axial distance between the Mach disc and the orifice, d is the sonic orifice diame-

ter, Po is the total (reservior) pressure, and Poo is the ambient (background) pressure. 

In applying Eq. (4-2) to laser pulsing of solids, the following identifications are made: (i) 

the "orifice diameter" is the spot size on the solid illuminated by the laser, and (ii) the "reser-

vior" pressure is the total vapor pressure on the solid surface. 

IV.4.2 Results and Discussion 

Fig. 4.10 shows the barrel shock and Mach disc typical of this type of laser-generated 

aerodynamic flow. Table 4.2 shows the results deduced from the photos and Eq. (4-2) as well 

as the temperatures measured by the pyrometer and the temperatures calculated by the com-

puter code "STAR" described in chapter II. The total energy of the laser pulse and its temporal 

shape are obtained from a radiometer signal, and are then used as the input for the computer 

code. A uniformly distributed power profile on the target was assumed. The vapor pressures 

plotted against temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.11, compared with extrapolations of low tern-

perature measurements (see Appendix A). The discrepancy of about a factor of 2 to 4 devia-

tion for temperatures above 4000 K is believed to be due to nonequilibrium radiation from the 

hot U02 vapor in the plume, which is apparently very rich in excited gaseous species emitted 

from the surface. This emission has been observed spectroscopically by side-viewing a rapid 

scanning spectrometer onto the vapor alone. It is also doubtful that the "reservior" pressure in 

the Mach disc formula represents the total vapor pressure on the surface. In accordance with 
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Fig.4.10 Typical Photograph of uo2 
Vapor Plume Structure. 
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TABLE 4.2 

The Total Vapor Pressure of U0
2 

by Free-Jet Photography Method 

Pulse Peak Power Maximum 0/U** Vapor 
Shot# Energy Density* Temperature (K) at Pressure (atm) 

Ei (J) (lOSW'!cm~ T T ** Max Temp p p ** exp calc exp calc 

47 3.65 0.60 3396 3390 1.976 0.16 0.22 

50 4.49 0.74 3643 3640 1.958 0.38 0.54 

53 4.90 0.81 3766 3730 1.948 0.48 0.75 

55 6.78 1.12 3984 3980 1.896 0.74 1.5 

61 17.53 2.89 4926 4690 1.337 2.1 6.2 

67 38.71 6.39 5764 5250 1.133 3.2 13.0 

68 43.83 7.24 5917 5290 1.110 3.6 13.8 

* Peak power density is given by Q = P 0-R)/ A, where P = peak power = E./5.074x 10-4, R = 
p max max 1 

reflectivity of UO 
2 

to Nd-glass laser = 0.05 and A = evaporation surface area = 0.113 em 2. 

** From computer code "STAR", allowing for oxygen depletion at the surface. The pressure is that at 

the maximum temperature of all uranium-bearing species over U0
2

_x, where 2-x is the 0/U ratio of 

the surface at the time of the maximum temperature. 
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Anisimov's model[34}, a nonequilibrium layer exists between the surface and the zone when 

continuum flow starts. The pressure drops about a factor of 5 across this layer of a few mean 

free paths thickness before the vaporizing molecules can accelerate to the local velocity of 

sound and reach hydrodynamic equilibrium. 

The same type of experiment has been recently carried out by Ohse[62}, in which the 

orifice diameter was corrected by an effective area considering the radial evaporation flux distri

bution and the pressure was also corrected assuming an adiabatic expansion process. The 

results are about a factor of 5 higher than the values reported here, and this discrepancy is rela

tively insensitive to the temperature. The influence of the light from the hot vapor on the 

measured temperature was also reported in Ref. 62, in which the pyrometrically measured tem

perature increases with background pressure for a constant laser energy. 
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IV.S TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

The surface temperature of each experiement is measured by a automatic optical pyrome-

ter operated in the transient mode. The time response of the photomultiplier at this mode is 

normally in the nanosecond range; however, the external RC time constant connected to this 

optical unit is in tenth of millisecond range, the same order as the temperature transient, so the 

raw temperature trace has to be corrected for the external RC circuit. 

For a current source connecting to a RC circuit with resistance R and capacitance C, the 

relation between the input current I(t) and the output voltage V(t) is the following: 

I(t) = C dV(t) + V(t) 
dt R 

(4-3) 

In our case, the resistance R is the input resistance of the transient recorder, 1 MO, and 

the capacitance C is the summation of the input capacitance of the transient recorder, 25 pf, 

and the line capacitance, -275 pf. After this correction, the voltage Rxl(t) is used to obtain the 

temperature transient through Fig. 3.7. Fig. 4.12 shows a typical temperature trace with time. 

The solid line and dashed line are the temperature before and after correction for RC time 

constant, respectively. Also shown in the figure is the surface temperature calculated from the 

computer program STAR for that particular experimental run. The maximum surface tempera-

ture of the experiment and the calculation agree quite well but they show different time charac-

teristics. The measured temperature tends to rise faster than the calculation, while they both 

cool at the same rate. Fig. 4.13 shows a comparison of the maximum surface temperatures of 

experiment and calculation as function of input laser total energy. 
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IV.6 MASS SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENT 

IV.6.1 Molecular Density in the Ionizer 

IV.6.1.1 Theory: 

The molecular density in the ionizer from a vaporizing surface of transient surface tern-

perature T8(t) is derived by 01stad[48]: 

() a(l-{:l)!As ( m ) 3; 2 Jt p(Ts) ( - ml 2 ) 
n t = -- exp dr 

k 21i'k o Ti12(t-r) 4 2kT8(t-r) 2 
(4-4) 

where a = condensation coefficient (assumed = 1) 

{:l = backscattering coefficient due to the collisions between the 

vaporizing molecules ( = 18% based on Anisimov's calculation[J4]) 

I = distance from source to the ionizer ( = 40 em) 

A8 = surface area viewed by mass spectrometer (::::: 0.79 cm2) 

k = Boltzmann constant 

m = mass of the molecule detected 

p = partial pressure of the molecule detected at temperature T s 

T s = the surface temperature 

r = time of emission of the molecule from the source surface 

t = time of arrival of the molecule at the ionizer at distance I. 

The calculation was based on the assumptions: 

(1) the vapor is in thermal equilibrium with the vaporizing surface, 

(2) the vaporization is Hertz-Langmuir; or, the rate of vaporization is gi-ven by Eq. (2-19) 

assuming unit vaporization (condensation) coefficient, 

(3) the velocity distribution of the vaporizing molecules is Maxwellian, 

(4) the angular distribution is cosine, 
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(5) the expansion of the molecular flow from source to the ionizer is free of collisions, or free 

molecular flow. 

(6) the collisional effect is taken into account through the backscattering factor {3. 

The verification of these assumptions will be discussed later with the experimental results. 

For the steady state condition such as that used in the mass spectrometer calibration (sec-

tion III.2.3), the steady state density is: 

n= 
a (l-{3)A5p(T) 

4nl2kT 
(4-5) 

Comparing with Eq. (3-16), we have the unit conversion factor Ku = 7.32x1021 

A 
molecules/cm3-K/atm and the geometric constant Kg= ---;- = 3.9xlo-s with unity condensa-

4nl 

tion coefficient. 

IV.6.1.2 Experimental Interpretation: 

Since the sweep· frequency of the mass filter for sweep mode operation is limited by the 

transit time of the ions through the quadrupole structure, the mass control is tuned to monitor 

one mass at each laser shot. Fig. 4.14 shows a typical measured raw UOi signal by the mass 

spectrometer when it is tuned for mass 270. Therefore, in order to obtain the informations for 

each laser energy and temperature transient, four separate shots are needed to detect the four 

uranium bearing species, namely, U, UO, U02, and U03. After recording the output voltage 

signals of all the species, the following steps should be taken to yield the molecular densities of 

the measured neutral species in the ionizer: 

(1) Correction for the RC time constant of the external circuitry: 

Beginning with the voltage measured as a function of time by the transient recorder 

V ms(t), and given the external circuit as shown in Fig. 4.15, the current Iemp(t) out of the 

electron multiplier is given by: 

dV ms(t) V ms(t) 
Iemp(t) = ( C, + Cb) dt + Rb 

where C1 = the capacitance of the cable lines 

(4-6) 
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cb = the input capacitance of the transient recorder 

Rb = the input resistance of the transient recorder. 

(2) Correction for the electron multiplier efficiency: 

The rate of the ion collected by the first dynode of the electron multiplier Irct is given by 

( ) 
lemp(t) 

Irct t = Gy (4-7) 

where G = electron multiplier gain 

y = number of secondary electrons emitted at the first dynode for each ion collected. 

(3) Correction for the ion drift time and efficiency of the quadrupole structure: 

The ions produced in the ionizer per unit time lion is given by 

( ) 
_ Irct (t + tct) 

lion t - F 
q 

(4-8) 

where td = drift time of ions from ionizer through quadrupole 

(acceleration time before quadrupole is neglected) 

F q = the fraction of ions reaching the electron multiplier 

compared to the total ions produced in the ionizer. 

The drift time td can be calculated from the ion kinetic energy entering the quadrupole 

1 Lq 2 
eVion =2m(~) (4-9) 

where Vion = ion potential relative to the ionizer 

e = ion charge 

m =ion mass 

Lq = length of quadrupole structure ( = 14 em) 

Solving for td gives 

(4-1 0) 

or 



td = 1.01 x to-s ( ~) 112 

in which td is in second and M is the molecular weighting/mole. 

In U02 system, tct = 0.0468 msec for u+ (mass 238) 

= 0.0484 msec for uo+ (mass 254) 

= 0.0499 msec for uot (mass 270) 

= 0.0513 msec for uot (mass 286). 

(4) Correction for the ionization cross section and the fragmentation pattern: 

87 

(4-11) 

For U0 2 vaporization where U0 3, U0 2, UO and U neutral species are present in the vapor 

and cracking fragmentation occurs by electron impact, the ions produced in the ionizer are 

attributed to the sum of the ionization of the neutrals of the same mass and the fragments 

from the neutrals of higher mass. 

Similar to the section III.2.3 for steady state condition, the production rate of the ions i + 

from step (3) Ii+ is given by: 

3 
li+(t) = [o-iFiinJt) + I: o-kFkink(t)] IeL 

k>i 

where a- /a- k) = total ionization cross section of i (k) neutral 

Fii = fraction of i + ions from i neutral 

Fki = fraction of i+ ions from k neutral (mk>m) 

ni(nk) = molecular density of i (k) neutral in the ionizer. 

Ie = emission electron current of ionizer filament 

L = length of the electron sheet 

Combining step (1) to (4) yields: 

3 
[o-iFiini(t)+ l:,a-kFkink(t)]IeL 

k>i 

Rearranging Eq. (4-13) gives, for each species i, 

(4-12) 

(4-13) 

(4-14) 
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KMs = IeLFqG = mass spectrometer instrumental constant 

U" 2 = ionization cross section of U0 2 

Ci = relative total ionization cross section of i neutral to that of U02 ( = U"VU"z) 

'Yi = first dynode efficiency fori+ ion. 

For U02 vaporization, the measured voltage signals from the transient recorder Vi(t) 

(i=O, 1, 2, 3) determine the molecular densities of the neutral molecules 

U, UO, U02, and U03 at any timet by the numerical solutions of the following equations: 

dV 3(t+tct3) 
v1

3(t) = TRC dt +V3(t+td3) 

= KMsU" 2'Y3Rb[C3F 33n3(t) l 
I dV 2(t+tct2) 

V 2(t) = TRC dt +V2(t+tctz) 

= KMsU" 2'Y 2Rb[CzF 22n2(t)+C3F 32n3(t)] 

I dV I (t+tdl) 
V l(t) = TRC dt +VI(t+tctl) 

= KMsU"2'Y 1Rb[C1F 11nl(t)+C2F21n2(t)+C3F 31n3(t) 1 
dV0(t+tcto) 

Vlo(t) = TRC dt +Vo(t+tcto) 

= KMs(J" 2'YoRb[CoFoono(t)+CJF 1oO I(t)+CzF 2onit)+C~ Jon it) l 

(4-15) 

(4-16) 

(4-17) 

(4-18) 

For each time t, Eqs. (4-15) - (4-18) are solved for V1

0, V1

1, V1

2, and V1

3. Then 

n0, n 1, n2 and n3 are determined from the second equalities in these equations. The instrumen-

tal constant KMsU" 2y 2 is determined from the steady state calibration (Sect. III.2.3). 

IV .6.1.3 Results: 

Fig. 4.16 shows the comparison of the raw mass spectrometer signal V(t) with the result 

of the RC time constant and drift time correction V'(t) in Eq. (4-14). The signal shows two 

time peaks; the first one is attributed to the fast ions with 11 eV energy (to be discussed in a 

later section), while the second one is due to thermal molecules. In solving for the transient 

molecular densities by means of Eqs. (4-15) to (4-18), the first peaks are not included in V'(t) 

since the ions are not created in the ionizer by electron impact. In the correction, the transient 
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recorder input resistance is 1 Mil, the transient recorder input capacitance is 25 pf and the line 

capacitance is about 175 pf, so the RC time constant for the mass spectrometer signals is about 

0.2 msec. The drift time for the ions are given in Eq. (4-11). The fragment ratios Fii's, rela

tive ionization cross section Ch relative electron multiplier gain y i are from section III.2.3. 

Six sets of experiments were carried out for mass spectrometric measurement. Table 4.3 

shows the measured maximum molecular density of the uranium bearing species. Also shown 

are the calculations by Eq. (4-4) based on Blackburn's equilibrium model for the partial pres

sures and the calculated temperature transients by STAR code. Because of the uncertainties of 

the fragmentation pattern, the results for the species U, UO, U03 are relatively unreliable com

pared to U02. For example, U mostly comes from the fragmentation of U02, which has 4 ord

ers of magnitude higher theoretical density. Moreover, the results for nu03 are relatively reli-

able compared to those of nuo and nu because U03 ions are always parent ions. Fig. 4.17 

shows a typical U02 molecular density with time compared to the theoretical calculation. Aside 

a time shift of about 0.25 msec, the experimental result has very similar time response with the 

theoretical one. Also shown in Fig. 4.17 is an arrow of theoretical time of maximum molecular 

density if the flow is collision-dominated hydrodynamic flow[63]. The time response will also 

be narrower for hydrodynamic flow [63]. Therefore, it is concluded that the free-molecular flow 

is the adequate one to describe the gasdynamic flow expansion in the problem of interest. 

Table 4.4 shows the ratio of nlf6~ to nlf6~, and nlf6x to nlf6~ from experiments compared 

with the calculations based upon the partial pressures from three different theoretical 

mode1s[81,82,109l. The calculations from Blackburn[82] and Breitung[81] are consistent with 

the experiments. The sensitivity of calculated nlf6f'nlf6~ and nffi!rfnlf6; to the uncertainties of 

material properties is estimated to be -±50% from the sensitivity study described in section 

II.4.3. The error of measured nlf6~/nlf6~ ratio is estimated to be -±50%, while the error of 

measured nlf6x/nlf6~ ratio may be more than 100% due to fragmentation. 

Table 4.5 shows the time of maxima of the U02 and U03 signals compared with the 

theoretical calculation based on Blackburn's model. The measured time of maxima are bigger 
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TABLE 4.3 

Maximum Molecular Density of Experiment compared with Theory 

Theory* Experiment 

RUN# Ei Tmax 
s 

n max uo3 
n max uo2 

nt')'6x nt')'ax Tmax 
s 

n max uo3 
n max uo2 

Ot'J'6X n/}'ax 

(J) (K) (xlo-11 ) <x to- 12) (xlQ-10) <x w-9) (K) (xlo- 11 ) <x w-12) <x w-1ol <x w-9) 

I 10.6 4016 .2699 .2047 .4283 .0218 3913 .1959 .1893 .5541 .2336 

II 10.25 3983 .2475 .1746 .3302 .0151 3769 .1969 .1282 .4759 .5215 

VI 11.4 3963 .2799 .1985 .3756 .0172 4115 .2131 .1653 .2143 .5441 

VI! 16.8 4225 .4333 .4238 1.3300 .1047 4412 .2193 .3198 .4866 2.4630 

Vlll 7.32 3684 .1373 .0683 .0722 .0018 3813 .0988 .0454 .0563 .4435 

IX 10.2 3971 .2497 .1750 .3259 .0146 4088 .1969 .1714 .5551 .2893 

* Theoretical Calculation is based on Blackburn's calculation[82} for partial pressures of each species. 
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TABLE 4.4 

The Ratios of Maximum U0
3 

Density to U0
2 

and Maximum UO Density to U0
3 

nlf<3jnlr<3~ 

RUN# Ei 

(J) Theory (l) Theory(2) Theory(3) 

I 10.6 .132 .294 .967 

II 10.25 .142 .319 1.004 

VI I1.4 .141 .296 .953 

VII 16.8 .102 .215 .748 

Vlll 7.32 .201 .381 1.161 

IX 10.2 .143 .313 .992 

* Theory (1): Blackburn's Calculation[82] 

Theory<2l: Breitung's Calculation[8J] 

Theory 0 l: Leibowitz's Calculation[J09] 

nm~x/nlfd~ 

Experiment Theory(!) Theor/2) Theory(3) Experiment 

.103 .159 .224 .0079 .283 

.154 .133 .194 .0072 .242 

.129 .134 .221 .0079 .100 

.069 .307 .493 .015 .222 

.218 .053 .108 .0039 .057 

.115 .131 .199 .0072 .282 
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TABLE 4.5 

Time of Maximum of U0
2 

and U0
3 

Signals 

Time of Max of nuo
2 

Time of Max of n uo
3 

Ratio of Time of Max 

RUN# Ei 

(J) Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Experiment 

I 10.6 0.74 1.25 0.76 1.30 0.97 0.96 

II 10.25 0.73 1.01 0.75 1.10 0.97 0.92 

VI 11.4 0.76 1.10 0.78 1.35 0.97 0.82 

VII 16.8 0.75 1.30 0.78 1.45 0.97 0.90 

VIII 7.32 0.77 1.05 0.79 1.30 0.97 0.81 

IX 10.2 0.74 1.15 0.76 1.30 0.97 0.89 
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than calculation as pointed out earlier. However, the ratio of the two is quite consistent with a 

calculation based on the square root of the mass ratio. 

IV.6.2 Gas Phase Composition 

The gas phase composition can be calculated from the partial pressures of the vapor 

species by the following equation: 

(4-19) 

In estimating the vapor composition from experiment, we assume that the vapor composi-

tion of the vapor adjacent to the target surface can be approximated by the vapor composition 

in the ionizer (within ±5% estimated error), which is further approximated by the following 

equation: 

nuo + 2nuo2 + 3nuo3 (0/U) ionizer= ____ __;:__ __ :__ 
nu + nuo + nuo2 + nuo3 

(4-20) 

The contributions of oxygen atoms and oxygen molecules were estimated to be not more than 

5%. The result is shown in Table 4.6. 

IV.6.3 Fast Ions 

As seen in Fig. 4.14, there are two time maxima detected for all the species except U03, 

for which the concentration is probably too small to be measurable. The first peak is believed 

to arise from hot ions emmited with the vapor cloud. The qualitative justification comes from 

the following observations: (i) Only the first peak is measured when the filament current in the 

ionizer is turned off, (ii) A huge signal is measured by the ion probe described in section 

III.1.3. The quantitative interpretation is difficult because the biased acceleration of ions by the 

collecting plate alters the random motion flux-density relation in the ejected vapor cloud. 

The calculation by Karow [64] based on Sha's equation and effective "un-isolated" ioniza-

tion potential shows that the degree of ionization due to thermal effects is 2.8% at 4500 K. The 

partially ionized gas does not attain plasma characteristics (quasi-neutrality and collective 
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TABLE 4.6 

The Oxygen-to-Uranium Ratio in the Gas Phase 

Theory Experiment 

RUN# Ei 

(J) Tmax s (0/U)gas* Tmax s (0/U)gas** 

I 10.6 4016 2.146 3913 2.063 

II 10.25 3983 2.152 3769 2.091 

VI 11.4 3963 2.141 4115 2.096 

VII 16.8 4225 2.105 4412 2.035 

VIII 7.32 3684 2.192 3813 2.150 

IX 10.2 3971 2.148 4088 2.069 

* Calculated from Eq. (4-19) and based on Blackburn's partial pressure calculation. 

** Estimated from Eq. (4-20). 
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behavior) at temperatures less than 5000 K. The absorption of the laser energy by a partially 

ionized vapor is dominated by the inverse Bremsstrahlung process of the interaction between 

the laser photons and the free electrons in the vapor[65]. According to the Bremsstrahlung 

absorption theory [66], assuming all the ions are singly charged, and that ionization is 2.8% at 

4500 K, the absorption coefficient is 0.0328 cm-1 for 1.06 p.m Nd-glass laser and 0.0076 cm-1 

for 0.65 p.m optical pyrometer. Assuming an absorbing layer of 0.5 mm[23], the absorption of 

1.06 p.m laser light is 0.16% and that of 0.65 p.m radiation is 0.04%. Therefore the interference 

of the partially ionized vapor with the laser or with the optical pyrometer measurement is not 

likely to be important. However, Karow [30] proposed that, instead of the inverse 

Bremsstrahlung absorption which is usually in the eV range, bound-bound absorption in the 

visible spectral range is the mechanism responsible for the interference of the ionized vapor 

with the thermal radiation. According to his calculation, based on a smeared quasi-continuous 

energy spectrum for the vapor molecules, the uranium oxide vapor becomes optically thick and 

the pyrometric temperature measurement becomes unreliable when the temperature is higher 

than 4200 K[30,53]. 

From the double-maxima mass spectrometer signals, we can estimate the degree of ioni

zation of the hot vapor. The relative magnitude of the raw signals does not directly reflect this 

percentage of thermonic emission because the mass spectrometer does not have the same 

detection efficiency for the ions and the neutral molecules. This difference is attributed to the 

following two factors: (i) The neutral molecules need to be ionized in order to be detected, 

while the ions do not, and (ii) The mass spectrometer has different extraction efficiencies 

(defined as the percentage of ions passing through the entry of the quadrupole structure com

pared to the total number of ions in the ionizer) for two groups of ions due to different velocity 

distributions. 

The absolute ionization cross sections of uranium-bearing species have not been meas

ured. However, the ionization efficiency of most of the molecules is in the order of 10-3 to 

10-4. The ionization efficiency of the ions is of course equal to one. In order to estimate the 
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extraction efficiency of ions, one has to consider the forces exerted on the ions in the ionizer. 

There are two principal forces from the electric potential difference in the ionizer[lJO]: one is 

due to the electric field between the filament and the electron collector (see Fig. 4.15), which 

tends to divert lower speed ions from a trajectory to extraction hole and results in lower extrac

tion probabilty for low speed ions; the other one is due to the electric field set up by the electric 

potential difference between the focus electrode and the ionizer cage, which gives slow ions 

higher extraction efficiency than fast ones[JJO]. This extraction efficiency, or bias function as it 

is called, has been determined experimentally in Ref. 110, and the effect of the beam tempera

ture due to the fact that the mass spectrometer is optimized at lower temperature was treated in 

Appendix B of the cited reference. The temperature of the neutral molecules is assumed equal 

to the surface temperature, which is in the range of 3600 to 4300 K. The "temperature" of the 

thermal ions is represented by the mean energy of the ions. It has been found[lll, 65} that 

thermal ion energies increase with increasing laser power density in proportion to approximately 

the 0.33 power for high atomic mass materials. From ion energy measurement given in Ref. 

65, it is estimated that the thermal ions have a mean energy of approximately 30 eV. Taking 

into account the deceleration of the ions due to the ionizer cage relative to ground, the average 

ion energy in the ionizer is about 19 eV. According to Ref. 110, the extraction efficiency for 

ions from 4000 K neutral molecules is about 80% and about 1% for 19 e V thermonic ions. 

Combining factors (i) and (ii), the degree of ionization of U02 gas in the partially ionized 

vapor is shown in Table 4.7. Also shown in the Table is the degree of ionization calculated by 

Karow[64]. 

Because of the 11 eV potential imposed on the ionizer cage, the ions detected by the mass 

filter should have energies slightly higher or equal to 11 eV. This expectation is consistent with 

the observation that the times of maxima for the first peaks of u+, uo+ and uot signals have 

the same ratio as that of the square root of the masses. Also, it is shown in Fig. 4.18 that the 

normalized ion signal follows quite well the shape of the normalized laser pulse, and the time 

of maximum differs for 0.14 msec, which is exactly the transit time of uo+ ions from the tar-
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TABLE 4.7 

The Estimated Degree of Ionization from Mass Spectrometer Signals 

U02 Signal % of Ionization* % of Ionization 

RUN# Ei Tmax 
s 

ion peak neutral peak estimated calc[64] 

I 10.6 4016 0.05 0.68 0.8 1.82 

II 10.25 3983 0.18 0.45 4.1 1.78 

VI 11.4 3963 0.18 0.56 3.2 1.76 

VII 16.8 4225 0.34 1.24 2.7 2.28 

VIII 7.32 3684 0.08 0.17 4.6 1.32 

IX 10.2 3971 0.31 0.61 5.0 1.77 

* Ionization fraction for neutral molecules in the ionizer is assumed to be 1 o-4. 
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get surface to the ionizer with 11 eV energy. Consequently, although the thermionic fast ions 

have an energy distribution as reported in Ref. 65, because of the filtering effect of ion poten

tial the fast ions will not disturb the measurement of the neutrals. This filtering effect justifies 

the interpretation procedures described in the last section by simply eliminating the first peak 

from thermionic emission. 

IV.6.3 Dimers 

The mass spectrometer is tuned to mass 540 for (U0 2) 2 and 508 for (UO) 2 to examine 

the dimer formation. No signal was measured at either mass even when the resolution was 

reduced to cover a mass range of about ±20 a.m.u. 
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IV.7 VAPOR PRESSURE- TEMPERATURE RELATION 

In reactor safety application, the format of the material equation of states is usually 

expressed in the form of either pressure - energy relation or pressure - temperature relation. A 

pressure - temperature relation for the total pressure of U02 is recommended as[67}: 

log p = 29.65 - 34933/T- 5.641 logT 

where p is in atm and T is in K. 

Therefore, the same kind of relation as: 

log p = A + B/T + C logT 

(4-21) 

(4-22) 

is assumed to fit the experiment results for the parameters A, B and C. In doing the fitting, 

Eq. (4-4) is used to calculate the maximum U02 molecular density and then compared with the 

experimental values as shown in Table 4.3. 

Depending on the temperature transients used in Eq. (4-4), the following relations prove 

to be the best fit for the partial pressure of U02: 

log p = 26.81 - 26089/T - 5.594 logT (4-23) 

provided that the temperature transients calculated from the computer program STAR 

described in Chapter II is used, and 

log p = 24.22- 24238/T- 5.033 logT (4-24) 

provided that the temperature transients measured by optical pyrometer is used. The results 

are shown in Fig. 4.19. About 50% discrepancy between two equations results from the 

difference in the temporal shape of the temperature transients as shown in Fig. 4.12. 

Also shown in the figure are the calculation based on Blackburn's model for the tempera

ture and oxygen-to-uranium ratio calculated from STAR code, and a band of limits recom

mended in Ref. 67 from assessing the published theoretical calculations and measurements in 

the literature. Notice that the limits given are for total pressures. The relation given in Eq. 

(4-23) is in good agreement with the calculation based on Blackburn's model. Both of the 

fitted equations fall inside the limits. The results of the Mach disk photographic measurement 

(Sect. lV.4) is also shown in Fig. 4.19 for comparison. 
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Fig. 4.19 The Pressure- Temperature Relation for U0
2 
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V. CONCLUSION 

A computer code was developed to simulate the laser heating process and calculate the 

surface temperature transient. The sensitivity study of the effect of uncertainties of the high 

temperature material properties resulted in about 3% variance for the surface temperature cal

culation and about 40% variance for surface 0/U ratio depletion. The uncertainties in the ther

mal conductivity and the heat of vaporization have the greatest effect on the thermal response, 

while the 0/U ratio is principally controlled by the diffusion coefficient. 

The pyrometrically measured temperatures are in good agreement with the calculation in 

the mass spectrometric experiment, while in the photographic technique, the measured tem

peratures are higher than the calculation for temperatures above 4000 K. The excessively high 

temperature in the photographic measurement is believed to be due to the radiation contribu

tion from the hot vapor when an ambient gas is present. It is concluded that the pyrometric 

temperature measurement is feasible up to 4000 K in ambient pressure and ill least 4225 K in 

vacuum. 

The Mach disk photographic measurement of total vapor pressure showed good agreement 

with theoretical prediction in temperatures below 4000 K, but a factor of 2 to 4 lower than 

theory above that. The low vapor pressure is partly attributed to the excessively high measured 

temperatures and probably partly from the wrong interpretation of "reservoir" pressure in apply

ing the sonic orifice analogy to the vaporization process. 

The mass spectrometric technique is the only way of identifying different vapor species 

from vaporization of solids, measuring the evaporation rate of each of them, and deducing the 

vapor composition. Thus it is the only way of directly checking whether vaporization is an 

equilibrium process. The results of the vapor pressure and the vapor composition deduced 

from the experiments favor the Blackburn's model for calculating the equilibrium partial pres

sure of each species compared to the other calculations in the literature. It also suggests that 

the equilibrium vaporization, after taking into account the oxygen depletion on the surface, suc

cessfully describes the vaporization process in the sub-millisecond transient, and the transient 
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calculation presented here is more suitable than either the congruent or the "forced congruent" 

calculations. 

The measured time-of-arrival and the width of the mass spectrometric signals compared to 

the free molecular model (collisionless expansion) and hydrodynamic model (collision

dominated continuum flow) suggest that the free molecular expansion best represents the 

expansion process in vacuum. The fact that no dimers of any species were measured also sug

gests that collisions are negligible in the expansion into vacuum. On the other hand, the Mach 

disk structure observed in pulse vaporization under ambient background pressure is well 

represented by the supersonic flow expansion model. 

A time delay is observed from the mass spectrometric signals compared to the theoretical 

calculation based upon free molecular model. However, the fact that the ratio of time of max

imum of 002 signal to 00
3 

signal is in satisfactory agreement with the square root of the mass 

ratio suggests that the time delay is not due to the expansion process or the detector. There

fore, the possibility of a time delay due to the surface processes, such as surface diffusion, for

mation of compound molecules, etc., which are not considered in the theoretical calculation, 

should be considered. 

The mass spectrometric measurement also provides a way of measuring the degree of ion

ization of the high temperature gas ejected from the surface. The result is in good agreement 

with the thermonic calculation based on Sha's equilibrium model. 
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APPENDIX A: THEORETICAL EXTRAPOLATIONS OF U02 VAPOR PRESSURE 

Simple direct extrapolation according to the second law is not reliable because of the 

scatter of the measured values of the heat of sublimation and the multispecies nature of U02 

vaporization. There are, however, three theoretical approaches to predict the thermodynamic 

equation of state in the temperature range where no experimental data are available from well-

established information in the low temperature range. These theories are the Principle of the 

Corresponding States (PCS), the Significant Structure Theory of Liquids (SST) and the Law of 

Mass Action (LMA). A brief description of each of the approach and a summary of the calcu-

lations on uo2 are presented here. 

In dealing with the first two approaches one should keep in mind that, although the criti-

cal region of U0 2 is not of interest for HCDA analysis, critical point data are useful in estab-

lishing a thermodynamically consistent set of data in the temperature range of interest (4000 K 

- 5000 K). 

A.l Principle of Corresponding States: 

The basis of the theory states that the thermodynamic properties of fluids are universal 

functions of the "reduced" variables of state+ (such as pressure, volume, temperature, internal 

energy, enthalpy etc.). The concept was originally proposed by Hirschfelder et al[68] after 

examing the equations of state of a number of fluids in the neighborhood of their critical 

points. The idea of applying this principle is that the critical constants may be estimated on the 

basis of experimental data from a region remote from the critical point. These predicted critical 

constants are then used to predict the equation of state in the intermediate range where experi-

mental data are not available. More specifically, if the pressure, volume and temperature of a 

mole of material are denoted by P, V and T respectively, and their values at the critical point 

are P c, V c and Tc, the reduced quantities are: 

(A-1) 

+The "reduced" variable of state is defined as the ratio of the variable to its value at the critical point. 
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The Principle of Corresponding States has been generalized by Riedel[69] by stating that 

the compressibility factor Z defined as i~ should be a universal function of Vr, Tr and a, 

where a is defined as the slope of the reduced vapor pressure-temperature curve at the critical 

PV 
Z = RT = Z(VnTr,a) (A-2) 

and the proposed critical compressibility factor Zc is:f69] 

PcVc 
Zc = RT = l/(1.90+0.26a) 

c 
(A-3) 

The reduced saturated vapor pressure of a fluid is a universal empirical function of 

reduced temperature T r: [69] 

(A-4) 

Menzies[70] and Meyer and Wolfe[71] have applied Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) and the fitted 

empirical vapor pressure-temperature relation in the low temperature range is: 

InP(atm) = 83.804-76800/T -4.34lnT (A-5) 

by assuming 0.27 and 0.272, respectively for Zc in Eq. (A-3). 

The values of P c• V c• T c and Zc are listed in Table A.l. 

This method is basically equivalent to extrapolating the measured vapor pressure over 

solid (Eq. (A-5)) by many orders of magnitude to the critical region. The weakness of direct 

extrapolation remains. Kapi1[72] has proposed another method of determing critical constants, 

hoping to avoid the large extrapolations and to obtain a single set of critical constants which 

would be consistent with all the available low temperature data. This method is based on the 

universal relation of reduced density versus reduced temperature for a given Zc as tabulated 

form from Hougen, Watson and Ragatz[68] and the measured (i) melting temperature (ii) 

volume expansion coefficient of liquid (iii) liquid densty at melting temperature from Christian-

sen[73] to iterate and obtain a self-consistent set of critical constants (Vc,Pc,Tc)· Using various 

values of Zc and the corresponding critical constants along with Riedel's vapor pressure equa-
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tion (A-4), a vapor pressure equation can be written and then "extrapolated down" to the low 

temperature region where experimental data are available. Finally, by comparing to the experi-

mental data (from either Ohse{7} or Tetenbaum and Hunt[5}) a specific set of critical constants 

is proposed, as shown in Table A.l. 

According to Kapil, since the low temperature experimental data is used strictly within the 

range in which it is measured, in contrast to the large extrapolations of this data in the earlier 

methods, the chosen set of critical constants is practically insensitive to the source of data used. 

In addition, the major uncertainty in the use of the Principle of Corresponding States arises 

from the lack of a good estimate of the critical compressibility Zc of the material, and it is expli-

citly "solved" in this method, while it is arbitrarily guessed in the earlier methods. 

By adopting Booth's scheme[74}, Browning, Gillan and Potter[75} proposed another 

method which combines Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) with the law of rectilinear diameters: 

P1+Pv = AT+B 
2 

(A-6) 

where values of A and B are determined from measured values of liquid density and expansion 

coefficient at the melting point, assuming Pv to be negligible. From Christiansen's{73}1iquid 

U0 2 data, A and B are calculated -4.5885 x 10-4 and 5.8076 respectively. 

With reduced volume and temperature, Eq. (A-6) becomes 

1 1 CTc D -+-= (-)T +v; V~ Vc r Vc 

The liquid density is given by Guggenheim[76} 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

By iterating Eqs. (A-3), (A-4), (A-7) and (A-8), starting with an estimated critical tern-

perature and using the measured vapor pressure and liquid densty at the melting tempera-

ture[75}, Pc, Vc, Tc and Zc are solved, as listed in Table A.l. 

Browning, Gillan and Potter[75} have also examined the effect of Ohse's[7} and Teten-

baum and Hunt's[5} vapor pressure data and the results (as shown in Table A.l) concluded that 
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the effect of changing the vapor pressure data is rather small. 

After having the critical quantities, the saturation vapor pressure-temperature relation 

below the critical point can be obtained by Eq. (A-4). Fig. A .I shows the results from the 

sources listed in Table A.l. 

A.2 Significant Structures Theory of Liquids: 

The assumption of this theory, which was originally proposed by Eyring[77], is that the 

thermodynamic partition function for the liquid may be expressed as an average of the partition 

functions for the solid and the gas. The theory has been quite successful for materials similar 

to U02 (e.g. alkali halides NaF etc.) [78]. According to the theory, each molecule in the liquid 

is partly in a solid-like and partly in a gas-like environment and the partition function Z1(V,T) 

for a mole of liquid at temperature T and volume V can be written as a weighted geometrical 

mean of partition functions for the solid Zs and for the gas Zg, i.e. 

(A-9) 

~here N is the Avogadro's number and V5 and V are respectively the molar volume of the solid 

at the melting point and of the liquid in the state of interest. 

The partition function for the "solid-like" molecules in the liquid can be written as[78] 

E5(V/V JY aEs kT 
Zs = exp(- Hl+nhexp(--)](-) 3~-< 

kT nhkT hv 5 

(A-10) 

where Es is the binding energy per molecule, nh=n(V-V J/V is the number of additional 

quasi-equilibrium positions of solid-like molecule in the liquid than in the solid, v5 is a mean 

vibrational frequency, 1-t is the number of atoms per molecule ( = 3 for stoichiometric U02) and 

y, n, a are three free parameters in this model. 

The partition function of the "gas-like" molecules is given by the product of translational, 

vibrational, rotational and electronic partition functions as: 

z = z trz vibz rotz elec 
g g g g g (A-ll)* 

*In Ref. A. 13, Gillan did not take into account the partition function for electronic states which was then in-



where ztr = (27rmkT) 312 eV 
g Nh3 

and 

. hvi hvi 
zvtb = n exp(- -)/[1-exp(- -)] 

g i 2kT kT 

z~ot = 81rlkT/h 2o- (for linear molecules) 

E1 
z:lec = go+glexp(- kT) 
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Having constructed the partition functions for the liquid, the Helmholtz free energy is 

given by 

F(V,T) = -kTlnZI(V,T) = -NkT [(V JV)lnZ5+((V-V5)/V)InZgl (A-12) 

All the other thermodynamic functions can then be found from F by applying standard 

formulae to Eq. (A-12). 

Browning, Gillan and Potter[75] have applied this theory on U02. In determing the bind-

ing energy Es and the mean vibrational frequency v s of "solid-like" molecules, they used both 

low temperature vapor pressure data of Ohse[7] and Tetenbaum and Hunt[5]. The three free-

parameters were determined by matching the available data associated with the melting transi-

tion: melting temperature, volume change on fusion and entropy of fusion with the experimen-

tal values. The critical constants were then estimated by the measured liquid expansion 

coefficient together with the law of rectilinear diameters. The result is also listed in Table A.l 

for comparison with the Principle of Corresponding States. They concluded that (i) the 

Significant Structures results are much more sensitive to the vapor pressure data than those 

from the theory of Corresponding States (ii) the critical volumes are uniformly greater by about 

50% (iii) the values of Zc are about 25% higher. The vapor pressure-temperature relation for 

liquid U02 by taking the derivative of Helmholtz free energy (Eq. A-12) with volume is shown 

in Fig. A.2. 

Fischer et al.[79] have also applied Significant Structures theory to predict the critical con-

stants, based on Ohse's low temperature data. They included an excess enthalpy (assumed to 

eluded in a later publication Ref. A.! 0. 
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be due to Frenkel defects) in the solid-like partition function and assumed non-linear U0 2 

molecules with higher electronic entropy. Furthermore, they used the vapor pressure and the · 

liquid volume at the melting temperature, and the heat of fusion to determine the three free 

parameters. The result are shown in Table A.l in the form of critical constants and in Fig. A.2 

as the vapor pressure-temperature relation. 

A.3 Law of Mass Action: 

The basic assumption of applying the Law of Mass Action on the vaporization process is 

thermodynamic equilibrium at the phase boundary; that is, the vaporizing gaseous species from 

a condensed phase is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the condensed phase. For instance, 

the general vaporization reaction from a solid or liquid metal oxide is: 

B-A 
MOA(cond) + -

2
-02(g)- MOs(g) (A-13) 

This reaction includes also the vaporization of pure metals (A=B=O). For thermodynamic 

equilibrium the law of mass action gives 

PMoB 
ilGT = ilGf.T[MO A]+RT!n (B-Al/2 = 0 

aMoAPo2 

where PMo
8 

= vapor pressure of gaseous M08 

aMo = activity of the metal oxide in the condensed phase MO A 
A 

(A-14) 

ilGf.T[MO A] = free energy of formation of the condensed MO A at temperature T 

ilGfT[MOsl = free energy of formation of the gaseous M0 8 at temperature T 

With ilG02 = oxygen potential = RTlnP02, the relation 

B-A
RTlnPMo

8 
= RTlnaMoA+ilGf.T[MOA]-LlGr~T[M0s)+-2 -ilGo2 

is then used to calculate the vapor pressure of each of the gaseous species M08. 

(A-15) 

Breitung, following Rand and Markin's technique[80}, has applied this method to calculate 

the equilibrium partial pressures of U03(g), U0 2(g), UO(g), U(g), O(g) and Oig) for vapori-

zation of condensed U02±J81} and to estimate the tolerable uncertainty of the equation of 

state of liquid UOl21} due to the scatter of the free energy of formation of the gaseous species. 
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Blackburn[82} has also applied this model, although in a slightly different way, to perform the 

same calculation. 

In both calculations, the oxygen potential as a function of stoichiometry and temperature 

are required. This is also calculated by the law of mass action for the equilibrium reactions 

among the cations and anions in the condensed phase with oxygen gas. The equilibrium condi

tions near stoichiometric U02 are used to solve for the oxygen potential. 

Fig. A.3 shows the two calculations for stoichiometric U02• The difference between the 

two is attributed to the use of different thermodynamic functions of the gaseous species[83}. 

Also shown in Fig. A.3 are the results of both calculations based on Breitung's forced 

congruent vaporization model[JJ}, assuming depletion of surface stoichiometry due to preferen

tial vaporization of oxygen compared to uranium and eventual "congruent" vaporization at a 

given steady state temperature when the gas composition is identical to the bulk composition. 

A.4 Discussion: 

The basic assumptions for the Priciple of the Corresponding States concerning the micros

copic behavior of the materials are (i) the potential energy of two particals is a function only of 

their separation i.e. the Lennard-Jone type of potential, (ii) the potential energy of entire N

partical system is the sum of the potential energy of all possible pairs of particles and (iii) the 

partition functions are evaluated by classical statistical mechanics. However, U02 is believed to 

be ionic and the intermolecular forces do not quite meet the assumptions stated. Therefore the 

prediction by the Corresponding States seems to lack the necessary theoretical foundation for 

application to uo2. 

The results of the Significant Structures Theory have the disadvantage of strong depen

dence of the input low temperature data, as shown in Table A.l. Since all the vapor pressure 

measurements in low temperature region agree quite well, a model which effectively magnifies 

this small discrepancy is not considered to be acceptable. Nevertheless, by comparing the 

results of Gillan[78} and Potter[75} in which the only difference was the inclusion of the elec-
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tronic term in gas partition function, it seems reasonable to say that because the latter has 

smaller inconsistency with different low temperature data, more accurate informations on gas 

properties might compensate for this weakness in the theory. 

The results from the Law of Mass Action show very strong effects of the gaseous thermo

dynamic data used. As shown in Table A.2, a linear temperature dependence of the free 

energy of formation is assumed. Due to the scatter of these data, this method is not reliable 

until more measurements in the higher temperature region are available. By comparing Fig. 

A.2 and Fig. A.3, it is found that Blackburn's result agrees suprisingly well with Gillan's and 

Potter's SST calculations and with Tetenbaum and Hunt vapor pressure data, while Breitung's 

calculation is much higher than any other calculation. The Breitung's calculation with forced 

congruent model (Fig. A.3) exhibits positive curvature while negative curvature is expected as 

the critical point is approached. 

By comparing the results of three different methods applied to U02, the following conclu

sions can be drawn: 

(1) The application of the Principle of Corresponding States is the least feasible due to the 

lack of theoretical foundation. 

(2) Zc values of 0.27 is valid only for Van der Waals bonded organic compounds. From the 

results of the alkali halides[78], which have the same ionic structure as U02, the higher 

value of 0.31 from the Significant Structures Theory seems to be acceptable. 

(3) The importance of the electronic excitation state of U02 is not only involved in the heat 

capacity, but in the vapor pressure assessment as welL 

(4) Although the Law of Mass Action may have the strongest theoretical basis of the three, it 

is not reliable unless more precise gaseous thermodynamic data is available. In view of 

the ease of application in the vaporization problem we are dealing with, this medel is 

strongly preferred. 
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(5) In the future applications, the effect of change in stoichiometry and the addition of fission 

products can be included in the Significant Structures Theory and the Law of Mass 

Action, but not in the Principle of Corresponding States. 

(6) In reassessing the theoretical models, liquid U0 2 properties just above the melting points 

need to be reconfirmed and more precisely determined. 

(7) None of the theoretical models at this moment give satisfactory predictions. 

(8) The theoretical calculation in the present stage plays two roles: (i) as preliminary informa

tion required in the HCDA analysis until the direct measurement becomes available, (ii) 

to accompany the direct measurements for a reliable data basis for final analysis. In the 

ultimate stage, due to the experimental difficulties, the complete equation-of-state will not 

rely on the direct measurement; therefore, direct measurement plays a role by helping to 

assess the validity of the theoretical models and enventally, to produce an appropriate and 

more reliable model for use in HCDA analyses. 



TABLE A.l 

Critical Constants of U0
2 

Using the Principle of Corresponding 

States and the Significant Structures Theory of Liquid 

Critical Constants 

Auther(s) Ref Model Low Temp Data 

Tc(K) Vc(cm 3/mol) Pc(atm) zc 

Menzies ( 1966) 70 PCS Ackermann 8000 89.8 2000 0.27 

Meyer & Wolfe (1964) 71 PCS Ackermann 7300 85.5 1900 0.272 

Booth(/968) 74 PCS Ohse 6723 98.7 1404 0.2513 

Kapil(/976) 72 PCS Ohse 6744 98.5 1404 0.25 

Ohse 6723 98.7 1404 0.2513 
Potter (19 77) 75 PCS 

T&H 6820 98.4 1380 0.2426 

Ohse 6960 164 1070 0.308 
Gillan (1975) 78 SST 

T&H 9332 163 1450 0.308 

Fischer (1976) 79 SST Ohse 7560 166 1210 0.316 

Ohse 7320 152 1256 0.318 
Potter 0977) 75 SST 

T&H 8840 158 1424 0.310 
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TABLE A.2 

Thermodynamic Properties of Gaseous Uranium Oxides 

Species Formation Reaction Free Energy AGf,T(J/mol) Reference 

-830920+79.53T Ackermann [84] 
-845910+87T Alexander [85] 

U03(g) 3 -920380+ 113.65T Rand & Markin[80] U (I)+ 202(gl = U0 3(g) -837200+81.21T Ackermann [86] 
-873800+93.56T Bober[21] 
-836800+81.17T Leibowitz[87] 

-508600+ 17.75T Ackermann[84] 
-516550+23.86T Rand & Markin[80] 
-508600+22.81T Ackermann[88] 

U02(g) UOJ +02(g) =U02(g) -486830+2.09T Ackermann[88] 
-483480+7.95T Ackermann[88] 
-124900+21.86T-116.2logT Bober[21] 
-486600 + 2. 09T Leibowitz[87] 

-43325-48.56T Ackermann[84] 
-45500-46.97T Rand & Markin[80] 

UO(gl 1 -36840-43.12T Blackburn[82] u (I)+ 202(g) = uo (g) -18420-65.30T Ackermann[88] 
-32650-57. 77T Ackermann [88] 
-32640-57.74T Bober [2l],Leibowitz[87] 

488920-112.2T Pattoret[89] 
482650-109.25T Rand & Markin[80] 

U(gl U(I)=U(gl 497170-112.3T Ackermann[88] 
491855-113.02T Ackermann[88] 
44 7060-109. 2T Blackburn[82] 
491620-113T Bober [2l],Leibowitz[87] 

256370-67.27T Ackermann[88] 

0(g) 1 250300-66.8T Hultgren[90] 202(g)=0(g) 257400-67.6T Bober[21] 
256250-67.24T Leibowitz[87] 
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APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD 

B.1 Non~dimensionalization of Conservation Equations 

Because of the non-linearity of the governing differential equations (2-32) and (2-33) and 

the boundary condition equations (2-35), (2-36) and (2-37), analytical solution is not possible. 

Before the numerical methods are applied, Eqs. (2-32) - (2-38) are non-dimensionalized. By 

introducing appropriate characteristic composition i', characteristic temperature t, characteristic 

time t and characteristic length x, we can define: 

r T t x 
Y=-; 0=-::-; r=-::-; x=-

i' T t x (B-1) 

In the problem formulated in the beginning of the section, especially for U02, the charac-

teristic quantities were taken as: 

i' = r o ; T = To ; t = tpul ; x = ( Ck ) ~2(tpul) I/Z 
p p 

where r 0 = initial oxygen-to-uranium ratio 

T 0 = initial temperature, K 

tpul = effective laser power pulse width = J P (t) dt/P max = E/P max' sec 

E = incident laser energy, Joules 

P max = maximum laser power, Watts 

and "m" means that the properties are evaluated at the melting temperature. 

After the introduction of dimensionless quantities and re-arrangement, there results: 

aze =AI ae _ A2 ae _ A
3

( ae )2 _ A
4 ax 2 ar ax ax 

ae e 
=AI ar + 'VT(r,x,e,a-ax) 

a2y = BI aY- B2aY- B3(aY )(ae) 
ax 2 ar ax ax ax 

aY e Y 
= BI ar + 'I'r(r,x,E>,Y,aax,aax) 

I.C.: E>(x,O) = 1 and Y(x,O) = 1 

ae 
B.C.: (ax )x=O = 'YIT 

aY 
(ax)x=o='lfr 

(B-2) 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

(B-5) 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 



where 

and 

e ( 00 'r) = 1 and y ( 00 'r) = 1 

k 1 
B2 = v~(-C )~/Do 

p p 

T0 dD 0 
83 = D dT 

0 

'l/T = dimensionless surface temperature gradient 

k 1 
~(c)~ 

P P ToUtot~Hvap+Ep-(Ti-T:)-(1-R)qP(t)] 
ks 

etar = dimensionless surface composition gradient 

k t -~(c)m ·g 

____ P--'-p- [ ~ou +vrsl 
D~o 

B.2 Crank-Nicolson Finite Difference Approximation 
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(B-8) 

(B-9) 

(B-10) 

(B-11) 

(B-12) 

(B-13) 

(B-14) 

(B-15) 

(B-16) 

(B-17) 

The Crank-Nicolson finite difference method is an implicit technique in which truncated 

Taylor series expansions are used to approximate the derivatives in the governing differential 

equations. The space and time derivatives are then replaced by second order correct finite 

difference representations. 

Let Wi.n and Ui,n denote the approximate solutions of the dimensionless temperature 0 

and the dimensionless oxygen-to-uranium ratio Y at space (dimensionless) grid Xi (called "grid" 

hereafter) and time (dimensionless) step rn (called "step" hereafter) respectively. The Crank-

Nicolson method assumes that[40]: 



82U 
i n+l 1 azu a2u 

-----=' :---2 = -( i,n+l+ __ i_,n) + O((ilr)2) 
ox 2 2 ox 2 8x 2 

= ; il;(ui,n+I+Ui,n) + O((ilx) 2+(ilr)2) 

aw. 1 
t,n+-2 W 1-W. ___ = t,n+ t,n + O((ilr)2) 

or ilr 

au. 1 
t,n+2 

or 

aw. 1 
t,n+2 1 

--- = -
2 

il/Wi,n+l+Wi,n) + O((.!lx) 2
) 

ox 
au 1 

t,n+2 1 
ox = 2il/Ui,n+I+Ui,n) + O((ilx)2) 

where il;wi,n = second order correct centered second difference of Wi,n 

.!l;ui,n = second order correct centered second difference of Ui,n 

ilx Wi,n = second order correct centered first difference of Wi,n 

ilxUi,n = second order correct centered first difference of Ui,n 
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(B-18) 

(B-19) 

(B-20) 

(B-21). 

(B-22) 

(B-23) 

By utilizing these finite difference operators, the differential equations (B-3) and (B-4) can 

be approximated by the following difference equations: (for i~2) 

1 w. ~-w. 
-il 2(W· +W· ) = A t,n+ t,n 
2 x t,n+l t,n I tlr 

-A2[; il/Wi,n+I+Wi,n)l-A3[; il/Wi,n+l+Wi,n)J2-A4 (B-24) 

1 2( . ) Ui,n+I-Ui,n [ 1 ( )] 
2ilx Ui,n+I+Ui,n = B1 ilr B2 2ilx Ui,n+I+Ui,n 

1 1 
-B3[ 2il/Wi,n+I+Wi,n)] [2ilx(Ui,n+l+Ui,n)] (B-25) 

where the coefficients AhA 2,A3,A4,BhB 2 and B3 are, in general, functions of 

B.3 Second Order Correct Centered Finite Difference Operators 

There are several ways of expressing the finite difference operators ilchi, il;· · · · of 

different degree of order of accuracy, depending on the truncated error from the Taylor series 
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expansion. In this section, the second order correct centered finite difference operators are dis-

cussed. 

For the case of constant increment in X' denoted by e' the Taylor series expansion of F i+ I 

around Fi is: 

. '2.. 3 
Fi+l = Fi + gpi + 2Fi + 0(, ) (B-26) 

The Taylor series expansion of FH around Fi is: 

· e.. 3 F· 1 = F·- cp. + -F + 0(1: ) 1- I r, I 2 I r, (B-27) 

Let us approximate the first derivative Pi by the finite difference operator .lxFi. Then 

.lxFi can be solved from the equations: 

e .. 
Fi+l = Fi + g(axFi) + 2Fi (B-28) 

e .. 
Fi-l = Fi- g(axFi) + TFi (B-29) 

These two equations yields: 

Fi+I-Fi-1 
.lxFi = 2g (B-30) 

which is correct to order of ~ 3 I~ = g 2. 

Similarly, the second dfference operator a~Fi can be solved from the two equations: 

· e 2 e ... 
Fi+l = Fi + gpi + l(axF) + (fFi (B-31) 

p. I = p.- cp. + .£:.(.l 2F·) - £p~ 
1- I r, I 2 X I 6 I 

(B-32) 

which yields: 

(B-33) 

which is correct to order of ~ 4/ e = e. 
Rather than using a constant ~ (as is usually the case), in this program g increases 

geometrically into the bulk of the solid according to the relation: 

gi = E~i-1 = €i-lgl (B-34) 

where E = a constant, taken to be 1.035 
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~ i = grid increment following ith grid plane 

~ 1 = the first grid increment at the surface 

The second order correct differences are considerably more complicated; however, the 

method of deriving the finite difference operators from the truncated Taylor series expansions 

is exactly the same. 

From the following third-order truncated expansions: 

(xi lei- I) 2 
Fi+l = Fi + ~~Ei-l(~xFi) + 

2 
(xi 1e i-2) 2 .. 

Fi-1 = Fi- ~ lei-2 (~xFi) + 
2 

Fi 

Solving for (~xFi), we have: 

1 -e 2 1 
~xFi = --._-1 [-

1
-Fi-t+(e-l)Fi+-

1
-Fi+d 

~ 1e 1 +e +e 

which is correct to second order. 

From the following fourth order truncated expansions: 

. ~?O+e) 2 
2 ao+d 3 

... 
Fi+2 = Fi+(e+l)~iFi+ 

2 
(~xFi)+ 

6 
Fi 

. ~? 2 ~? ... 
Fi+l = Fi+~iFi+2(~xF)+6Fi 

~i . ~? 2 a ... 
p. I= F--F+-(~ F)--F 

1- I E I 2€2 X I 6€3 I 

where ~i = ei-1~1· 

Solving for (~;Fi), we have: 

Applying these formulae to the variables W and U yields: 

(B-35) 

(B-36) 

(B-37) 

(B-38) 

(B-39) 

(B-40) 

(B-41) 

(B-42) 

(B-43) 
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(B-44) 

(B-45) 

B.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions 

In the notation of the approximate solutions, the finite difference approximation to the 

initial conditions (B-5) are: 

Wu=l and Ui, 1=l for all Xi at r 1(=0) (B-46) 

The finite difference approximation to the boundary conditions (B-6) - (B-8) are: (for 

i=l) 

w;,n+l = 'YJT(taUn+hWI,n+hUI,n+l) 

u;,n+I = 'YJr(taun+hWl,n+hU!,n+l) 

where W ;,n+l = second order correct forward first differrence of W l,n+I 

U ;,n+l = second order correct forward first difference of U l,n+l 

(B-47) 

(B-48) 

(The boundary conditions do not have to be evluated at T 1 as do the governing equations, 
n+-z 

because time derivatives are involved in the latter but not in the former.) 

For the case of constant ~, the second order correct forward difference can be solved from 

the two truncated equations: 

(B-49) 

(B-50) 

here F'i denotes the second order correct forward first difference instead of exact first deriva-

tive. 

Eliminating ~ 2Fi from the above equations, we have: 

F'i = 2~ (-3Fi+4Fi+l-Fi+2) (B-51) 

Similarly, for the case of varying ~ according to Eq. (B-34), the second order forward first 
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difference can be solved from the two truncated equations: 

1 (gj+gj+1) 2 
•• 

Fi+2 = Fi+(gi+gi+l)F i+ 2 Fi (B-52) 

I g?.. 
Fi+l = Fi+giF i+TFi (B-53) 

where gi = ei-lh 

The solution is: 

(B-54) 

Fori= 1: 

(B-55) 

Applying these results to the variables W and U yields: 

(B-56) 

(B-57) 

B.5 Solutions of Finite Difference Equations 

The step-by-step method is used to take care of the time (dimensionless) variation. At 

each step, Eqs. (B-24), (B-25), (B-47) and (B-48) comprise a set of nonlinear equations that 

are to be solved for Wi,n+l and Ui,n+l for all i. Only an iterative technique can be used to solve 

a set of nonlinear equations. The Newton-Raphson's method adopted in this study to carry out 

the iterations was found to be quite powerful and converges well. Adoption of the predictor-

corrector scheme for finding good starting values for the iterations also helps to retain both 

efficency and convergency of the program with reasonable time steps. 

B.5.1 Predictor-corrector Method 

The idea of the predictor-corrector method is as follows. Instead of using the results from 

previous step as the first guess to start the iteration, the approximate solution at half of the 

time step is solved by the simpler linear equations (called "predictor") which needs only the 

informations at previous step. Then the "corrector" is used to obtain an approximate solution 
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for the current step as the first guess for the following iteration involving more complicated 

nonlinear equations. 

If the difference equation has the form: 

1 ~ ~-F· -t:l2(p. +F ) _A 1,n+ 1,n 
2 x 1,n+l 1,n I klr 

(B-58) 

then the predictor is:[41] 

(B-59) 

which becomes a linear algebraic problem, because unknowns only appear in the left hand side 

in linear form. 

After solving for F. 1 from Eq. (B-59), the following equation for the corrector is 
1,n+2 

solved: [41} 

1 p. +1-P. 
-A 2(p. +F· ) - A l,n l,n ,y, ( F A F ) (B 60) 
2 l.J.x 1,n+l 1,n I "r = '~'f X;,r I' . l,l.J.x . I -

L.l n+I 1,n+2 1,n+2 

which is also a linear problem. The solution for the corrector, denoted by F;<g~h is then used 

as the first guess for the iteration: 

p<kl -F 
lt:l2(p.(k) +F ) _A i,n+l i,n 
2 x 1,n+l 1,n I Ar 

- [ 1 ( (k-1) ) 1 ( (k-1) ) 1 - 'l'r X;,T n+l'2 Fi,n+l +F;,n '2Ax Fi,n+l +F;,n 
2 

where k=1,2, ... , with repeated iteration, if necessary, to obtain the final solution. 

B.5.2 Iteration Procedure by Newton-Raphson's Method 

Let us multiply Eqs. (B-6) & (B-7) by g 1 and rewrite them in the form: 

f1(Wn+l) = [w;,n+I-'Ylr(rn+hwl,n+l)]gl = 0 

gi(Un+l) = [u;,n+I-'Ylr(Tn+I>UI,n+l)]gl = 0 

Let us also multiply Eqs. (B-3) & (B-4) by 2g [and rewrite them in the form: 

(B-61) 

(B-62) 

(B-63) 



A3 2 } 2 
+Az[A/Wi,n+I+Wi,n)1+2L:1x(Wi,n+t+Wi,n)1 +2A4 g, = 0 

~ _ { 2 Ui,n+l-Ui,n 
gi(Un+t)- Llx(Ui,n+t+Ui,n)-2B, LlTn +B2[.:l/Ui,n+I+Ui,n)] 

+ ~3 
[.:1/Wi,n+l+Wi,n)] [b.X(Ui,n+l+Ui,n)]}g( = 0 

where W n+l is the vector [W l,n+hW 2,n+h ... , W m,n+l], 

and m is the number of grid beyond which the profiles are essentially constant. 
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(B-64) 

(B-65) 

Therefore, we have a set of 2m nonlinear equations to be solved for W n+l and UnH 

f 1(Wn+t) = o 
fiWn+l) = 0 

fm(Wn+l) = 0 

g,(Un+l) = 0 

gz{i]n+l) = 0 

gm(Un+l) = 0 

(B-66) 

To do so, we have to start with an initial guesses W ~~~ and iJ ~~" from predictor-corrector 

scheme described in the last section, and then find the successive approximate solutions follow-

ing the procedure: 

(i) For the first iteration of W, Wi,n+I and Ui,n+I in the coefficient terms of Eqs. (B-62) - (B-

65) are approximated by Wi~~~~ and Ui~~~~ and the following linear equation is solved:!42} 

(B-67) 

=I af· 
where J is an m x m matrix with elements A ij= ( f)W 

1 
) W (o> if the derivative can be 

j,n+l n+l 

obtained analytically; otherwise, the derivative is approximated by Steffenson's 
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The equation is then solved for W ~~~ by the Gaussian elimination method. 

(ii) For the first iteration of U, every Wi,n+l is approximated by Wi~~~~ and Ui,n+I in 

81o82,83 and 'Y'Jr is approximated by U/g~h and the following linear equation is solved: 

""L(U- Col -) (U- Ol U- Col) G-(U- Col) 0 n+hq n+l- n+l + n+l = (8-68) 

"" 8gi 
where L is an m x m matrix with elements n ii= ( aU ) D to> if the derivative can be 

j,n+l n+l 

obtained analytically; otherwise, the derivative is approximated by Steffenson's method, 

q = [qhq2, · · · , qm] 

and BeD~~~)= lgtCO~~~),g2c0~~~), ... , gmcU~~,)l 

The equation is again solved for 0~~1 by the Gaussian elimination method. 

(iii) The approximate solutions wi;~~~ and ui;~~~ from the first iteration are then used to cal-

culate solutions for the second iteration. 

(iv) The process is repeated until the successive iterations are sufficiently close to each other; 

then the calculations go on to the next step after determination of the next step size. 

B.5.3 Gaussian Elimination Method 

The predictor-corrector method and Newton-Raphson's method are linearization process 

as which deals with a nonlinear problem. After linearization, the Gaussian elimination back-

substitution is found to be a very easy and efficient way to solve the system of linear equations. 

To solve Eqs. (8-59), (8-60) in section 8.5.1 and (8-67), (8-68) in section 8.5.2, we 

must deal with a set of equations with the following format: 
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b181+c182+d183 = e 1 

a28 1+b282+c283+d~4 = e 2 
a382+b383+c384+d385 = e3 

a~8m-1 +b~8m = em 

where 8i denotes either the variables w. I' u. I in (B-59)' wi n+b ui n+l in (B-60) or 
t,n+2 1,n+2 ' , 

(w- (kl w- (k-1l) · (B 67) (U- (kl u- (k-1l) . (B 68) b d d . h h ffi . . n+l- n+l m - , n+l- n+l m - , ai> j,Cj, i enote e1t er t e coe c1ents m 

(B-59), (B-60) with Eqs. (B-42) - (B-45), and (B-56), (B-57), or the elements of Jacobin 

=I =I 

matrixes J, L in (B-67), (B-68), and ei denotes the known quantities from either the previous 

step in Eqs. (B-59) and (B-60) or the previous iteration in Eqs. (B-67) and (B-68). 

The primes in b~-h c~-h a~ and b~ are introduced because we have approximated 

Om+! and 8m+l by a linear extrapolation of 8m-1 and 8m in order to reduce the number of unk-

nowns tom, 

b~-1 = bm-1- dm-J€ 

C~-1 = Cm-1 + dm-1(1 +e) 

a~= am- CmE - dmE(l+e) 

b~ = bm + Cm(l+e) + dm(l+e+€2) 

The system of equations (B-69) can be cast in the matrix form: 

-where a is the column vector 81> 82> ... , 8m 

-E is the column vector eb e 2, ... , em 

"""'* 

(B-70) 

(B-71) 

and M is an m x m quad-diagonal matrix since all elements are zero except those on the 

principal diagonal, one below and one and two above the principal diagonal. 

\ 0 81 el 

~d 82 e2 

c\ 
X (B-72) 

\b\ 

0\\ 8m em 
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The idea behind the Gaussian elimination method is to remove the unknowns in a sys-

tematic way; the first equation can be used to eliminate 81 from the second equation, the new 

second equation used to eliminate 8 2 from the third equation, and so on, until finally, the new 

next-to-last equation can be used to eliminate 8m-1 from the last equation, giving one equation 

with one unknown om. The unknowns oi can then be found in turn by back-substitution.£42] 

Generally, after i-2 eliminations (i~2), we obtain the following two equations for the 

next elimination: 

I ai-loi-1 + J3i-loi + di-loi+l = si-1 

aioi-1 + bioi+ ci8i+l + dioi+2 = ei 

where a 1=bh J3 1=ch S1=e 1. 

Eliminating oi-l leads to: 

i.e. aioi + J3i8i+l + dioi+2 = si 

with the recursion relations: 

aJ3H 
ai=bi- -

ai-1 

a iSH 
=ei--

ai-1 

aidi-1 
/3i = ci- -- whenl ~ i ~ m-2 

ai-l 

aisi-1 
Si= ei- --

ai-1 

After m-3 eliminations, the last three equations are: 

l 
am-~m-2 + f3m-~m-l + dm-~m = Sm-2 

a~-lOm-2 + ,b~-lOm-1 + C~-lom =em-! 

amom-1 + bmom -em 

Eliminating Om-2 from the first two equations yields: 

I a,~-10m-! +, f3~-l8m = Sm-1 

amBm-1 + bm8m -em 

' , am-If3m-2 
where a m-1 = bm-1 - ----

(B-73) 

(B-74) 

(B-75) 

(B-76) 

(B-77) 

(B-78) 
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Eliminating 8m_1 from (B-78) yields: 

a~Bm = S~ (B-79) 

, , ad:J~-1 
where am = bm - --,--

Therefore, the solutions are: 

O:m-1 

(B-80) 

B.6 Determination of the Time Increment 

The step-by-step techniques as described above can be applied to either one-step methods 

or multi-step methods, depending upon whether the informations from previous steps is used 

in formulating the next step. The multi-step methods are more efficient in the sense that they 

generally require fewer evaluations of the difference operators to achieve a given acccuracy. 

The greater efficiency of the multi-step methods is obtained at the cost of introducing special 

provisions for changing the step size. Considering the fact that the general shape of the solu-

tions can be closely estimated and powerful iteration method are used, the multi-step method is 

used, the step size is determined as follows: 

Define the ratio of the truncated second order term to the first order term as: 
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d = j(k1r)2fj = Arlfl 
f (Ar) J[J ifl (B-81) 

where f is either T or r, f and fare first and second order derivative off, respectively. 

In the present physical problem, the composition changes much slower than the tempera-

ture, so the time increment is determined by the truncated error ratio for W: 

J Wn+l-Wn Wn-Wn-!J 

k1rn k1Tn-! 
(B-82) 

And the criterion is that !l.r is increased when dw is less than 10%, while Ar is decreased when 

dw is larger than 10%. A maximum change of three times the previous step size is permitted. 

Both upper and lower bounds for the permissible step size are set based on considerations of 

the convergence and efficiency. 
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APPENDIX C: USER'S MANUAL FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

The programs STAR and SURFT have been developed based on the numerical scheme 

described in Appendix Band are coded in FORTRAN IV language. A flow chart for STAR and 

SURFT is shown in Fig. C.l. Variable dimensioning is used to make optimum usage of the 

available storage and flexible capacity controllable by the user. 

The program SURFT was tested by comparing the results with two analytic solutions 

assuming no ablation of the surface (v=O, j=O), no radiation heat loss (e =0) and constant 

properties rho, CP and k. The heat source was assumed either rectangular or triangular. The 

numerical solutions are in good agreement with the analytic solutions, differing by no more 

than 0.1 o/o in the calculated temperature distribution. 

C.l Program Input Data Cards 

(1) PROGRAM INITIATION AND TITLE (2(A5,5x),6A5,5x,2A5) - One card, read in by 

subroutine TLCDE. 

Column 
1-5 

6-10 
11-15 

16-20 
21-50 

Variable 
MODE 

MTYPE 

HED 

Description 
Problem initiation flag; 
"START" for initiation and 
"STOP" for termination 
Blank 
Problem type; 
"SURFT" for heat conduction only and 
"STAR" for conduction and diffusion 
Blank 
Problem title for labeling output 
(an array of dimension 6) 

51-55 Blank 
56-65 DATE Date of the run 

(2) DIMENSION SPECIFICATION (215) - One card, read in by subroutine TLCDE. 

Column 
1-5 

6-10 

Variable 
NPDE 

NGMAX 

Description 
Number of partial differential equations 
to solve; 1 for "SURFT" and 2 for "STAR" 
Estimated maximum number of grid points 
needed for space variable (normally 300) 

(3) MATERIAL PROPERTIES- read in by subroutine PROP. 

(i) ATOMIC WEIGHTS (2F10.0) 

Column 
1-10 

Variable 
WA(l) 

Description 
Atomic weight of component 1 (g/g-atom) 
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XBL 8111-12523 

The Flow Diagram of the Computer Program STAR and SURFT 



11-20 WA(2) Atomic weight of component 2 (gig-atom); 
zero or blank for single component materials 
or congruently vaporizing materials 

(ii) OTHER PROPERTIES (4F10.0,El0.0) 

Column 
1-10 

11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 

Variable 
TM 
HSUB 
HFUS 
EMISS 
A3RM 

Description 
Melting temperature (K) 
Heat of sublimation of solid phase (Jig) 
Heat of fusion (Jig) 
Total normal thermal emissivity 
Coefficient A3 Olk dkldT) of heat conduction 
equation at room temperature 

(iii) DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (2(FlO.O,ElO.O)) -Blank for "SURFT". 

Column 
1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

Variable 
EH 

EHEX 

EL 

Description 
Diffusion activation energy I Gas constant 
of the mobile component above TM 
Pre-exponential factor of diffusion coefficient 
of the mobile component above temperature TM 
Diffusion activation energy I Gas constant of 
the mobile component below temperature TM 

31-40 ELEX Pre-exponential factor below temperature TM 

(4) LASER PARAMETERS (F10.0,E10.0,El0.0) -One card, read in by subroutine PROP. 

Column 
1-10 

11-20 
21-30 

Variable 
R 

TPUL 
AEFF 

Description 
Reflectivity of target material to the 
laser light 
Effective laser pulse width (sec) 
Effective surface area (cm2) of laser 
exposure spot 
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(5) CONTROL CARDS FOR NUMERICAL STABILITY - Two cards, read in by subroutine 

SIZE. 

(i) STEP AND GRID SIZES (2ElO.O,F10.0) 

Column 
1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

Variable 
DTl 

DXl 

EPS 

Description 
First time step size (dimensionless); 
also the lower limit of the following 
step sizes 
First space grid size (dimensionless); 
grid sizes are geometrically increasing 
Geometric factor for increasing grid sizes; 
a constant greater than 1 (normally 1.035) 

(ii) ITERATION CONTROL (IlO,ElO.O) 

Column 
1-10 

11-20 

Variable 
ITMAX 
CRIT 

Description 
Maximum number of iterations allowed 
Error tolerance for iteration termination 
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(6) TABU LA TED LASER PULSE 

(i) SIZE AND DIVISION OF TABULATION - One card, read in by subroutine SHAPEl. 

Column Variable Description 
1-10 SOT Step size of tabulation 

11-20 LSPUL Number of divisions of tabulation 

(ii) NORMALIZED LASER PULSE SHAPE (7Fl0.0) - As many cards as needed to specify 

the tabulated normalized pulse shape (LSPUL/7 or LSPUL/7 + 1), read in by subroutine 

SHAPE2. 

Column 
1-10 

Variable 
SS(I) 

Description 
Normalized digital pulse shape 

(7) TERMINATION OF STEP DO LOOP (2E10.0) -One card, read in by the main program. 

Column 
1-10 

11-20 

Variable 
TSTOP 
TCYCL 

Description 
Time to stop the time step DO loop (sec) 
Time of a cycle for repetitive pulse (sec); 
Default (if zero or blank) for single pulse 
source is set to l.ElO which is supposed to 
be approximately infinite 

(8) INCIDENT TOTAL ENERGY (F10.0) -One card, read in by the main program. 

Column Variable Description 
1-10 EI Incident total laser energy (J) 

(9) INITIAL CONDITIONS (FlO.O) - NPDE cards, read in by subroutine INITAL. 

.Column Variable Description 
1-10 WO(I) Initial condition for ith 

partial differential equation; 
e.g. WO(l) - initial temperature 
and W0(2) - initial composition 

(10) RESTART OR TERMINATION CARD (11) -One card, read in by the main program. 

Column 
1 

Variable 
ICTL 

Description 
Control character; 
0 or blank: STOP 
1: same material, another run 
for different laser energy 
2: different material, start 
from the right beginning 

An example of the input cards forST AR is given in Table C.l. 

C.2 Subroutines to be Supplied by the User 
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(1) BNDRY: Gives the surface condition(s) of the problem. Input the surface value(s) and 

output the surface gradient(s). 

(2) A CALC: Supplies the coefficients of the partial differential equation (s) and the forms of 

the function(s) PHAI ('IJI'T in Eq. (B-3) or/and 'IJI'r in Eq. (B-4)). 

(3) TABLE: Tabulates the coefficients of the partial differential equation (s). 

( 4) INIT AL: Supplies the initial condition (s). 

(5) CHAR: Provides the characteristic quantities for the non-dimensionalization of the boun

dary value problem. 

(6) MFLUX: The calculation of the convective term (due to moving boundry) and the sur

face heat loss due to surface recession. Also, some printout formats are provided. 

(7) A function library providing the physical properties, such as RHO (density), SPHT 

(specific heat), COND (thermal conductivity), DIF (diffusion coefficient), etc. 

C.3 Program Capacity 

The total blank common block storage MTOT has to be greater than 

NGMAX*(NPDE*7+ 11) +LSPUL*(3+ NPDE) +NPDE*15 

An error message will be generated and the run will be aborted if MTOT is set too small. 
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Table C.l 

An Example of The Input Deck for "STAR" 

Cnt·d fi 
(!) START STAR U02 SURF TEMP AND COMP CALC 12/g3/8/ll 
( 2) 2 3£1/ll 
<::ll 16. 230. 
(I\) 3133. 2214. 275. !li.03 -.19/liE-2 
(5) 5.0'33. 2.22E··Ill2 2055.0'. .115E.0'1 
< G > tLfJ5 !li.!605E-3 4.964E-l 
(7) 1 • .0'E -.0'3 .2E-1 1 • .0'35 
( 8) 5 1 .JJE-,1 
('l) 1 . .0'E-5 t\1 
(1/J) lll.fiJ .<Lt!Ut fiJ.721 f1.059 .0'.992 1 • flfJIJ fiJ.97B 
( 11 ) JL 973 f1.95ti .0'.917 /LflG2 f1.029 Ill. 7 0 ~l .<1.721) 
( 12} fi.GOO JJ. 649 ,0'. ~i09 .O'.G2G .O'.t\03 0'. 412 JJ.3Bl 
( l :J ) fl. :lt\9 f:1. 31'19 .0'.2fi1 fl'.226 fJ. Uf2 ff.l55 P.l.l31 
( 14) fJ. J. 21 fl.f10f1 .0'.0'56 JLRII!Ill Rl. fl:l2 JJ.!'/32 fll.f(Jl6 
( 1!;) .O'.HWJ fll,f(Jfll2 fll.f(J!iJl fiJ.!iJ!iJl fiJ.fiJ!i11 fiJ.fiJ 
( 1 G > .0'.25E-:3 
(}?) 1 . fiE 1 
{ 10) Hi4li. 
( ;!}) 2.kftJ 
{ ;~pf} {blank} 
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F'h'OGf.;(.:lM ::n M.: \ lNI'U! 1fHJ f'J.·'U r 1! (tf'l. .. :.J ... JNF'Ul v ·r f:,F"b;,::. ()lJH'Ul", U'tPI:.:Y9) 
c 
c * ** *****;;·* **.V:* ******** ********:)(#***·********** ************** **l*'t:****** 
C .t 'IHJS r·J..:UCmf'~M u'll.CUL(.~'TFS lHL 'i"f<t·'iN~.liFr-n l·IFAT CONl.'HJCl.!t)i~ M!ll ht,:~>::; :t' 
C >I< THANSF'Of\ T f-'fWBU: hE U!· r-"-1 l~OMPOUNI.! Stn-~.Ju.: l I C,l l..tlSI:·l~: I f.;f::ADTtol JON~:; :+: 
C * t:U!IJ-··u:D Ot-11' fiMl:. HEJd f't:JNl'ltJCTJON >fl 
C :t-. t:W.I(.I"flUN~:; Ml::.f T'[Nt;~ * 
C * ABL~lJNG MOVlNG BOUNDAR\, ANU RAD1AllON, 
C * 1HC !N~llNGRUENT \ 1At·uRl/AllON lS CClNSlDlR~D. 
C :f H·JT~; PH()(!fWM ALLOW:; [ t fHE.!·\ fHE f·Ulf:.·l ~U<'l Tf'!U rH LH~:lLI··: ~·:tlf!J f.1l ION 

C * < 1..JUUJMF"I f< l C HE A'f ING) llk AHSU!·.:l-.'1 N{;; :;Uh:f' o'lCF.- ( :-;tJJ-..:1 1-'~CT HE f.) rnH.;) , 
C -* fHC NUMEfnCtil.. MF"IIH.Jn~, lLiEil Af::!-. CEANh ··NlCOL:·:lUN F'JNJ'If. l!li-F'E.t·.:L.NLE 
C * ME"lHfll! W1TH VAHJf-lf.<l f.~ f-iF\l:l:f ~>Pf'1CT lNCFU::MfN'l" t·'ii'HI l:;FJ r ··A!I..JU:31(tltL!· 
C :+: riME 1NCI·~EM~:.NTr NEW fUN .. f::AF'I-~::lON (tNfl ti(H/~:i:SIAi->1 FL.J.MlNfJIJON B(lt:r.: 
C * SUHS1 I TUT [ON ME/ HU'Of;. 
C ~- 1~11.. t·'h'I.:'DIClt.'lfi:--CUHf..;FCfOf·: SU!EMf' lS U::H::n 1-0H FJNfi(Nl3 HL"I JTY INll'ftll. 
,. " GUF ';::;;:; M!It 1 (.".J:·;rn::: t.ON'.'Lr:ut:NCI: .• 

f![.' . ..'li.IH-'[T.l BY C. ~1. T'~·)tlJJ• .JUNF.' l.'n!O. 
C-* lJNlVF:I.::HfY ClF CALU'Of.:Nlil BI:'F:HI.LY »" 

L 

1" ******* t:tt*- (<:>f•i<. 'it 't*** 4\k:*:i:: '+'*:+::** **:«* * » *i' ~ * ¥*·** ."+:~:'!OIOI<-**-*k .~"«-****:¥.**** "«:+':4-::t:t: 't 

r;11MMl1f):'f.:l. OCh/ MT!.l f 
L~l.lhMUiUI'IJ i'l :'NPfLI: r Ni.H1?1X • L :.;r-·\JL 
l~Cll'lMON.lf.ii·IA f N/N:l • N? ~ N3 ~ P·l, N:.'; • 1h, Y N7 P IW ~ N9 l' N1 0, Nll rNi :·! ~ NJ. 3 
COMMUfl/f .liHf< T /XCI·! r l t:l! 
Ct:H·ir'tUN;J..(.)':f:.IUCl • lH'1f~ • T'f'UL .,~!1::.1 I 
COHt1LHJ/:::."TL!' /llf'l 
COMMON C(U\.IOOJ 

n'fC!l , .. ~~ooo 

c :+ ;;****.+-**·;. *-+'*'~* «~***';J<:** +;~~·**·* Acn::P..:**'**'*********tt 
e 
L 

mA~ 
(lj:·!·:{IY 

N:l w 
~ A 
N~ 

N4 ll 
~ II 
~ ~H 

Nl w·~ 

CUMMUN ~; l W..:MJI ,:·,L.1.0(:,.:d l. ON 

!Jf.!::t f-:J !·' l JtJi,t DltiLN~ION 

DHH.'P!bllJNLE:.;~; f/Ol.Ul l'ilN !H.;i"l{iX:t •. <;·fr-!f'IIC 
D:U ! !·J< OPEh:f~'l Ut< CUt f! Nt/M(,X;'l'i 
NtH·:i1AJ. I 1[{1 F'IJL:.iE SHPd·'E !. ;:;f-·UJ 
1 lfil- lNt:J:.:E. !· ur:: < 0 I /'1! J. ~.W\.lL 
f-·~ (~h POWU·; 1.!1 I I Y {) r 1 J L~::~·ur 

~' ~!Md nur~N r .1 r 1 ~ ur.: w < n r.1·l' r--l!··l!t 
~:;uRr t1r'l:': w Al 'f r!uw 1"r:·nr· 

~.; l'I-\(J43 c 
'.lrf...:044 

~ 

N9 
wnuF·:t ~·;IJPt IJ t1f) r IJI'H': OJ' l f ( ftH) > 1 ::WU!. :t'NF'IJE. 
~ W f.·f.:f I 1: (l"; f'I.JNt·; llf" X (}.!11-1) N(;MAX"tNF'Ill:: 

'.lTF-.:•:>4::; 
·;n...:o4~.> 

·~I h·o~· · 
·.I!-:()4;·: 
~3'11•'0'l'J 

··:; Ih'l): .. ,o 
:::: l h't): •. 1 
~:; i F:O~.i. > 

~·~ li;:U~J ~ 

,·_;l h'0~",4 c 

N10 
Nl1 Wf) 
N1:· l-HH 11 
1'1 l .. ~ lJ!. (.)•; I 

::,r·J)(:f lWI:V I·'(Jr.; J:·r·:FI.~ WX 
fN.! Tl!::.l t}t,J..lJF: m t.J \lllMi 

m;Hr..x 
Nf-•lJf 

SUf\fo'\U W ,:)f l\')l.l! (fllNI.~·lS;. Nt"Hf. 
l-V\ Of l N·; f l'll: !·.'1\ t I.LH·J NF'IIf." 

* t· + Y' -l ·f: ft '* ·-«~ t * * * :;' f':c;· "'t'··~·* ~ ~ :; ... f ·n 1\ :7 ·7: ~··'i':t·~ i<t'i:~c« ~':-!<** ** * *'* 
tNr·r Uilt uh· :.;I'll!" 1111 r·r:·(1:ir·.to~; 

l·'l. (til 1'!! ')H ... :Jii~tf'1 · 
'h' CAl. t f"!. t:lJ! 

~:i "T r.:c.;,~.~ 

Slk'O~'i6 

GH(O~!/ 

~HRO!:iB 
::>n.:o~·;? 

STH060 
~; I'R06l 
:3Tl\O.~.) 

Sl'f::063 
~:n f\064 
SH\06~; 

STR066 
~:lTR067 

SHW6B 
~3TR069 
s ff::070 
SHW71 
SJF\07:? 
STR0:1 3 
S I R074 
~HR07:".i 
STf\(,\'16 
Sll-\'0/ I' 
STf\078 
SfR07<J 
5'TROBO 

H'TR081 
S T R08::.~ 
~.)J'RtH:Pi 

S1R084 
STI~OCl~) 

SfROOb 
UTROB7 
STR088 
fifROB9 
STR090 
STR091 
SHW92 
STR09.3 
~;TI.",;094 

STR09!:i 
STRO'i'6 
~3TR097 

~3TR09B 

STf.:O'?'l 
:HI-d~.'() 

~31 R10 1 
:;;·II"\1\):: 
STR103 
ST'Rl04 
STR10S 
HTI\1()6 

STR107 
STRlOU 

c 

c 
r; 

c 

c 

[NF"UT IHF Mtl"IFt:·:JAL. F'l·dll"Tr-:liL:.; iiND LHi·'d\f1CI!·l·:1.··;! rc·:.; 
CAL 1.. r·rmr· 

f3ENFHAT!'ON Ul COEr!·1C"li:.NT l'AHLU: 
C:A!.l TABI..L 

~:;"!LF' f1NI1 UI·(JII Sl/T~:; f"CH~ NUMJ::f.:lC(i!. ~.,TM";TL I I'Y 
U'd. l SJZJ: 

CALL ~lH{H'l: l. 

DE:F INL COMi10N Ea. fJCI< l1U OC1i r 1 ON 
CAlL f.~l.t.O!' 

1Nf·UT LAf:;G~ Nl'lf..:MA!..Jl[I'I PtH ... SL mu1Pf: 
CALf... SHAf·'F. :-~ ( C ( N:5 J ~ C < N4) 1 LSF'l.JI..) 

LOAD CONSTANT tJr::CTOHS 1~1 fflt·: !1Ifr l:.f.:LNU. O!'Ff<ATOh'~; 

CALf. LflA!l ( C ( rn) ~ NGMt1X) 

CAl.CUl..td ION HI nc £.NVLI.1 Al rSfOF' (IN SEC) 
1-<f:Jtl.! \ :·n 'J! T::n (Jf' r 1 CYC! 
I· (Jf::Mfl T"< :!C1(). 0) 
l'FtTE;lof'·.t;t .C<N:'/ .. 1)) !ST'!.1P'··C<N~.i .. .l.) 

l!LF'AUL..f OF ·rcYCL 1-'iH·: 'llNtil.E f··lJt.SE :IS 100.~ 
WHICH [~; ASSIJMLI:! TO BE lNr'J NIT.t\.'F. 

IF<TCYC:l. .f·.U,().O) 'ICYU ..... ·1.00. 

C .II'WU I 1 ~iSEF~ !:.'NEHi.i i 

c 

c 

88 REAU (5,8> LI 
B HWNAf <E 10.01 

1F<E:J ~EO.O.-:•> CAl 1.. t.:XJ'f 
W'--F:: I/ ( T/ .. '01. *AU· r 
DO 1 1"·'1. d !:>f'LH 
rM .. ==l· 1 
C(N~iiM>~QP*C<NJt[M>*(l. R> 

LOt<~ I:! INlTIAL CONIJl r HlNh 
CAI...t. :t:NITf.H.(C(N1) ,C<Nl:l) rl'WDF.. ~NGMt-1XJ 

CHAh:AC'J f:.F:IS riC CONS TAN fS F OH NON· f.lH1EW:l.l UNf1!. JUd HlN 
CALl.. CHAf::<C<N1 t) rr.:<N6) ,Nf'!.IE) 

TNOW ~.:(). 0 
DT =·I.fll 
!FL~i{.;.: .. o 
vo :? I·" 1. Nf··m:. 
l L ""· \ I .. .l : *- t '~W I.Jl 
C<NUYH>···C<NJ lll"l' 
I ~1M!:. -~', 0 
n>MA X .:.{). 0 
AMutll·=o.o 
Nl:JMIN .. 20 
M NGMJN 

" 

~ 
~ 

"'d 

i 
'"II 
11:1 
9 
t"4 .... 
"'-' ... .... = ;e 

-.$>. 
0 



:3 Tl~: 1 Co(,) 

~:11B :ll 0 
:HR111 
~:ill:: 11 :.) 
~nF:1.13 

~:>TF:t lf, 
STR117 
STR11U 
STR119 
STh:l:'O 
STF\121 
!:>TF~1:22 

snu.:)~-~ 

STR124 
STR125 
STR1:~ 

fiTR1 
S1R128 
Hl"Rt20 
~:;TF:.t30 

~:nR13l 

STR:l3:? 
E"TF\1?.:3 
STR134 

STR137 
STR138 
~;;rr~: 1.39 
!:;·r Rl 10 
~.iTIU41 
srF:-14::> 
!.;rF::t43 
~:iTR1•14 

STJ:;;t45 
STR1.46 
!HF\14"/ 
i:iTt::l4B 
STR149 
S1R150 
!::iTH1~5:! 

STR152 
STR1~.'d 

!JTR1~)4 

SfR1S5 
srr:: 1 ~'~6 
~;·T F·: :! ~;,7 

STR158 

~)TR161 

STR.lf..,:~ 

STE·F'--.. f:y .... STFF" NUME:h:TCA! CAl CUI ATION 
!'I(J 111 N .. ~:J 1 l 0<")0 
ft)l fi::.:TNOW 
lF<N.f-(L 1 > DOTO 1.·1 
DO :~ r~.::l •NPJ"rr 

3 r:<N17.'t-l· .. ·1}::::('<N1t(J.·-·1.>*3*Nf1MAX) 
tl CAll NlJMC:f.lt (C<Nl.>,TNCHJ,DI·C<NI.)),M,C<N:?),C(N~)),l<:WUL, 

l N•lF!.AG,DWSvC(N7),('tNl3>•NPD~,NGMAX> 

TIMf.":c:· fNflW*TCH 
l :-:;.::·C ( N?) *C ( N6) 

rrn AI AMCl~INf f\F MAlFRTAI F 1-..tAF'OHAlETl 
RSc:\,.;N'/+1 >*C<N5tl > 
CALL MH tJX(TTMF• rs.r.;:~:l.f:\Mt~ ,AME1 ~A-MF:?. T.F"J.Af!) 
DAMDT~CAM!£-AMntDltCDI*TCH> 
AMOL lh,AMF" 
AMFT"!T·= .. AMF *nT*AfTF *TC!l 
T AMF ~='f AMr +AMF (IT 
FRf'H>'=AM!:; nl/l"AMF 

C VElFRMJN~· NFXT TJMF STEP STZF 
CAl.!. fSTEP<In~nw~> .. N) 

c 
(' MAXIMUM SU!:.:FACE rr:MPFf~ATIJHE 

IFCTS.l T,fSMAX) GOTO ?0 
H>MAX.:· T<:i 
f<fMAX~·.f::::; 

T l"MAX:=OJ" !.MF*l. OF"~ 
! M:::·M+~' 
no 10 T::-:trNPnE 
rM ·:0-1 >:«NGMAX 
DO 1 o .Jc=1. ~l..M 
,JJ::olM+.!·--1. 
J,j.==IM*3+.J .... 1 

10 r:(N9·t,JI).:::C(Nlt.U)*C(N6+T .. ·1> 

20 lFCTlMF~l.T.CCN4+K .. 1)) rano 111 

no :v> T.·"'1 ,NPOJ 
IM=" ( T····l) *I. f~l-'l.IL 

.30 C (NH+ rM+K .. ·1) ·'" ( C ( N.1 ::' f·J · 1 >+ < C<N4+k. .. -l.) IH:H .. ··TO! fl) * (('(N'! +3*< T ·1) * 
l Ni,MAX)·-C(N,J?+T"·-1.))/(TNOW TOI.!"!))~(('(Nid·I··i) 

IF<C<N+H< ·:t),f~F.TSTOPl Ht:l"IO 40 
K·~"l<4 1 

:! 11 CON'fJNtiE 

40 KK::of\ 

lfMF· ANTI CfJMF' Ph:OFTL.F AT THF TIMF WHE"N f:HJPF TE"MF' tS MAX 
CALl. PRFl .. fC1SMAXrftMAXv~fN9),C'N10),lM,NPDFrNGMAX) 
DO 4 T·;:1 .J M 
C<N10·fl .. ·1 )c-.of::(N:!O·H--1 qq,F4 
[FJ:::M.c:Q 
("'All PfJITTX(C(Nl0),(;(N9l,LM"1FRM) 

STR163 
STR164 
STR165 
STR166 
STR11.,7 
STf\168 
STR16'l 
STR170 
STR171 
STR172 
STR173 
STR174 
STR175 
STR176 
STR177 
STR178 
STR179 
STR180 
STR181 
STR182 
STR183 
STR184 
STR185 
STR186 
STR187 
STR188 
STR189 
STH190 
STR191 
STR192 
STR193 
STR194 
STR195 
STR196 
STR197 
STR198 
STR199 
STR200 
STR201 
!HR202 
STR203 
STR204 
STR20!'5 
STR206 
STR207 
STR:~OS 

STR209 
STR210 
STR21::1. 
STR212 
STR213 
STR214 
STR215 
STR2l6 
STR217 

CALL PLOTRX<C<N10irC\N9+NGMAX),LM,-lFRM) 
c 
C TOTAL AMOUNT OF MATERIAl. EVAPORATED 

lFLAG"·l 

c 

CALL MFLUXCTIMAX/1.E-3rTSMAXrRTMAX~AMETrAMET1vAMET21IFLAGl 
IF<DAMDT~G£.0.0) GOTO 41 
TEND~·:T IME ·-AME/DAMDT 
GOTO 42 

41 TENll"'fiME 
42 CONTINUE 

IF<TEND.GT.TCYCL> TEND=TCYCL 
TAMEl"TAME+AME*AEFF*< TEND·- TIME) 
TAME 2 "=A ME: T )lc:"fPUL*AEF F 
WRITE <6t103) TAME,.FRAC,TAM£2 
WRITE <6t104> TCYCLd'END,TAMEl 

C SUfWACE TEMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION RATIOS 
c 

c 

c 

c 

50 WRITE (6,100) 
WRITE C6r101) EI,QP 
WRITE (6,102) 
DO 70 I=bKK 
IF<I.GT.2) GOTO 60 
IFLAG"IFLAG+l 

60 CALL MFLUX<C<N4+I-l>,CCN8+I-l)YC(N8+LSPUL+I-llrFLUXrF1,F2,.IFLAG> 
70 CONTINUE 

DO 5 I=l d\K 
5 C<N4+1-1)=C<N4+I-1>*1·E3 

CALL PLOTTS<C<N4)1CCNS>tKK,IFRM) 

100 FORMAT<1H1r10X,88<1H%)) 
101 FORMATC1H r13X,.66HTHE SURFACE J"EMPERATURES AND COMPOSITION RATIOS 

!WITH TIME FOR EI :::=,El0.3t9H <JOULES)/ 
2 1SX,4HQP =vE10.3,8H CW/CM2>> 

102 FORMAT\lH ~10Xv88(1H*)/) 

103 FORMAT<1H0,.6Xr64HTHE TOTAL AMOUNT OF MATERIAL EVAPORATED rt:i:OM TIME 
:t INTEGRATION IS,E13.6,6H GRAMS/ 
2 26Xt45HFRACTION OF THE MASS OF TIME STEF' TO TOTAL IS,£13.6/ 
3 7X ,?~5HTHE TOTAL AMOUNT OF MATE!UAL EVAPORATED FROM MAX SURF 
4 TEMP AND TF'UL CALC IS~E13~6,6H GRAMS) 

1.04 FORMAT<HHhbXt7HTCYCL ::::,E:13.6d5H SEC ANI:! TEND ::::,E13.6,4H SEC/ 
1 7X,86HTHE TOTAL AMOUNT OF MATERIAL EVAPORATED TAKING ACCOUN 
2T THE AMOUNT FROM TIME TO TEND IS~El3.6,6H GHAMS) 

READ (5,200) ICTL 
IF<ICTL.EQ.O.OR.ICTL..GT.2) IFRM~l 
CALL Pl.OTRS ( C < N4), C ( N8tL.SPUL) ~ 1\1'\, IFRM) 
DO 51 I=l,KK 

51 C{N4+I-1)=C<N4+I·-1)/1,£3 
IF<ICTL,ECl.l) GOTO 88 
IF<ICTL..E0.2) GOTO 99 

200 FORMAT<!l.) 
STOP 
END 

-~ ....... 



n .. coot 
TLC002 
fLC003 
ILC004 
TLC005 
1LC00b 
TLC007 
TLC008 
TLC009 
TLC010 
TL.C011 
TLC012 
TLC013 
TLC0.14 
fLCOl~:i 

fi..C016 
ll.C017 
TLCOlf.l 
"JLC019 
ll.C020 
i LC0~.>1 
I"LCO~:.~ 

I l.CO:~:~ 
TLC<>24 
n.co2::; 
fLC:0:~6 

TLCO:~? 

fLC0/8 
n .co:·.~9 
·rt.co:·~o 

II...CO:H 
'fLC(I_:<,:~ 

ILC03:·-; 

Al 0001 
Al.OOO:? 
Al000.3 
Al.0004 
At.00</~.1 

At.(!•y,J{, 

(-tLOOO:·· 
AL0008 
(ti.0009 
AL(W1.0 
M0011 
1;l..OO'! :: 

S\JBHOU11N[ TI..CI.1E: 
c 
C READ CUNfROL STATEMENT FOR PROBLEM INI1IA1ION 
C (NOT PF.:OBU~M NIH\ MATER DLPE.W! ) 
c 

c 

COMMON/DIM /NPDE 1 NtiMr1X t LSf'Ul. 
DIMENSION HED<6>,DATEC2) 
DIMENSION M0(1(2) 
DA"fA MOJ:t/!:JH~)JAf~T",!:JHSHlF' I 

10 fd:.f~D <5~100) MOI:tE,MfYF'EdU:D,DAfE 
o- <MODE. ECl. MOll C?.) ) ~:llOf-' 

IF<MODE.EO.MUll(1.)) GDTO 20 
WHl fE~ (6,300) 
GOHl 10 

C h:EAV NO OF F·Af~I !AL DIFT"ERENTIAL E.OUt~fiONS1 

C (-tND DIMt::NSION OF" MAXIMUM GRII.I NHN"T S 

(; 

c 

c 

20 HEAD (5,.!01) NPDE,NGMAX 
H <NGMAX.Gl.O> GOrt1 30 

-WRIT£ {6,,5.()1) 
30 Wfi:ITF (6,:WO) HFI.hDArE. 

W~\l H: \6,201 > NPI.lf:.~NGI'"ltiX 

1()() ~URMA"l"(2(A~'~X)~6A~,~X,2A~> 
10.1 FOkMAJ"(2J~i) 

200 FURMAl<lHl·~ClH*>,2X,bAS·~X,5(1H*l/1X,~C1H*),12X~2AS,l~X,5C1H*>I/) 
201 FCmMAf(lH0,40Hl"Ht: NUMfH.J-: Of' D.[F"I·fi··:I::.N!.lAl. EfHJ{l110NS I~J ,!2/ 

1 :lXY37H"l"HE MfiXIMUM NUMBET~ OF U!~:ll.l Pl.I1NI .. S I~:i ,.1:-J//~ 

300 FOF:MAT{//48H **E:RIXOR** .OAI"A DEO\ MUSf Bf:(.:llN WJ.TH STAF(J" C{1Hfl) 
301 FOHMf.lf(//46H **ERROR** NO. OF GR1I"l PLf.lNES MUST f:it GT ZFfa.\) 

f~CTUF\N 

f~ND 

~.;UHf::!JUT .l NE Al .. t.OC 

r: Dt:.FINl COMMON fH .. OCK S nm~iC.:IE: f.JLL.OCAT10N F"Of< 
C IHF MAIN PROGRiiM fiND ~·JU}-::1"\0UT"INU~ 
t: 

C(jMMON/BLUCKtMIOl 
C. \)MMON/f!IM /NJ""l.ll::. 1 N(·/M~iX 1 Lm'tJL 
COl-lMOrVllMf'llN/N1r N:".>tN3,N4 ,w:i,N6vN/, NHl t>j<;,Nl\),N11,N12tN13 
COMMON/tt0(AN/M1. r/12 ,t1.1.M4 .M~.trM..S ,M'? ,MBtM'.; rMl\:· •f1l:l rM12 rM:t:;; 
COMM(!N/I'INLWI /L 1 d .. :~ r1. ..i • I. 4, 1..~~~, Lt, d.; d ;·; ·L>· ~ L.lt.) •L 11 •L1~? •1. 1..5d 1.4, 

I L:t:,; rl. 1/lrL. I? 

AL.fl(' I. -1 C f·Af(f J. T 1 ON fH HL{(N!< CUMMCIN F"LH.: f1filN t-'HOt-!Ht•M 
At 0014 N1 , .. 1 
,;J...OOl::·i 
f.!LOC•1 ,~\ 

Al..001.7 
>')U:H!lC> 

~·!Jl. OO:l'l 

N:' -·Nl I NfiMf<X:+"3."fNPl.tl:. 
N3 .. N:?. !·NGMM'.:* 7 
N4 N.:~ ti...SHH 
N~i ·- N·~ -~ t..::;r·ut 
N6 N~.i tLSPU! 

AL0020 
Al.tl02l 
AL002::~ 
AL00)3 
At.0024 
AL002S 
AL0026 
AL0027 
AL0028 
AL0029 
AL00.50 
AL003l 
AL00.3:-~ 

AL.003.5 
AL0034 
AL003::i 
ALUO:.V) 
Al..003J 
AL003fi 
AL.0039 
Al..0040 
AL004.t 
AL0042 
AL0043 
Al.0044 
AL004:':i 
ALfJ04b 
AL0047 
AL0048 
AL0049 
ALOO~~iO 

ALDO~il 
~~t.0032 

AL0053 
ALOO~J4 
ALf)()~~. 

AL0056 
l~l..00:-5"7 
ALOO~IfJ 

Al..0059 
AL0060 
AL0061 
AL0062 
AL0()63 
AL0064 
AL006S 
AL.flOI.)\~) 

AL0067 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 

N"l "'"Nb f·NPI.lE. 
NB ::::.N7 +Nr·vt~ 

N7' · N8 +L.::>PUL*i~F"DE 

N10=N9 +NGMAX*NPD[ 
N11""Nl<J-t.N(iMf"'>: 

NLAST~N13+NPD~ 
1FCNLAST.GI.MT01) CAl.!. [kROk(NLASI-Ml"()l"> 

~-·Af(fl"fiON UF DLANI\ COMMON rtlf< l:;m;HOUIINE Cf<ANl\ 
Ml c=Nl.AST 
M~? '-'M1 tNGMt~IX*-Nf"llE 

M3 :·:·M2 +NGMAX*Nf'l.IE 
M4 =M3 t NGMAX*tH-'DE 
M~:t ===M4 +NF'J.!F 
M6 "·=M:::-i tNPI.If. 
M7 .:.~M6 tNr··nr:: 
MB :.:.:MJ tNF'nf.: 
M9 ,.,·NB +NPII[ 

N12'"=M11tm,·nr. 
M1. 3:;;:M1 :-~+Nf:HiAX 
IF<ML3.Gl.MTOT) Cc~l..! .. U.:ROR(r'i1.3 .... MHJI') 

PART I flON OF f.;Lt':1NK COMMON FflF( m.JBJWUT JW: NCWHH~ 
L 1 ::::NLAG l 

L2 :c4 .. 1. +NGMAX 
L3 ===L2 +NGMf-1X 
L4 c::l_3 +NGMAX 
L5 ="lA +NPI:!E" 
l..6 =L5 +NPDE. 
L7 ·"'-L6 +NPI.IE 
L8 ::cL7 1 Nf-'DE 
L 9 ·==U:l +NF"t!E 
1..10::::1..9 t-Nf·'DC 
L 11 ~ .. L 1 O+NGMC!X*f~PDE 
L12c=l..ll-1-NGNAX:tNPDE 
L13'·~L l:!+NF'l.lf 
L14:::=L.:l.3+NF'DE 
L 1 :3====L.14+NF'DE: 
L:t/l .. ~l.l.!':)+NF'[If 
l.l/"·Ll6·tNGMAX 
lF<L.l'i".GT.MTOr> Cf-c!..l.. EHRi"lh'<ll/ .. ··MHJf) 

f(E.nmN 
END 

SZE001 SUBROUliNE SIZE 
SZE"OO~~ C 
Szt:.003 C SET STEF·' AND Gf.:JD !HZJ·:~; FOI:;: NUMU<ICAI.. ;:;IAHI!..llY 
Sl.F004 C <NOT r·~::OHL.FM NOF< MA"I Eh: Dl.f.'FN I J 

-""" ~ 



SZEO()!J C 
SZE006 
s~:.Lo07 
Sl[()(lfl 

~:;JU>O'? t: 
SZEOl.O 
~::iZ.£.011 

~37EOl :~ 

szrot."i 
SZE"014 
S/~:.01 ::; 

SZEOHl 

SZF~0:~1 

SZE 022 
~::;zF.o:n 

SZE0::~4 

SZt-~o::.~::=i 

LODO\Il 
1...0(1002 
L OI.lOo:~ 
Ll1D004 
LODOO~J 
LOV006 
l.ODOOJ 
l..ODOOB 
LOD009 
LDI"I01.0 
LlJDOj 1 
I DDOt:.J 
LD!.I013 
LOD014 
LODO:J.5 
LOD016 
LOD017 
t.OD01U 
LOIJ019 
LDDO:.W 
LOt10:~1 

L0£1022 
LOD023 
L.0(1024 
Lono;.~~~ 

LOI.t0:?.6 
LfltJO::~"? 

L{)ft028 
1. ono:-~9 
LOD030 
UJD031 

c 

COMMON/C-IRTV /I.! X l1 Ff·~., fY::; 1 • Ef·~:;:'!, 
t:OMMON/IlER /JfMAX,CRl"l 
CUMNON~ !3TJ:.:f· ,'!.J f 1 

f::Ltll.l <:.),.100) VTl yf.!Xl•EJ"~J 
Wl·~liE. (f,,::l()O) Df"lfll:..._:t,[T·~, 

kE~"\D <~:~YlOl > 1 H~t'ix,unr 
WfU J'!: (f.Jy:.'01} UMAXd.:t~:I"l 

100 FOf~MAT<:.~ElO.o~r 10.0) 
101 fORMAf(J1<>•f.10.0) 
~-~00 f- Uf\MA T' ( l HO' ::?.3H I Hf. NUMFf\ I [.'t!H CCH·!'·)TAN1 ~:, / 

1 !'.'jX,:!1HTHC r·Lr{~:;T :::·rtl·' ~HL:~ .. r9.5-' 
:.' ~)y,,:'1HHu:· l·lh::·)f CiHl!t S.l/1 =-.1:::9._5·' 
:·~ :-:;x,::)tHGh:ID INt:f(F FACIOH '"•~'/ •. 5) 

:Wl l-·OI~MATC·.·X<?lHMAX N!l OF 1 fFRA"IlON - d9/ 
I. ~;x,~~1HFRI-\:OR llJLF.h:~1NCE .·:,f -t.3) 

HCTUF\N 
EN !I 

SU~ROUllNE L.OAD<A,NGMAX) 

L O!:·)fl ClJNSTANT Vtc·r Of:~:; F'OR ...,I.tl FFEHE.NCE Of··Ff~A T"ORS 
(NO I PfWEll FM NOR M() T F. f.; rn:: PI:; NT) 

COMMON/GF.: I [I /l!X! • E"P:J, [!-'!;) 1, [p~;_> 
DIMENSION ACNI;MAX~7) 

EPS1=1.HYS 
LPS~~1.+LPS~fPS**'2 
:r.:.:? 
A (I~ 1) .. 2. #EP:.>* ( :? • t·EF'S) I ( FPSl *E:f··~;:?) 
A< f • :? ) ·:·-· '2 .. :+: < f r-·~"**2-l :·~. *FP::; ... 1. >I ( FP~;:t*:·:*-"Ef·'Sl) 
A ( l ~ .5) <?.. *< EPS**:?+n·~~;· ·1 • ) ,. • E:r·s1 *E F'b**·~) 
A(J,4>~2.*C1.-EPb>/CfPS**3*FPS1#EPS~) 

A(l•~.:.>~ ·FF'S/E:F-'~:>1 

A<lrb) ·(Lf··S··'l.)/Ff'·~i 

~~ ( I 1 "?) ":1 • I <f.-p~:;*[ I--'S :1. -' 
ItO 1 ,J .. :Ly4 
DO l I::-;.;:~ r•WMAX 
A ( 1, .J) ···A (I ·<1. ~ .J) I f:Y~;*~<~ 
110 2 .J- ~-=; • 7 
DO 2 1•3•NUMAX 
A< J, ,J) cA(] -l f ,.J) /CJ-··~:; 

J:.:l 
A<ld)"(),() 
ACJr2>~-<EPSt2.)/EPS1 

A<I,3>•EF'S1/E:PS 
tl(!,4) ·1./CEPS*U·'Sl' 
RETURN 
E~ 

SAP lOt SIJBROUTINf SHAPf.-J 
SAF'102 C 
SAr""103 C f·:FAD mrr ANI't UWIJI 
SAF'104 C 
SAP1{)5 COMMON/l.tlM INC~) fU3F"l.JL 
SAP106 
SAP107 
SAP1Cl8 
SAP109 
SAf-'110 
SAP111 
SAP112 
SAP113 
SAP114 
SAF'11~J 

SAP201 
SAP202 
SAP203 
SAP204 
SAP20~) 

SAF'206 
SAP:~07 

SAP208 
SAP209 
SAP:?!O 
SAF'211 
SAP212 
SAP213 
SAP214 

c 

c 

COMMON/PULS /SD·r 

READ {!:.-,,100) SDT,LS!"-'UI 
WRllE (6,200) SD1,l.SPUI. 

100 FORMAl(LlO.l,IlO> 
200 FORMAf<1H0,25HJEMP PR1N1 OUT PARAMlf~RS/ 

:1. ~·;x,4HSDT .. ,f../.:.',4H SEc,::,x16HI..Sf:.·ul .,L-~) 

F~E f!Jf~N 

END 

SU£tROUTINE SHAf··E:~ ( SS, TT, LSPUL.) 

C LASER NOf\Mt'~LIZEfl PULSE miAPE 
C (N()T PROBLEM Ni.)f.;: MATE$ DEF'EN1) 
c 

c 

COMMON/PULS /SDT 
DIMENSION SS<LSF'UL) ,TT<L.Sf-'IJL) 

I)O 1 I =•·1 , LSF'UL 
TTCII•SDTIFLOAfCI··II 
READ (5,101 > <SS<I>ri"<l.,L.SF'UL> 
lJF\ITE < 61201) 
WRITE (6,:?.0:.n 
WRITE (6,203> 

SAF'21S WRITE <6,204) (!,TT(l)~IvSS<I>ti=~l,LSPUL) 
SAF'216 C 
SAP217 101 FGRMA1"<7F10.3) 
SAP218 201 FOHMAT<1H1Y~:;~.'i(1H*>> 
SAF'21 (1 202 FtJRMAT( lH 11X<J3HHISTOC~I-\AM OF TEMPORAl !:lHAf·'E Ul-- PUL.St: F"fWM PUWF"R 1 
SAf':~::>O lRACE > 
SAP~?.:?1 203 FUf\MA"lClH ,:::;~:i<lH*)/) 

SA~·'2?2 204 f'OHMAT<lll ,lOX,,3HT"f(.,_l:!,3H) """EJJ~:~,::·iXr3HS~}(,I:O·,::H.P ":yJ-"6.3) 
SAf'223 
SAP224 
SAP22~~ 

SRCOOt 
SRC002 
SRC003 
SRC004 
SRCOO~i 

SRC006 
SRC007 
SRC008 
Sf<C009 
SRCOtO 

c 
c 

I;:ETUF\N 
ENll 

FUNCTION SUI!f~CF(TH1f,fT¥L~iF'Ul.) 

TEMPOfML f:iHAPE FHOM !..Af:iEf·: 1:·'0WU~ fJ-.:ACf. 

CUMMON/PUl .. S /SDT 
DIMENSION FF<LSF'LJL) 

XI:::TIME/SI'l'T. 

I•"Xl 
:tFCL.GE.LSF'UL ·1) GOTO 1 

-.a;:.. 
w 



Sh:C011 
~.iRCO:t2 

m:.:cot3 
SHC014 
Sf\C01~J 

CRG001 
CRG002 
CRG003 C 
CfW004 C 
CkGOO::'i C 
c•<LJ006 
CRG007 C 
CRGOOf.J 
CRG009 
CRGOlO 
CF\!3.011 

nOUf\CE>-FF< J+:l >+<:<I· T >*<~T ( .H<?> -·F-T ( I+l)) 
HFTURN 
SOUF<:CF""'O. 0 
kETURN 
EtHl 

SUHHOU !' TNE CONVRG ( W, Wl.ASl 'NIT, M, m;:E:::lCT, I'll' • NPDE t NGMt1X) 

TFST THE' CONI..JFfWENCY OF 1 1 E 1-{A l J ONS 
<N1.JI F'ROF.ll. Ft1 NOf~ MATE.F\ l!Ef•F.::Nl) 

fJ] M£NS10N W< NGMAX, 3 • NPDE) t WL A:JT ( NPDF ) 

H <N.! r.EO.O> 131lf0 ~.· 
DO l.() .I~·'l ,NP1.1F 
RATIO"-=f-1BS< (W(1 ,3t]) -W(l,2Y!))/(LH1 ,:.~·I>·WL.A;:d (J:))) 

IFCRATIO.GE.l.> GOfO 1 
Ct;·G012 Hi CONTINUF 
Cf\801.3 
C1XG014 
CF~GO:l~'i 

CRG016 
CfW017 
cr~bo1n 

CRl;Ol9 
CRG020 
Cf\GO:~l 
CRG022 
CI~GO:?.:~.:; 

CRG024 
CRf;02~:'i 

CRG02/) 
CRGO~!"l 

CRG028 
Cf\G\)29 
CfdJO."W 
CRG<)".ll1 

rSTf-·()1 
I!:1'1F·O~ 

1SH·'03 
HlTP04 
TS'l' PO~) 
n;rpor.) 
TSH'O/' 
TSTPOB 
fSTP09 
r~HF·:to 

r:;rPl:l 
!STP12 
TSIF'l.!. 
JSTP14 

c 

c 
c 

IF 
f!T 

WAS TOO LARGE 

1 DT"'·IH /'2 ,. 
M .. ::Mf~ESFT 
NIT""O 
r~F:TUf~N 

J.f CONIJEf.:GL, (!,3) Tf::AN::;FEH 'TO CI,:.:>, l'TfJ·:AilUN GOE~i ON 
CDNflNtJf 
DO ::.~0 I--l,NF'l.JE 

:;;<~ Wt.Mn < 1 J-"'W( 1 t2, T > 
L.:i.==M+:·~ 

DO 3 I=~-1 ~NPDE: 

no 3 ,L 1 
W~ ,,!, :;,)y ) ·=-W ( ,.J,3r I) 
CON'! INUE 
NJT:c:NIT+l 
HF'l'\.JHN 
EN !'I 

SllBROUTINE fUTEP(Df,DWSrN> 

J!f:'lH.:MlNA'llON Of· IlMF JI.ICJ;:EMENT l{Y COMPf-1HING SUCCF~.)JI..![' riME 
DC'h:IVATIVE OF nURF[.)CE TFMF'U~ATUk[ fN(I'JF· THf.1'i ONLY n::Mr· l.S USf'"l)) 
(NOT PROBl. F/'1 NCH( MATr-f~ DF:F'I:·:JHlf:N'l) 

(ITOJ.l.l:.:I)f 

) GUHJ ·1 
DDWDT~ABS<DWDT-·DWUTO)/ABS(DWU'l) 

fiT: .. flT*O.l/l,lllWI'I1 
:10% OF I'I(DWtiT) 'IOl .. EHriNCT 

'fF((IJ.GT .:·1.0*Dl0Ul) DT· .. j.O*fJ!'Ul.l.l 
TF (!.Jf .t:il' •. :'JO.:+:i'lTl) rn ==·~:,o.:.trrJr1 

TSTF·t!:"i 
TSTF'16 
TSTP17 
TSTF·18 
TSTF-19 
TSTF'20 
TSTF·21 
fSTF-·22 
TSTF'23 
fSTF'24 
TSlP25 

EOR()Ol 
EOR002 
EOR003 
EOR004 
EDROO::i 
Em~<>06 

NCL.OOl 
NCL002 
NCL003 
NCL004 
NCLOOS 
NCL<J06 
NCL007 
NCL008 
NCL009 
NCL010 
NCL.Oll 
NCL.012 
NCL013 
NCL014 
NCLOt::; 
NCLOl6 
NCL017 
NCL01B 
NCl. 019 
NCL020 
NCLO;.>t 
NCL022 
NCL<>23 
NCL<>24 
NCl o:;,)~j 

NC/..()~?6 

NCL.o:u 
NCI. ()28 
NCl029 
NCL030 
NCL031 
NCL.032 
NC! {)33 

c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

1() 

IF<Dl.L.l .Df:l) 
~1"() 

K1~"K1+1 

!.J'fc-'I)f] 

POWEfi:-'::10.*-*1\:t 
IF<AINT<DT*POWER>.EQ.O) GOTO 10 
DT=AINT<DT*POWERt.~)/POWER 
DWDTQ::::fiWDl 
IF(N.GT.1> REl'URN 
[ITt::::fiT 
RETURN 
ENI.J 

SUBfWUT! NE EHROR ( N) 

WfHTE. <6d) N 
FOHMAT < //31H**ERFWR** 
STOP 
END 

::n Uf\AUE EXCETI:tED BY vI 6) 

SUBHOUT INE- NUMCAL ( W' TNOW v liT~ WCH, M, A ,FF , LSPUL, ~~ • l! .. l..AG Y 

1 VWS,W~5,WLASf,NF'D[,NGMAX) 

NUMEfnCAL CALCULATION OF F'AFiTIAL. DTFfTRFNCJAL E:O!JAf'HlN AT !:lllMF: 
TIME STEP '"TNOW• WITH CRANK-.. NICOLSON FINlTE Dli .. I-E.RENCf MCIH()JJ. 
PREDICT0f(-·CORF<ECTOH SCHEME FOf-{ THE F Tf\f:)T GUE:":.;s, NEWTON .. -HAF'HS(JN 
MEl HOI) FOR !1Efi:A1 ION ANI) f7AUSSIAN n. IMINATHlN Mf:'THDD FOR SOl.VlNG 
l..INEAF'd:ZEI:J EQIJAT IONS. 
<NOT PROBI ... EM NOR MATER fJL~··[- NDFNT) 

COMMON/ITEH /lTMAXrCHIT 
DIMENSION W<NGMAX,3rNPDE> 
DIMENSION A<NGMAXt/) 
[I! MENS ION Wtl(N!-:•lJ[) rWCH<NP\!E > 
I.IIMFNSlON WI.ASf<Nf'!.JI<) 
DIMENSION FF < LSHJL.) 

TOLJ:!::::TNOW 
MRESET""M 
NIT::::() 
T==· TOt. D-t D u:·!, 
fNCJW=cT+D 1 /2. 

PRLDICTOR 
NFL.f.1G- 0 
CALL CHtu\H\<Wy'I ,Jn/:.). ,vJCH,H~A,FF d. .. SPUL.~NFL.AG,NPnt::,NGMf•X> 

CORRECTOR 
NFL.AG=-,:1 
CALL. Cf\ANI\ \ l-J r TNOW r n I r WCtJ, M ,(.), F f-, L SF'\ H.. Y N!" !. (li.J • Nr·'I!L, Nt·l1'i(1X J 

L1"::M+2 
DO 1 1. I~~t ,NPDf. 

-+>-+>-



NCL034 
NCI. 0:5~i 

c 

I.10 ! 1 ,J"··1 ~L1 
11 U(Jv:~,I>~W(,J,3,1) 

1"TE~iATJDN~.I 
m L.{\(Jc.::~ 

Y'J CON"/ !NUl 

VO t~! l=·'-1, Nf·"L!£. 
1~ CALL NEWfONCWrlNUW,Df,WCttrNll,MrA,FF,l_~pUL r[rNri...AG,NPDErNGMAX> 

l===NPIH. 
100 H (A!:l~HW( 1 ,:~f 1) ·W( 1 ,:.1, J J I .Ci·l. Cf\ [")) LHlll.l .l()l 

IF 0 .LCl.!l Gil !II !0.' 
l····NF"DE ... 1 
GOT() 100 

Nt:l 0.3H 
NCL.039 
NCL040 
NCL 041 
NCL04:.~ 

NCL043 
NCL044 
NCL04!.i 
NCI. 0~6 
NCL047 
NCL04B 
NCL049 
NCL050 
NCLO:il 
NCL0~52 

NCL.0~·,3 

NCL.0::'!4 
NCl 0~~·:, 

NCL.O~S6 

NCLO~'·l 
NCL058 
NCLO~'i9 

NCL060 
NCI.061 
NCL062 
NCL.Of·3 
NCI...064 

C BEfORE r·lmTHER ITERATION~ CONVERGENt:Y J~; t:H!:-J;t<El!. 

c 

101 CAL.l. CONVRGtW,WL.ASlfNITtM,MRESET,DT,NPUE,NGMAX) 
IF<NJT.EG.O> GOfO 1 
IF\NIT.CiT.IfMto~X) G(H(J :1.0:~ 

Gcnn '19 

1: iTERATIONS COMF-'LEfE:Or W(J,3,1> f.>[COME FINAL SOL.UTlONS OF "THE 
C CURRENT T .fME:: ~nEP AND (·if\~. 1f\ANSFEREll TO W( • .I,1,J) AND t'-10 CIN 
C TO THE N~ .. XT TIM£ ST"U··· 

102 Dws~-=W<l.,3vl>··W(1,1~l! 
DU .1.4 I"'l•NPDE 
[I() 13 ,.J.~-1 rM 
W(.Jvl,I>~W<J~3~1) 

13 W<J??r!)=W(,J,J,I) 
,.1."1 

NCL065 14 WS<l>~W<J,1•1> 

NLL.066 C 
Nt;L(1~7 R~lURN 

NCL.068 ENV 

CNKOOi 
CNI\002 
CNt\003 C 
CNK004 C 
CNKOO:. C 
CN!<OOfl C 
CNKOO:; 
CNK008 
CNKOOY 
CNI\010 
CNK011 
CNK012 
CNK013 
CNK014 C 
CNKOl~) L 
CNKOlb C 
GN!\01 I C 

~)Um:dJIJ"T lNE. n\AN!< ( W ~ f ~liT, WCH, M, A 1 FF vl.Sf'UL. Y NF LA!.), NPDL, NGMAX > 

CRANK--NICOLSON FJN!lL Dl~:~[RENCE 
GAU~:)STAN Fl .. IMINA'TION HAC!\.--·SUHSflltJ!lON 
(NOT PfWBl,EM NOH MATER l!F:Yl:"Nl > 

COMMON/Ofn D /DX 1, EJ-'S, Ll·:·::a, FPf;J::.~ 
CUMMON/DCRAN/Nl•N2,NJ,N4,NS,N6,N:1,NUrNY~N10,Nl1,N12,N13 

COMMON C(:l) 
DlMENSION WtNGMAX,J,Nf'Dl> 
I:lTMENS:JUN fi(NGMAXt?> 
I:liMfNSJON WCHCNPDL) 
DlMENSlON FF(LSF-'lJL) 

* * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * :+" * * * * * * * * * * BLANK COMMON STORAGE nt.LUCAJ [tJN 
AW\AY I.IESCRlF'TIUN ·-·····- I!IMtN~;Jl.lN 

CNK018 
CNt\019 
CNK020 
CNK021 
CNK022 
CNI\023 
CNI<024 
CNK025 
CNK026 
CNK021' 
CNK028 
CNK029 
CNKO:>O 
CNI\.031 
CNK032 
CNK033 
CNK034 
CNI\035 
CNK036 
CNK037 
CNK038 
CNK039 
CNK040 
CNK041 
CNK042 
CNK043 
CNK044 
CNK045 
CNK046 
CNK047 
CNK048 
CNJ\049 
CNK050 
CNKO:it 
CNKO!:i2 
CNK05:3 
CNK054 
CNK055 
CNI'\056 
CNK057 
CNK0~38 

CNK059 
CNK060 
CNK0fJ1 
CNK062 
CNK063 
CNK<M4 
CNK06~< 
CNK06fJ 
CNK06? 
CNKOt>B 
CNK06'i 
CNK0/0 
CNK071 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

Nl AU·'Hf.":l cor.r ~ OF .t FROM ELIM NGMAX:*NPDF.: 
N2 Bf:'IA COEFf OF 1+1 }·1\{)M [LIM NGMAX*Nl"DI:. 
N3 s RFCUR SUM Af I u;; !::.LIM NGMAXMWJ!f 
N4 Be BNDRY GRAJ"t!ENTS Nt·'I.ll 
N!S Fl.Nf<: E1NDRY LNfi: cmm TERM NP!IE 
N6 FO F.INDRY l..NH 'JEF:M ~~r·1 CORk 
N7 Df.IX Sf:"G f:OR!"i: t:E Fr\Sl DHf 
N8 A1 COEFF OF TlMF HEt:: TU~M Nt·'l!E 
N9 F'HAJ: F'DL SPACE DFPENT TfkMS NPft~ 

NlO WS SURF VALUF. OF W Nf·nf 

N11 W,.J W 1.,_.1Af...UE A r J··-TH GR Il.l NPDE 
N12 WGS SOLUTION f·ROM GAU;:iS El .. .lM NGMCIX 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
N::..:NFLAG-l1 
,J'·'l 
DO :1.0 I-::-.t,Nf."DE 
l I~o< I--1 > *NGMAX 
C < N2+ J. I ) ..:::A< ~I, 3) 

10 C<N10+I-1>=W(J~N~I> 

CALL BNDRY<C<N10) ~wcH?T,FF,L.SPUL,C(N4) ,v,C<N~i> ,CtNfJ), 
1 NPDE> 

DO 11 I'--=l,NPDE 
!M'"l···1 
II=IM*NGMAX 
C<Nl+li>~A(Jy~)··C(NS+lM>*DXl 

CCN6+IMJ•C<N6FIMIIDX1 
11 C<N3+!l)=C<N6+1M> 
1 .J=J+l 

DO 12 I~l,NF'J.!E 

IM=l···1 
C(N7+!M).: (A( .J1!:'.i >*W<~I· 1 ~N, f )fA( ~116 >*W< J, NY I) -TA ( .J 1 7) *W< .J+i vN 1l) )/ 

1 DXl 
12 C<NlltiM>=W(J,N,J> 

CALL ACALCCC(Nll>,WCH,l,v,C<N7),CCN8),C(N9),[!DD,1,N~LAG,NPDE) 
DO 13 I===1 ~NPOE 
IM::::l·-·1 
F ,J"::-A ( .. h 1) *W t ,J ···1, 1, 1) .. A< ,J v ~?) *W Ch 1, 1) "··A ( ,./ r 3) *W C .H j 1 11 1) ·fl ~ .J, 4) *W < .J 

1 t::!, 1 v f)·-::~ .. *<C <N8+IM) *WLJ~ :1, I) /In +C ~ N9+1M > > *DXUok2 
,JioiM*NGMAX+,J···1 
C<Ni+ . .Jl ).::..A< ,./1 :·.) )····C< N2+JI-.. 1) *A( ~lv 1 J !C < Nl+~JI·-1 > ·2. *C U-.!Bt !M > /L!"l *DX1** 

1 2 
C< N2LJI) ""A< ,J, 3) --ALJ·-·1, 4 )*ALJ~ :l > 11: ( N:l+ . .JI-· 1) 

13 CCN3+JI>~FJ-A(J,1>*CCN3+Jl-:l)/C(N1+JI-1> 

IF<J.Lf.M) GOTO 1 
IFCNFLAG.Gf.O) GOTO 2 

IN THE BEGINNING OF EACH "l J:ME S 1 u·· l fl IJE. l U\MINE 1 HE.: Nf.tJ M VALUE r·cn.: 
THE CURRENT TIME STEP 

MFLAG::"{) 
DO 14 I"=·lrNf·DE 
JI~<I-l>*NGMAX+J-·1 

WCJt3~1,1)~W<Jt2,1•[)*LPS1 W(Jt!,!,I)*LrS 
n· ( W C.JL~, 1, J) • L T, :1.. ) W ( .J+3 ~ 1, I) 1. 
W(,l+372Pl):·:W( . .J+3,1,]) 

-~ 
VI 



CNK07:~ 

CNK073 
CNK0/4 
CNKO/~.'i 
CNKO"l6 
CNKOTY 
CNK078 
CNI\0/9 
CNI\080 
CNK081 
CNI\082 
CNK083 
CNI\084 
CNK08~i 

CNI\086 
CNK<'B7 
CNK088 
CNK08'J 
CN!<090 

NWTOOl 
NWT002 

c 

NWT00:3 C 
NWf004 C 
NWTOO::J C 
NWT'OOil C 
NWTOO'J 
NWTOOH 
NWTOOS" 
NWT010 
NWI011 
NWf012 
NWHH3 
NW1014 
NWTOl~j C 
NW"i(.l16 C 
NWT017 C 
NWT018 C 
NWf019 C 
NWTO:~O C 
NWT(J2t C 
NWTO:~.? C 
NWT0?3 C 
NW1 0:!4 C 
NWT0~~5 C 
NWT02b C 
NWTO~?/ C 
NWT028 C 
NWT0:?9 C 
NWTO:lO C 
NW"TOJ·J C 
NWT03:? 
N.WTOJ,5 

IFCJ.EQ.NGMAX-:5) GUIU 14 
CON1~-- <C < NU ,Jl) +C (N2·LJ1) ·fA ( .1~ 4) J IC \N3-L.J.l) : L'( f\1.1 LIJ 1) H,'( N.-.~ LJ.l· 1) 

:1. +A<.J·-l,,l>//CCN31-.Jl··1) 
CtJN:,..:. (C(N2+.J:r) +~1 • *A ( J Y4)) /C ( N;'.\L.Jl >+< C( N:l·! .J l 1.;. ··()~ ,./· l? 4) i !C ( N3 t . .J"I 

1 -1) 
H"({H"tSCCON1/t::ON2) .t:n .0.00::.:?) M!·"Lr~G"·-1 

.14 CUNT.[Nl/F 
IF<MFLAG.NE.O} GOTO l 
M'".J 

BACK SUBSTllUliON 
Ll "'M+2 
[l{) l"clvNF"[!E 
11=..::( )*NGMAX 
CAU GAUSS<C<NU--11) ,C(N:"?.+II) rC(~J:S-t ll) r(i( :t • 4) ,C<NL.:) ~M) 
DO ,3 J::::1 YLl 
W\,hN+1,I)::::C(Nl2+J··1) 

l~.i CONTJNUL 
HtT\JfW 
FNIJ 

:;UBfWU f lNE NE:.WTClN < W v T ~LIT • WCH • NIT, M, A 1 FF, LS!:"UL ~ IECW, NF"LAG rNf-'l)E ~ 
1 NGMf1X) 

NEWTON· .. RAF'HSON ME fHOI:r 
<NOI PROBU~M NOf~ MATER DEF·EN'f) 

COMMON/tiR.UI /l"!Xl ~CPS, cr·~;;1 r Er·s~-~ 
CUMMUN/UNlWl".'N1,N2rN3•N4vN~rN6rNJrNG,N?,N10vN11,NJ~rN13,N14, 

1 Nl~-11Ni6YN"I? 

COMMON C<1) 
JJIMENSION W<NGMAx,;·~YtW!fL :• 
DIMENSION A<NGM~Xv7J 
VJM~NSION WCH\NPI.IE.) 
DIMENSION FF(LSPUL) 

*************l**************t******************* 
BLANt< CllMMON ::;r(HMGE ALl. Clt:A r IUN 

ARRAY JJ!"~)Ch'Jf-•fiON lilMI:.NSICJN. 
Nl r.LPHA COEff OF l fROM LLlM rH:iMf~X 

N:.~ E<ETA COEFF Of Iil FROM [LIM Nt.!M(lX 

N3 ~; RECtH·( SUM Af·TU.;; ELJM NGMAX 
N4 BC :f.INDP f GHAI) I ENTS Nf'l!l.: 
w·; FFIC F'l"f<T UF.:BFII BNlmY i.i'k'Al"l NF'OE 
Nf> FLNf\ VUMMY Vl1!:;: I Al.nf: Nr-·Of 
N? FCI nUI"iMY VA f.: ·1 t"1!.l<L Nt·I)f 
NH fFO ftt.IMMY VAf:: f f)f>lX Nt:·DL 
N9 DDX SFC CfH-\k CF FR~:;·1 fl fFI Nf-·'l.JF" 
NlO nnxo DnX Of lt"1":·ll TJME ~:liH' i'!LIMO::J)\:tm··nr 
N 1 t [!~~DXO LM·i"T SFC COFW CL S~ r: ltlFr: NC;Mfl"<'+:I,Will 
N1:~ Al COE..ff'" 0! T"lMl [rEf< ·1 F!-~M NF"JIF 
Nl3 f'HAI. F"liE ::w~~r;r.:· ftEf··F:N T "TT f<Wi NF.ll! 
N1.4 w-: ~)W·:l·· 1JAI lfl"" OF" W NF'IIE 
N"l ~.! f..,LJ ~J \)At .t.JF." ~~ f .) I H t·IRHI NF'DF 

NW1034 
NWT035 
NWT036 
NWT037 
NWT03H 
NWT039 
NWI"040 
NW"J<)41 
NWT04::.~ 

NWT043 
NWT044 
NWT04~> 
NWH)46 
NWT04"7 
NWf04B 
NWT049 
NWTO~)O 

NWTO:il 
NWT052 
NWT053 
NWT054 
NWTO~i5 

NWT056 
NWT057 
NWT05B 
NWT059 
NWT060 
NWl 061 
NWT06:~ 

NWT063 
NWT064 
NWT06:5 
NWT066 
NWT067 
NWT06B 
NWT069 
NWT070 
NWT071 
NWl072 
NWT07:-li 
NWT0?4 
NWT07~i 
NWT076 
NWT077 
Nw·r 078 
NWT079 
NWI"OBO 
NWTOB:! 
NW roB:,~ 
Nt.J"I08:3 
NWIO!l4 
NWT08~.) 

NWTOi36 
NWT087 

c 
c 
c 

c 

1() 

9 

Nib WGS SOLUTION J·ROM I~ALJSS LLIM NGMAX 

** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * *-* * * * ·* * « * * * * * * * *** * * * 
IF<NIT.f-i"f,O.OF.:.IEUN.GT • .1J CWI"O :;o 
DO 9 1"·'1 vNPJ'lE 
lM-,l-1 
,.JI::::IM#NGMAX 
C < Nl O+.JI > -"0 .\) 
CCN11+.JI>-~O.O 
no 10 .J"~:::,M 

JI::.=IM*NGMAX+J····l 
C<NlO+.JI) =<AC..h:':i >*W< . .J--1, 1, I H·A(.Jr6))1:WC..Jr 1, I) h~(..J,"l)*W< . .J+l q 1, I))/ 

1 DX1 
C<Nll+JI )ccAC~Ir t >*WC,J-1 ,.1,1 H·r.<.J,:n*WC.J, 1., J >+A<.J~.li)*W(.Jt 1rl 1 I) 

1 +ACJr4)#W(Jf2r1rl) 
CONTINUE 

20 . .J~-=1 
!EM=IEClN--1 
C\N2)"-'A( • .J,3) 
))0 11 I""1,NPDE 
IM,,I·· 1 
IF<I.LE.IEM) GOTO 12 
CCN14+IH>=W(J,2~I> 

GOTO 11 
12 C<N14+IM>~W<J,J,I) 

11 CONTIN\JF 
CALL BNDRY<CCN14),WCH,TrFFrLSPUL,C<N4)vV,C<N6),C(N7>rNPDE) 
FJ=A(Jr2>*WCJr2riEQN)tA(..J,3)*W(Jt1•2rlEQN)tA(,J,4)*W<Jt2r2YlEQN)··C 

1 <N4+IEM>:«DXl 
CCN14tiEM)~C<N14+IEM>·~FJ 

CALL :BNDRY<CCN14) ,WCHrT,FF,U:WUL ,(;(N5> ,FV,C<N6) ,C(N8) vNPI.IF) 
CIN14+IEM>~C<Nl4+1EM>-F.I 
C ( N1--H·~J) ==A ( • .J 12) ·· < C ( N!:i+ JEM) ··· C < N4t IEM) ) /F" .J*DXl 
C<N3····1+.J>=-·F,.J 
.J"~,.J+l 

DO :1.3 !==~1 vNF'DF 
IM"I··1 
IFCI.LE.ItM) GOTO 14 
CfNl5+1Ml=(W(J,2riltWCJ11r!J)/2. 
C (N9+!M )--::{A( .J ,~))*W ( ~! ··1, 21 I H·A( J?6 >*WC ..lr2r 1) ~A( ..J? 7) *WC .H 1, 2 f I))/ 

1 DX:I 
GOHI 13 

14 C <N1 :':it!M) :::: <W< .. Jv3r I) +W<.Ir1' I>) /2. 
CCN'i'+IM)::"(A(,.J.:'-i>*W<~I·-1 ,3, T. )+A( .J,6 l'f::W1 . .1..;-::;, :r) fA< .tv/ >-+":W( _q J ,3, I))/ 

1 DXl 
13 C<N9ttM>~<C<N~+IM>tl:<N10+IM*NGMAX+J-·1)l/2. 

C~Ll. ACALC<C<Nt5)rWCH,l"vV1C<N9>,CCN12>rCCN13lrDPHAJrTCONrNFLAG, 
1 NF"DE> 

D2DX:·::A(..J, l) *WC J ··1· 21 !EON l+A < Jv2) *W< ,fy :), "l Ft.m) +A ( ,./, 3) ::trW\ ,J f t Y :,~ 1lEON) ·Y 
l AC.Jr4)*W<J+2r~,IEQN) 

F.J=D2DX+~<Nt1+IEM*NGMAX+J-1)-2.*(C(NJ?iiEMJ#CW(,!,2,1~jJN) 

1 W ( .Jr .1, .l:ECHO > /lrT ····C < N13+H:M) )*DX1%:+:;~ 
AK-A(Jr1>+ACJ15)*DPHAI*UX1 

...... 
~ 
0"-



NWT08B 
NW"l 089 
NWT090 
NWT091 
NWT0'?2 
NWT093 
NW10'?4 
NWT09~i 

NW"I096 
NWl097 
NW"TO\IH 
NW109S' 
NWT:I.OO 

c 

GUSOO! 
GUS002 C 
GUS003 C 
GUS004 C 
uu£;oo:::; 
GUS006 
GUSOO? 
GUSOOS C 
GUSOOY 
GUS010 
GUS011 
GUSOl:' 
GUS013 
GUS014 
GUS015 
GUS016 
GIJS017 
GUS018 
GUS019 
GUS020 
GUS021 
GUS022 

Hl.IY001 
BDY002 C 
B!JY003 C 
HIJ"T004 C 
BDY00'5 C 
BLtY006 
I:tl.IY007 

'flD'!'OOB 
f.II.IY009 
B!W010 
HltYOl1 
g[IYOt:.~ 

GitY013 
f!I.1Y014 
BDYO.tS 

Bl\~:fJ ( .J v 2) f-A ( .J ·· ,~·,) >t.DPHAI :il.IX 1·· ~J. *C ( N1 :.~·t .I.LM) /l.IT*DX :l **::> 
CK=A< J, 3) +A ( Jv 7) *l.lF'HA.T*DX1 
C ( Nl ···1 +J) ""BK~-C ( N2+.J····2) *AK/C ( N 1 1-.J ···2) 
C(N2···1tJ ).:::CK··-A ( .J <l ~ 4 )*A!'./C <N~ +.J ··~') 
t:CN3·1+J>=-FJ-A~*C<N3tJ-~)/C(N1f-.J-~) 

lFCJ.Lf,M) GOTO 1 
BACK··SUBST!TUTlON 

CALL GAUSStCCN1),LCN2),C(N3)rA(1,4l¥CCN1h>rM) 
l..:l. c.::M-f ::~ 

[/() :2 ... J=111. .. 1 
WCJ,3,JEQNl~CCN16·~J 1)+W(J,2,IEGN) 
RE"IURN 
END 

SUF.Ih:OLJ"l 1NE GAUS~ ( AL t··HA, BE J A'S Y [I, WG~.l1 M) 

lJACK·-SUBSTITUTION AFTER GAt.l!:i!::iiAN ELIMINAl HJN 

COMMlJN/GRID /DX1,Ef'S,EPS1,[PS~ 
DIMENSION WGS<ll 
DIMENSION AI...PHAC1)rBETA(1),S(1),D<1> 

AM1 ""ALPHA< M····1) ~-DC M····1) *EP~3 
BM1==BETA ( M ·-1) +DC M-··1) *lF'81 
AMM=ALPHA<M>+BETACM>*EPSltDCM>*EPS2 
BMM-=····BETA < M) *EF'S···D < M) *f.TS*I::.PS1 
WGS<M>~<SCH>-BMM*SCM-1)/AM1>1<AMM·BMM*BM1/AM1J 

WGSCM-1>=<S<M-1>-BM1*WGS<M>>IAM1 
WGSCM+l) c.::WGS <M>:«:Ef'Sl··WGS<M-·1 );«F.F'S 
WGS < M+2) "WGS < M+ 1) *Er·st··-WGS < M > *E:Y~:; 
L'"M--1 
DO 100 .J :2,1 

100 WGSCM·J)~(S(M-J>-BLTA<M ·J>*WGSCM-J11)-DCM-J)*WGS<M-Jt2))/ 
1 AU'HA<M-·J) 

RETURN 
ENO 

SlJ!:tROU r IN E. E•NJ:!RY < WS, WCH, TAU, Fl~ ~ L.SPUL ~ Bt.: 1 V, Fl..NH, f 0, NPDE) 

BOUNDARY CUND!l"IONCS> 
( P~\Q!:;LEM Dt . .f·"F..:rmEN r f.HJT NOT MATEF\ I)Lf-'FN f") 

CllMMON/CHA!"\ 1/XCH, TCH 
COMMON/LA;Rf\/El• UP, t~ 1 1"f""UL. ~ AEFf 
CUMMON/MA"IP /TM,HSUBrHFUS,EMISS~A3RM 
COMMON/MOLW /WM ( ~ t ~.i) 
I)lMt:NSION WS(NPl!L) ,r-c<NF'DE/ vFLNHCNF'I:lE) 1FD<NPDE> 
DIMLNSION WCH<NPDE) 
DIMLNS.tUN FF<L::)f-'lJL) 

TEMP~WSC1>*WCH<1> 

OU"·=WS < :·.~! ::+:WCH ( :~ > 

.E•DY016 
f:H)Y01"7 
BDY01B 
HDYO:l ~· 
BJJY()20 
BDY02l 
HIJY0~2 

BDY023 
HDY024 
BI"!Y02~ 

ftDY02b 
BDY027 
BDY02B 
}"I[IY029 
Ef!"tY030 
BDY031 
BDY03:-~ 

BLIY033 
BDY034 

ACL001 
ACL.002 c 
ACL003 c 
ACL004 c 
ACL.005 c 
AC1..006 
ACLOO! 
ACLOOH 
ACL009 
ACL010 
ACL011 
ACL.012 
ACL01:3. 
ACL()14 
ACLOl::'i 
ACL016 
ACL017 
ACL018 
r~CI...01? 

ACt.020 
I~CL021 

ACL022 
ACL023 
ACL.024 
ACL02~.) 

ACL026 
ACL027 
ACL028 
ACL029 
ACL03() 
ACL.031 
ACL032 
ACL033 

T:::."J" AU;.J.;"l CH 
lFl. t'HJ:~"4 
CALL MFLUX< f,TEMP ,OU1F:LUX, FLUX1 ,FUJX2r I FLAG) 
HVAf':::.HSt.IJ-J 
IF <TEMP .GE. TM) HVAf-'.:...HVAP·+IFUS 
C>XCH/ < WCI·H 1) *COND <TEMP>) 
QV.:::FLUX*HVAP»:C 
GR:-.::EMl"SS* < TE"MF'**•l···298. 2**-4) *5. 6686E-·12*C 
QI~SOURCE<T,FFrLSPUL>*C 
BC (1) "()V 'QR·-·QI 
FUm< 1 ):"~CN/WS< 1 )tQR/WS ( 1) 
FO< l )"-·Ill 
V::WN ( 3 ~ 2) /WM< 1, 2) *FLUX2/RHO ( TEMF') *TCH/XCH 
BC ( 2)"" <WM ( 3, 2) *FLUXl/ ( WM ( 2 r 1) *RHO< TEMP> i ·-V*XCH/TCH*DU) *XCH/ 

1CDIFCTEMP)*WCH<2>> 
FLNRC2>=BC(2)/WSC2l 
FU~2).:::o.o 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ACALC CW,J ,WCH' T 1 V, DDX, t:11, F'HA! 'Df'HAI r IEQN 1 NF"lJiG, NF'DE) 

COEFFICIENTS IN CONDUCTION AND DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 
< Pf~OBLEM D[PENDENT BUT NOT MATER DEPENT) 

10 

20 

2 

COMMON/CHART/XCH,TCH 
COMMON/DIFFE/EH, EHEX r EL, EL.EX 
COMMON/MlHP /TM, HSUB, HFUS, EM ISS, A3RM 
COMMON/TAB /SCON<500),SA1(500),SA3(500) 
DIMENSION WJ<NF'DE> ,WCHCNF"'IrE> 
DIMENSION Al <NF'IIE) 1DOXCNF'DE I ,PHAI < NPDE> 

TEMP•WJ(118WCH<11 
OU""W,J( 2) *WCH < 2 > 
!F(IEQN.GT.l> GOTO 2 
IF<TEMP.t..T.300~o.oR.TEMP.m:.TM> GOTO 10 
XI~TEMP/10.0-29.0 

l"Xl 
A1<1>~SA1<I>+<XI-I)*(SA1Cltll·-SA1<I>> 

A1<1>~A1C1l*XCH**2/TCH 
AJ~SA3(l)tCXI-I>*CSA3<1+1>-SA3(1)) 

A3=A3*WCH<1> 
OOTO 20 
Al(l>=SPHT<TEMP>ICOND<TEMF'>*RHO(TEMP>*XCH*-*2/TCH 
A3·"0.0 
A2:;:;V*A1C1) 
A4::::o.o 
PHAIC1)=A2*DDX(1)tA3*DDX<1>**2+A4 
IF<NFLAG.G1. 1) GOTO 100 
CONTINUE 
IFCTEMP.GE.TM> GOTO 30 
A3·=EL/TEMF':t:*2*WCH ( 1 > 
GClTO 40 

-~ -..! 



ACL034 
.~CL 03~.'j 

At.:t..o:.'::~; 

,~CL039 
ACL040 
ACL04i 
ACL042 

f'FL001 
r-·FL002 
F"f'L()03 
F'fL004 
PFLOO~:O 

PFL006 
H:!.(>07 
FFLOOH 
I'·'FL009 
~~·n .. oto 
PFL01l. 
PFL012 
F'ti.OL5 
F·n.,O:L•l 
PFL01~5 

PFL016 
F'H .. 017 
F'FLO:t8 
PFL.Ol9 
Pf"\...020 
r-n_o21 
PFl022 
F'f I. 023 
Pfl024 
PFLO:.C~~.'i 
PFL02f.> 
PFL02/ 
Pf!.O:W 
PH.029 
r·1·t oJo 
f·Ft..0:51 
t··f'L032 

PT~;OOl. 

F' r~;oo2 
t'· r ~~;oo3 
PT~:;oo.<J. 

f-· I ~:;i.)()'_'; 
t·:·soOb 
F'"TSOO/ 
r rsoos 
F'"ISOOY 

c 

30 A~=Etf.'!"LMt'**2*WCH<1> 
40 Al(!)~XCH**2/TCH/DIF(TEMP> 

A:.~ ·VU't1(:~J 

(-14···0.0 
P~iA1<2>~A2*DDX(~>+A3*DDXC2>*DDX<l.)tA4 

100 CONTINUE 
DPHAl~A2tA3/FLOATCIEQN>*DDX<1>*2· 
RETURN 
E~ 

SUBROUTINE f·'RFLE ( ·r S, TIME' WX, X 1M, NF'DE, NGMAX) 

C WRITE AND PLOT PROFlLES WX AT TIME 
C <NtH PROE>l.EM N{)R MA1ER DEPF="Nf1FNT 
C <FORMAT EASY TO MODIFY 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

COMMON/CHAf\T /XCH t TCH 
COMMON/GRID /DX 1 r EF·S, EPSl, EPS2 
COMMON/l.ASE F:/EI ~ OP' H, TPUL, AEFF 
DII1ENSION WX ( NGl1AX 1 NF'l!E) 
DIMENSION X<NGMAX) 

WRITE"" ( 6~ 100) 
WRITE <6,101> TStTIME,EI,QP 
WRIH: (6,102> 
WHI1E <6d0~3> 

DX=DX1*XCH 
x< 1 J ... o.o 
DO :?O ~h2,M 

~0 X<J)~X<J-1>+EPS**<J-2l*DX 
WRITE (6,104) <X{,J),(WX<Jrl),I .. -l,NPDf:),.J="=l,M) 

100 FORMAT<1H1,1:tX,10~)(HI*>) 
101 FORMAT ( lHO ~ 14X, 60HTEMF'E:HtHURE ANI:! COMPOSl liON PROFit..~·!;) AT Mf-1XIMUM 

!SURFACE TEMP, F7 .1, :l3H OEG AT "T IMAX d7 • 4, SH MSEC/ 
~-' ::~I>X .. HHFUR L"I ··•F/.3,141-1 (.JOULES> w:.· ·"·,E10.3,BH (W/CM2)) 

102 FURMAT(l~t0,11XYl05<1•f*).t) 
10:5 F"CmMAT(3( l~iX,::JHX(CM) ,4X~'7HTEMP\J<) tSX,4HCOMP)) 
104 FORMAT(~(7X,E15.4rF9.1,F9.4)) 

t:;:LTUh:N 
FNl! 

:~l.lJ::IF-:OtJ'TIN£. PL.OTiS(XvYrN~IFRM) 

r·un ::;um ACL TEMF'EHATUf\E VS TIME 

DIMENSJON SPECSC3Q),X(1)rY<l) 
DIM~NSION SIDEX<3>rSlDEY<3) 
DIMENSION BUfX<500>tBUFYC500> 

C m:T XVJsr~ Yl.ll~3T <IN INC11Cf:)) 

PTS(>10 SPECSC1>=1.5 
PTSOU SPECSC~).::.l.~-5 

PTSOl.2 C SET XRIGHT, XLEFlv YTOPr YBOT 
F'TS013 Sf'ECS(3J:.:.o.::; 
PTS014 SPECS<4>~0.0 
1 .. '1~301~; ~WECS(5):.<)000. 

r·r~~Ol6 Sf'ECSC6>c~o.o 

F'TS01"7 C SLT XLNG1Ht YLNGTH (IN INCHES> 
SPECS< 7 > -<i.O 
SPECS<OJ:<:O.O 

J"'TSO:.C~O C SE1 NO .. OF DIVlSIONS 
PTS021 
PTSO:?.:.' 
!·'15023 
r·1so:~4 
F''fS02:) 
P T S026 
F'T!)0:27 
~~·rso~?.H 

PTS02(? 
PTS030 
r·rso:51 
r rso:3::~ 
f'IS033 
PI 5034 
P'I 5035 
PTS{)36 
f-·TS037 
PTS03D 
F'l S039 
PTS040 
f"fS041 
p·r S042 
PTS043 
P"TS044 
F·TS04~~ 

f'TS\)46 
PlS047 
F'TS04fl 
PTS049 
PTS050 
PTSO~H 

PTSO!::.:~ 
F-'TS053 
F'TS054 
F'TS055 
PTS056 
PTS057 
PTSO~iB 

P"J"S0:7i9 
PTS06() 
PTS0-61. 
PfS062 
PTS063 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

SPECS C 9) ""10. 
SPECS(l())::"tO. 

~WLCitY "fOOL 
SPLC::;Cll )"'-1,0 

::WEC1FY INTCf·mEDIATE FILE NO. 
SPECS\ 12 > : .. :99. 
C1:'%Ll. AXLILI<~WEC~)) 

SPEClFY NQ, Of DATA POINTS 
SPECSC1.3)=FLOATCN) 

DEf XSKIPS, YSI~IPS 

SPECSC14)·"'1• 
SPECS<15)"·'1• 

SE. T FONn~, FONTH, SPACER, ROTATE, FONTNO 
FONT 2 FOR CHAHACTERS OHlER THAN GRAPH TITLE 

SPECS C 17 > :::.{). 08 
SPECH(18)"-0.12 
SPECS< 1 (?) ===0. 04 
SPEC3 < 20) ::::(). 0 
SPEC~~C21)::::2.0 

SLf ZONES 
SPC:Cf~(24>==·0.l 

SPECS ( 26 > ::::0.05 
ANNOTATE HORIZONTAL AXIS 

SPE:CS(28)=2.0 
SPECSC29).:::2.0 
SPECS<9>==5.0 
CALL NODLIBCSPECS> 

ANNOTATE VERTICAL AXIS 
SPECS<28>=1..0 
SPECS(29)=4.0 
Sf'ECS < 10) ::.c 1 0, 0 
CALL NODLILCSPECS> 

CONSTRUCT TITLE FOR x~ .. AXIS 
CALL TITLEB<11HTIME (MSEC),SPECS) 

CONSTRUCT TITLE FOR Y·-AXIS 
CALl .. TITLEL<23HSUF:FACE TEMPERATURE (f<) ,SPECS> 

CONSTRUCT ANNOTATION OF GRAPH TITLE 
ALSO USE FONT 2 
SPECIfY XSTART ~ YSTART CINCHES) 

SPECS ( 22) ::::2. ::; 
SPECS(23)::::4,0 
RliLE>l.O 
CALL TITLEG <RULE t 27HSURFt"~CE TEMPE:"RATUHE VS TIME 1 SF'ECS) 

-~ 
00 



r·n:;064 
F-'TS06S 
F'TSOt,CJ 
p f~)06/ 
PfS068 

PfS<>71 
r··1 so1::~ 
r· rso13 
l·'TS074 
!·'l'SO'I~.J 
! .. TS0'76 
PTS07'7 
VIS078 
f·TS079 
r:·TS080 
F'TS081 
P'JS082 
VfS083 
!'·'18084 
PTSOH~.'i 

f:· fX001 
PfX002 
PTX00:3 
F'IX004 
F" rxoo~i 
F'TXO% 
PTXOOi' 
1'-'l'XOOB 
r··r.x<>o9 
r.o·T.XOlo 
P'l X011 
1-··J X012 
PTXO:I.~1 

r:· I"XOl4 
P fXO:t::1 
F' l'XO:L.•, 
l-' r XOl / 
r· fXOl<.l 
l·''IXU1'•' 
1-· T xo:·.~o 
F'l X021 
l·'I).:O;:: .. ) 
1-· r ;.:o:-~3 

.~4 

-~ ~ ' 
I'' I X(J:~/1 
j> 1 "0.,~ .' 
1· r xo~.·u 
F'l.XO~!'l 

r-·-r xu.~<• 

SPECSC23)~SPECSC23>-0.3 
CAl._L TiflT.G<RlJLE,18HFOR EI JOULt~;,SPECS) 

r-:·L(.Jf' I)AU~ POINTS WII'H SOLID LINE 
CALL F·'f L !L 1 (X, Y, BUFX, BUf"Y, SPECS> 

C ~·LOT i. .. lNU.) f"t)R l'Of·' AND FnGHT EDGES Of" PLOT AREA 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

I' 

c 

1 ):":Sf'E.CS<4) 
1) ="SPFC~3 < ~~) 

SlDLX<2>~SPECS<3> 

S1DEYC2)~SPECS<S> 
SII)t:X < 3) =SPECS ( 3 > 
S1UEY(3)~SPECSC6> 

Sf'f:CS< 13)::::3.0 
CALL SLLILI<SIDEX,SIDEYrSPECS) 

FINISH F'LOT IF IT .[S THE LAST ONE;: 
OTHEF.:WISE, CALL NEXT FRAME 

IF<IFRM.EQ.1> GOTO 1000 
C~iU. NX'TFV.:M<SPECS> 
m~ I" URN 

1000 CALL GDSEND<SPECS> 
RE"I'URN 
ENLI 

::,IJBROUTINE PLOTTX(XrY,NviFRMJ 

F'UJf TEMF'E:WiTURE Pf'\OfiLE t,)S SPACE 

DlhlNSIUN 3PECS(JO)rX(1),Y(1) 
DIMLNS!ON SIDEXC3>,SIDEY<3) 
l)lMENSION BUFX<SOO>,BUfY<~OO> 

SET XDISfr YDISf (!N INCHES) 
~:>H:·cs< :1. )<t .s 
SI·'ECb<:.:) --1.~ 

SEJ' XRTOI-!"T Y XU:Y'I, YTOP~ YHO'I 
SPECS< 3) :::J(). 

SF'ECS(4)"cO.O 

:~£.I Xt..NGTH~ YLNG"lH (].N '(NCHLS) 
SF''EC!~('/) .. ~'i~O 
Sf-'r: .. CS(B)·<i.O 

SEl NO. OF DIVISIONS 

~:r·t:c n y 
1:1. )::-.1.0 

lNTEF:liEI"IJ:f.llE. FlU. NO, 
SPCCS\1:?.) .. "'J'J. 
Ct~l!.l ;.IXLH .. I(SI'F.CS! 

~Wl:.:CH I NO, DF I1r1lt'. f-·OINT~.; 

:-;! .. TC::,( !,:':) .. ,n.OAJ'\tl) 
:,J- r x·.,KlJ··:,:~ Y:i!• rr·~; 

F··TX0~31 

F'TX03:,~ 

!·'I X0,"53 t: 
PTX0.54 L 
i"'TXO~~!i 

F'T X036 
I-''1X037 
PTX038 
PTX039 
PTX040 C 
~~· fX04l 
FTX042 
F'TX<>4:~ 
PTX044 
F··1X045 
PTX046 
P'TX047 
PTX048 C 
PTX049 
VlX050 
F' I X051 
F'TX0!)2 
PTX053 C 
PTX054 
!~·TX055 C 
PTX056 
PTX0~17 C 
PTX058 C 
f-'TX059 C 
F'TX060 
f'TX06l 
Pl XOC)2 
PTX063 
I'·'TX064 
!:'TX065 
PfX066 
l'TX067 
F'TX06H C 
l·'fX06'1' 
PTX0/0 C 
PfX071 
PTXO"J~; 

PJ X073 
F'l X0/4 
1'1X(l/~i 

t .. •fX0/6 
F·'TXO/ J 
F I XO/B 
1·'1 X0/9 C 
f.oJ XOi.lO C 
f'fXOH! C 
l-'"1 X002 
r-·rxos:1 
~~·rxoa4 

sr·f .. CS< .l4)====1. 
nf··t..cr;c 1~) )'-''1. 

SC 'I F ON T"B ~FONTH ~ SF'ACEH rROTATE' FONTNO 
FONT 2 FOR CHAf\f-1CTERS O'fHU< n-IAN GRAPH Tlll.f 

SF'ECS<17)c::0.08 
SPECS< 18).:.:0.12 
SPECS< 19>=~-0.04 
Sf·tCS < 20) "c(). 0 
SF'E.CS < ::1 1 ) <~. 0 

=:EI lUN[S 
Sf·'ECS < 24) '"'0. l. 
Sf'ECS ( 26) .o::(), 05 

ANNOTA1E HOfUlONfAL AXIS 
SF'ECS<28)~·.o.o 

SF'ECS\29> :<-?.0 
Sf<'ECS ( 9) ::.::5. () 
CALL NODLIB<SPE.CS> 

ANNOT•HE VE:RTICAL AXIS 
SPECS<:·!H)c~1.0 

Sf-'ECS ( 29) ~.'4. 0 
Sf"ECS< 10>"·'10 .. 0 
CALL NOlH .. Il. <SPECS) 

CONS'IRUCT TITLE FOR X--AXIS 
CALL TITLEB<11HX <MICRONS)rSPECS) 

CONSTRUCT TITU: FOR y .... AXIS 
CALL TITLEL< 15HTEMf"Ef\ATURE <K> ,Sf-'ECS> 

CONSTFWCT ANNOTATION OF GRAPH TITU: 
ALSO USE: FON1 2 
SPECIFY XSTARl1 YSTARf <INCHES> 

Sf'ECS<22)::::3.0 
m·'ECS < :?:5) :::.;:,. 0 
Rl!Lf>LO 
CI-IL.l.. f I I LEl3{f':ULf ~ 1 VHTEMPEf\ATURE PROF'IL.E,SPECS) 
SPlCS<23)~SPtCS(23)-0.J 

CALL T 1l LEG< HULE, 19HAT MAX SUR~·Act. ·r E:.MP, SPECS) 
SPECS<23)=SPECS<23)-0,3 
CALL TITLEG(RULE,lSHrOR El ~ 

f-'LOT I:IA1 r:'.): f'·OIN nJ Wl T H SOLID LINE 
Cf.tLL f'Fl..ILllX,YvBUFX,HUFY,SPECS) 

JOUU:.S,SH.:cr;) 

PL.Df LINLS FOf\ TOP ANI) Hlmi'T EIJGJ::S or F'UJI AREr1 
~.illlEX< 1 )::::SPLCS(4 > 
SIDEYC1'=SPECS<S> 
Sin~XI~)::::SP[CS<3> 

SlllFY<:!> ::~>t'LC~.l<~i) 
!·)l!}LX ( S) :::-~!·'Lt.:~l < 3) 
S1DEY<3>~U~L(;S<6) 

~iPLC~:; ( 13) c--3. 0 
C(.)U. SLLH.I<SJDEX,~)IDE:Y,SPE.CS> 

!-·lNISH F·UJT IF IT Hi THL Li-4~)'1 ONE; 
tnHU~WlSE~ CALL Nf.XT f 1-\AME 

IF<IFRM.ED.l> GOl'O 1000 
CALL NXIFRMiSPFCS> 
lU ... lUf(N 

,_. 
~ 
\0 



l'Tl..OH: .. ' 
1'1 XOBo 
!·'I XOS/ 

l'~\SOO.I. 

PH~:wo: . .~ 
f'fW003 
~~·r..:soo4 

f'RbOO:::i 
F·f..:S006 
PRSOO/ 
J-·RS008 
r·R~:;oo<r 

H~~.l010 
I·'W)Ull 
F't-:SOl ;;,~ 

r·Rso:t:.) 
l .. 'h:~;o 1 4 
1-·f::so1::, 
Pr..:SOl6 
l·'RS01 I 
J>r.;SOlU 
l .. 't\S<Il(/ 
Pl·n:>O::~O 

PI-·:S0~·?.1 

I·'RSO:·.~ • .' 
1 .. '1>:!30:~.) 
f'f\tJ0~·!4 

l '1·\HO:·~~J 
!"Hso:,~c. 

l''h:~;D:.~'/ 

l't.·:;;o: . .:fl 
PkSO~~':i' 

Pf\:30.~0 
F'RS03:! 
Pf?S03:,~ 

J"'h'S0.53 
1 ·r:.:~i034 
l·'f~:303::, 

1·'1-\!5036 
PR::>o~n 
f .. ·f·:~W3H 
I .. 'RS039 
f·'RSO•'IO 
FHS04l 
I·:·RS04:·~ 

F'h:~104~~ 
PR~:;044 

Pfi'S0·1~J 

F·~·:::>046 
F'f.:;:W4/ 
f'l-:~3\)48 

l-'f~S04? 

c 
(; 

c: 

c 

(; 

c 

c 
(; 

c 

(; 

l0CJ0 LAll GDSlNil(SPECS) 
J..;r 'TI.IJ-.:N 
END 

SUBROUTINE PLOfRS<XYY1N,£FRM) 

f·'LOT' SUf~FfiCE COMPOSITION VS TlME 

DIMENSION SPECSC30),X(\),y(1) 
DIMENSJUN SIUEXC3>,SIDEY(3) 
D!MLNSION BU~XC500l,BLIFYC~OO> 

SEf XD!Sl, YUlST ClN INCHlS> 
Sf'ECS< 1) ""l· ~ 
S!·-'Lt;!:-;C 2)..:.·:t. ~., 

SLI' Xh:lGHr, XLEFI, Y1Qf', YHOT 

~wk:cs < ~.) > ==-2. o 
SFf:.CS(6)-:::l.:'."' 

E>!:."T i'!.LNGTH ~ YLNG l H C IN 1NCHES) 
SF'I:.CS ( / > ,.,,~J. 0 
SPt::Cb<B):;;!J.O 

SLI NO. 0~ U!VISJONS 
SF··u:s< 1J)::-10. 
~3~·'LC~j( lO> .o.].(}. 

~:)t'E:.C 1 t· Y 'I OOl. 
~;)PEt;:;; C 11) .. :1. 0 

::Wf:.CHY INTU\MUHAH" t lL~~ NO. 
SPEC;:J<l2)c-99. 
CALL AXLlLI<!:ii'LCS) 

!:W~:.ClTY NO. OF DATA f•OINTS 
SPLCSt13>=FLOAl(N> 

SI:.T XSKH·s~ niKlF·~; 

14:·"1. 
1':.'1)::.::1, 

S£ T FONlB,FONlHySPACEH,ROTATE,FONHW 
FONT 2 

f.WE.CS< 17 ):.: 0, 08 
:·>f'CCS ( 1B) ·'~0. 12 
!:WECD ( 19) ·::(), 04 
~3PCCS < :!0 )"'·:(). 0 
SPECS ( 21.) ~":.~, 0 

~3C f lONL~; 

SPECS<24):.:.0.:l 
~.;PECS ( :,:6) "'·0. l. 

ANNOTATE:: 1-/0f~IZONif'lL AXIS 
sr·F::CS (:.?B) :: :? • 0 
SF··ECS < :;"J) ::.:;?.. <> 
SP~·.t:~-; ( 9 > ·""~5. 0 
CALL NOVL.IB<f:WECS) 

ANNOJATE VEkf'lCAL AXlS 
Sf·'[ CS < 28 > '·"4. 0 

F'f\S()50 
r·Rso::-;1 
PRSo5:.' 
PR:30~.'i3 

F'HS054 
l-'kS055 
PRS056 
PRS057 
PRS058 
PRSO:::I'? 
PHS060 
PF~SOfJl 
F'f.:S(),f.,2 
PRS063 
1-'RS064 
f··fi:S06:'-j 
F'RS066 
PRS067 
PHS06B 
PRSOb'Y 

PF~S072 

F'f\S0?3 
t~·HS0/4 

PRS(//:J 
PRS07b 
PRS07? 
Pf~SO'Jl:$ 

PRSO'!Y 
I·'RSOHO 
I··'RSOBl 
PRSOB~.~ 
Pf..:SOB3 
F'RSOB4 

1-'f\XOOl 
l·'f\X002 
I-'RX005 
l·'f~X004 
f.'h:XOO!'.'I 
F'RX006 
PRXOO/ 
PkXOOH 
f'!'\X009 
Pf~X01o 

PkAOll 
!--'1·~>!01 :,: 
Ph'X013 
f-'f<X014 
I:'HX01 ~·:; 
f·'HX()l..-') 
Ff(X01/' 

SPECS<29)=5.0 
SF'I:::CS( lO)~~!.LO 
CALL NODLlL(SPE.CS> 

CONSTRUCT 'flfLE FOR X-AXIS 
CALL TITLEB<11HTIME <MSEC),SPECS> 

C CONS'ff"=UCT TITLE FOR Y ... ?lXlS 
CALL T ITLEL ( 19H~)URFACE COMt·'OSIT ION, SF'ECS) 

C CONSTRUCT ANNOTA'IlON OF GRAPH TI n.C 
C FONT 2 ALSO 
C SPECIFY XSTART 1 Y~>TAR'I <INCHES) 

Sf.'ECS< 22) -"'-3. 0 
SPECS< :.?3) ::.::3. :;-; 
RUU:~LO 

CALL TI TL.EG <RULE, 27HSURFACF.:: COt-lf'USl J' ION VS T IMF:: v SPECS> 
SPECS<23>~SPECSC23)-0.3 
CALL TITLE:G(I:;:Ut.E,lUHFUf\ El JfJULES,SPE:CS> 

C PLOT r1ATA PCl!NlS Wll H SOLID LINE 
CALL 1-T L J L 1 (X, Y, BUFX, BUF Y, SPECS) 

C f·'l.Cl'f LINf~S FOH TOP ANI! RIGHT EDGES Of- f'LOT AF~EA 
SIDEX<1>~SPECSC4) 

SlD~YC1)=SPECS<5> 
SIDEX(2>=SPECS<3) 
SIDEY(2)=SPECS<~> 

SIDEX< 3)::::Sf·ECS < 3) 
SlDEY < 3) ""'SPECS< 6) 
SPECS< 1~5) --=3. 0 
CALL SLLlLI<SIUEX,SIDEY,SPECS> 

C FINISH PLOT IF IT IS lHE LASl, 
C OTHERWISE., CALL NE::xr Fh:AME 

H<IFRM.El?.t) GOTCJ 1000 
CALL NXH· RM <SPECS) 
Rf.:TLJRN 

lO<iO CALL GIJSFNti<SF't'CS) 
~:EIIIRN 

E. NO 

SU~RotHINE PLOTHX(X,Y,N,lFh:M> 
c 
C f-'LOT COMPOSlTION f-'f\UFlLL VS SPACE:. 
c 

c 

DIME:NS!ON Sf'ECS<30)~X(1),Y(1) 
DIMENSION SIDEX(3),SIDEY<3> 
DJ:M£NSION llUFX(~:',O()),BUrY<::JO()) 

C SEl XUISl, YDlST (lN lNCHlS) 
~:WECS { 1 >'" 1 • !) 
!WECS(;})c..::l.!'i 

C St~T XRHiHT, XLU r, YTOPv YBIH 
SPECS<,:;.) c-::~j(). 
SI-'E.CU(4):::.0.0 
SPECS<5)~:2.0 

SPECS { 6) ""1 • ~.~ 
C SEf XLNGTHr YLNGTH CIN INCH~S> 

,.... 
Vo 
0 



r·k,'<(J:lf} 
r·~~xo.t9 

l'f(X020 
I···Rxo:~1 

Pt~X0::~:? 
t~'RX023 c 
PRX0:?·1 
H\X\}:~~~ c 

f-:XO 
h:Xu 

F'RX02f:l 
FRXO.~'i 

f'RXUJC) 
)-'\..:;.:.()31 

f.:xo .. L: 
f~X03.5 

t··Rxo::~4 

f:·t..;xo:::;".S 
Pf<Xc,nc, 
\·'!\X\>3/ 
PRX038 
Pf<X()39 
F'RX040 
i"'kX04l 
~··f~X:04:? 

F·f.:X043 
PF<X044 
F'h:X04:7.. 
PH:<046 
F'F~X047 

F'h:X04tl 
l:'RX049 
PRXO~·~o 
pf::xo~:;l 

F'HX052 
PHxo:.,J r: 
Pf~X054 
F'f<X05::, 
PRXO~·i6 
Pf<XO::d c 
f-'~<XU:!H 

I:'RX0!:.~9 

Pf~X060 

l··'f\X061 
t-'t\X06:·.: 
HC\063 
! .. 'l·\X064 
Pf~X06:·i 
F'f(X066 
F''f\X06'? 
f·f·:XOI"H 
PR,.(06'l 
r:·h.:X0/0 
t··~, x~) .1 

~;~·ccs ( ·7 > ::c;j. o 
Sf-'ECS < lJ) :.:·::..,. 0 

Sll NO. OF DIVISIONS 
SPE:.C~; < 9 > '··10. 
Sf'f:CfH10)::::10. 

SPI.:C H Y TOOL 
~:wEe::;< 11 > :: .. 1. o 

SPECIFY INTEkMED!AlL fiLE NO. 
(.1.2)·"=9<1. 
AXLILI <~:WI:~CS) 

Sf"LC!F> NO. OF DATA f'OlNIS 

SPECS< 1.4)""·1· 
~lF'E.CS < 1~) > =:1. 

SLT t· tJNl B ,FONTHvS'PtJCEf\1f.WTATE ,FONTNf.l 
FONT 2 

SF'ECS( 1 '!).:cO. OB 
t-i.f-'f:Cf:l<18).·:0.l.:~ 

SPECS< 19) ::::0,04 

Sf·'f ZONCS 
SPECS ( :.~4 > ~.o. 1 
SF-'ECS < 26) =-0. 1 

ANNOlAfl ~fORIZONfAL AXIS 
SPLCS<2B}.;::().O 
~.n-·c.cs-:::~9) .·::?..<) 
SH~CS( 9) .:5. () 
CALl NOl)LIB<SPECS) 

ANNlH~tTf: Vf:.RTXCAL. AXU~ 
fWECS <:!H) :::.4. 0 
sr-·t~cs.:: 29 > '<i. o 
St'LCS( 10>"<:'1.0 
CALL NODLIL<SF·'ECS> 

CONSIRUCl' TITLE FOR X-AXIS 
CALL liTL[(!(llHX <MICRONS)tSF'ECS) 

CUN~H~\UC'T TrTLE FOR y .... AX!S 
CALL T 1 TLEL < 11 HCOM! .. 'OS :r T I ON, tWECS) 

CUN~lTf\UCl ANNO'lATION Of GF~APH Tl IL.E 
~· ONT ::~ AL.::;o 
~)F'E:C IF'Y X~l'T ARTY YS l'Af(f < .[I~CHES) 

SPECS<22J~3.0 

SPLCU(23>~5.0 

RULE~l.O 

CALL Tlll.EOtRULl~19HCOMPUSifiON PROFILk,s~·ECS> 

SPLCS<23>=SPECSC23)-t),3 
CALL TIT LU.:l < f\ULE, l. 9HA I' MAX SUf<~ ACL T E::f"H•, Sf'EC::l) 
SF'fC~,; < :?:'}) .. :·S~··U.;s \ :<:.) · 0. J 
!:AU riH.Ebd'WU.9ll.lH!'"Clt\ EI '"' ,JOULES • SPECS> 

LlNE .. 
l;!·li .. L 1-·'l .. L.lt J( 

l·'I...Ll! l l NUl FCH.: ror-· ANTI t-:.1 UH'T E:DGL:S OF PLOT t=1!:.:Ei'1 
~'i.ll.f[X(·I ) .. ~:WLC~l(4) 

r·f(Xol:? SlDrY<.t)<-wEc~;(~:)) 

f'~iX0/3 f:)IDEX<:~) ·:~:IPECS<3> 

PRX0/4 SIUEY<2>~SPlCSC5) 
PRX07S SIVEX<3>=SPECS<J> 
PRX076 G.EDEY<3>=SPECS(6) 
1'-'RXO?? SPECS< 1.:D..C:3.0 
PRX0/8 CALL SLLIL£<SIDEXrSIDEY,SPE(:Sl 
PHX079 C FINISH PLOT IF- I l' IS THL LAS 
Pf~XOHO C CJTHERWl S[, CALL NLX1 Fl,:AME 
PRX081 IF<IfRM.EU.1) GOlO 1000 
PRX082 CAL.L NXTFRM<SPECS> 
PHX083 
PRX084 
PRXOa:, 
f··RXOHf., 

H.:'l-'001 
Pf::f·O(I::! 

J>kPOO~'i 

PtU·'004 
PfWOO~.i 

r·r:F .. 006 
1-'RJ-'OOi' 
f'Rf .. "008 
PRP009 
F'RP010 
r··RF"011 
PRf-'()12 
F'f\P01~1i 
J>HI-'014 
!·'Hf·'()l:;-1 

1:·w>o16 
l-'fiF'017 
f·l .. :h>lB 
!'RPOls> 
P~<F'O:?O 

F'RP021 
F'Rf.'022 
t·'RF'0:~3 

p~~f<·024 

Pfwo;?::) 
F'RF'026 
F'RP02/ 
PRf-'028 
Pf<F'029 
Pf~f'030 

F'f\J-.'()Jl. 
PJ-i:F\)3:·.~ 

PfW()33 
PRP034 
PRf'03~:'1 

PkP036 
r'I·<Fo:.~/ 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
[; 

RJ.'.TUh:N 
l0()0 C1!)L.L Gfi~)F.ND~~:;PECS) 

l''[TUIW 
f:Nn 

;~UBfWU llNE PROF' 

TI1F MA1EH1AL F'fi:OPERTIES AND LASE:.R CHAt~ACn:.H:t:~:;lJ.CS 
<NUl' PFWlH.EM NOR MATD;; DEPt~N'l > 

COMMON/Dlf· FE/EH, U-ILX, EL, ELl::: X 
COMMON/LASUUEI ,GP,!\? 'IPUL ,AUT 
COMMON/MA f P /TM, H~'iUB r H~· US, E:M!SS, A3f~M 
COMMUN/MULW ./WM<~;,!)) 

DLMENSI.tlN WA\2) 

<MAX NU OF COMt-'ONEN'T S :.~ 

MAX NU OF ATOMS OF EACH 
COMPUNf~NT lN MOLECI.H .. E 4) 

tFOR CONGRUENT VAPORIZATION, GlVt 
WA < 1 > WM AND WA < 2) 0) 

MATt:::F.;J:AL PROPERTIES 
READ ,~,100> tWA<I>,I=1,2> 
WFnfE (6,:2{)0) (WA(!)~I===l,:U 

klAD (3,101) TM,HSUB,HfUS,EMISS,A3RM 
Wf.:IT~~ <6,:·~01) 'JM,HSUB,HFUS,EMlSS,A3RM 
R£:.AI.I (~':/flO:!> EH,E.HEX,EL~ELEX 

IFCEH.EQ.O.> GOIO 10 
WldTE <6,:W2) El-hE:.HE.X,EL,EL.EX 

LASU\ CI-/Af~ACTE:J\lSfiCS 
10 REAl:! (~:n11()) 

WRITE' (6r21<1> 

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 
!.10 1 N~==:l 1::) 

DO l M=-,1,5 
WM<NrM)~rLOAT(N·1>*WA(1)tFLOAT<M-1)*WA(2) 

CONTINIJF 

100 FORMAT(2F10.0> 

-Vo -



r·h:t .. oJH 
I··'Ht·'039 
!-'RF'040 
1'1'\1·'041 
J>f;:r-o 4~·.' 
F'HH>45 
J>RF'04•l 
H\t'04:-:, 
J .. ·r~f··o4,-s 

t··f..:f<'047 
F'Rh)48 
F'f\f'049 
F'I~PO~IO 

l·'Rf'O~)l 

ff.IL()()l 

c 

fli:LOO:!. C 

1.01 ~LH~HrYf\4!:lO,OrE.10.0) 

J.O:? F'(Jf::MAT C)<f·'lO~O~E:10.0)) 
1.10 F Dh:MAT<F'10.0r)(l::.10.0> > 

:.:00 I·Ufi'MA1(tH0~2M!lHL MAlLF..:IAL F'RClF'E.l\'1lES/ 
1 !:,X<?!:JHATtH11C WEIGHT Of COMF' 1 ·'·rFS.:U 
? ~Xr2~HAJOMIC WEIGH·r OF COMF' 2 ~,~9.2) 

:-!(J 1 F ORMtll < 1HO, 4X, 3H'T M:::: ~ F~'i. 0, ~~X, !'SHHSLJB·:.., F"!~,. 0 ~!'.IX, !'.:itiHFU;:):", F~). 0, 
:1 ~)Xv6HI:~Mtf:lf_i.::,F:~,.3,!':'iX,t4HA:·5(~:00M 'JEMPJ ·rEl.O,,'~) 

:.~()2 F OF..: MAT I l.HO, 4X, 3HEH:::·, F'?. 0, !:JX, ~iHCHEX=- r F9. 2 t :·,x 1 3HEL :, f·"l. 0, 
1 5Xr5HEU:.X··c,E9 • ..?) 

::~ :10 ~·Of~ MAl ( 1HO, ::~ lHLAm::l..: LHt"o~RACH:J,:.( ~:) llt:~·)/ 

l ~Xr2HR~rF5.J,5X,~Hl~UL~·E10.4,4tt SEC, 

RL 

~3\.H:-:J:;;UUJ lNE l'fiBLF 

1 DL003 C I f.li:UU1 f J::'V fd, A3 1~NI.1 CUN!I BU_OW MELTING I'EMF' 
1'111.. 004 C < f··f,;()}IU::M DE.F'LN J HU r NOT MATEF: DEPE.N r) 
I k~LOO~i C 
lHLOOb COMMON/MA'TF' /TM1H~:iUH,HFUH,EMlSS~A3RM 

I HL007 Ct)MMON/ l'AH /BLON < ~;00), SAl C'iOO), SA3 ( :.iOO) 
I HL00!3 C 

I l:iL01.1 
Itll.Ot2 
fBl. O:L~ c 
·rBL014 
TBL01.5 
nn_016 
I BL 01 I 
\!:JL.Ol8 
fHL(,J'! 
l i~L020 
r !·ll o~-.) 1. 
1 BL o:~~.~ 
r l:i L o ~·.: :5 
flit o:;~ 4 
T'8L02:-J 
I HLO~:~t, 
1 l~L l).,~ / 

lll 00 l 
1: n.oo.~ 

l~):.::fi!N! ( ( TM-<500. > /10.) +2 
!.10 l J.:"l,.tS 
l'fMf·C.::30(). tl(). *VLOA r ( .! --1, 
SC11N<1>~CONDCllMP> 

SF'HI' C()f.:fiFCTED WlHI MELrJNt7 HY l!':EAJJ.NG l·iFUS I'!S DELTA H.JNC'IICJN 
ARG=C(TEMP··TM)/50.>**2 
lf((.~kG,J..f.20.> GDTO ll 
cr·~··=·o. o 
uoro .L:: 

.1.1 n·J .. ·--H!· u~;;; < ~;mn < ,5. 14 l ~'i't;. .«::-,o. > *!:. xr·.: ·MW > 
l :.~ :iA 1 ( l ) "'-b:HO ( lt.MF') * < SF'Hl ( l LMP > I·Ct·F·) /~Jl:UN ( 1) 

Jt'(I.t:0 • .1) GOTO 13 
~;A:5( J.) -~.~:JCON( l) ·-SCON< [ ··1! ~/\ :I.O • .+.SCON( I>) 
GOTO J 

·r HL Vi:~! UL Uf' (d f11 FW\1M H:.MP I :·:500 l\) 
1::; ntd>:J 
1 CONI! 

m:.TUf.:N 
!:,Nl.l 

::;U[!fdJU I l1'>1L J NIl f.1L ( W ~ WLl1 NF'IH7 ,J..JGMtlX) 

li'LO<>J C lNJllAl. l:ONDifiONS 
l 1'1. VO•l C ( FI.:Ol:iLLM IJJ'.Yt: 1-I'I }~Ur NOT MA'TT!·.; f!!":f-'F:N'I 
J lL(!O:".• C 
IIi .... ,., J!LI'!t:i',1::;.UJN t.J<NGMtlX<51Nr·Df..:J 
JTI. oo;· l.tTI'~E'NSJON W01Nr·nr) 

Ill008 G 
lfl009 
IT!_OlO 
I1 L011 
lTL012 

I fL01~:1 
] TL.Oii) 

c 

L TL017 
ITL01B 
IfU>19 
ITL020 
ITL021 
ITL022 
ITL023 
ITL024 
ITL02!'":i C 
1TL026 
!TL027 

CHf.:OOl. 
CHR002 C 
CHR003 C 
CHR004 C 
CHROO~'i C 
CHf-:006 
CHR007 
cmwoa 
CHROOY 
CHROlO C' 
CHROl:l C 
CHH012 
CHR013 
CHfW14 
CHROl~'i 
CHR016 
CHR01'? 
CHROl.B 
CHROj (1 
CHR020 C 

READ c·;l,l00) <WO<l)1J>l ~Nf'·DE> 

WRITE <6¥200) 
Wf?I IE.' \.SY201) (I tWO< I), 1' "l ,NF·DE> 
DO 1 K .. :.1 Y NPDE 
1!\J 1 I ·"·1 Y f'.!GM?1X 
W( I, :1 ,1'\)'·"1•0 
W< I,2,K>"'1.0 
W<I,3d\) ::.1.0 
CONTINUE 
WRlTE (6,300> 
WRITE (6,201) CitW<l~lfl>,I=l,NPDE> 

100 FORMAT<F!O.O> 
200 FORMATC1H1,40HTHE INITIAL QUANTITY (Wll'H DIMENSION> Of/) 
201 FORMAT<11Xr27HPARTIAL DIFFERENTlAL EUN NOvi2.2H ~,F10.4) 
300 FOHMA'f <1H0,40HTHE INITir~l OUANT1TY <DIMENf:liONLESS) OF/) 

F:FTURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CHr~R<W01WCH,NPDE' > 

IJEFlNE THE CHAf,'fiCTFF\'lSTIC TERMS 
<PfWBLEM DEPF.:NJ AND MAY!)[ MATEf~ DEPENT) 

(;(H~MON/CHt~F~T /XCH, TCH 
COMMON/LASER/E:I, tW, r.:.: 1 TPUL v AE::FF 
COMMON/MATP /TMYHC4) 
DIMENSION WCH<NF'DE> ,WO<NF·DE) 

fHE!:::MAL I:JJTFUSJ.VITY AT MELTING TEMPERATl.lkF 
TD TFM .. =·COND < TM) /<RHO ( TM) *SPHT < TM)) 

( TDIFM* l'CH) 
DO l .r~ .. <I.,NPDF 
WCH( I )::j,JO( I) 
Wf.:ITE (6d00) 
Wf..:IlT (6,200> TcthXCH.(lrWCH(l),J:::.t,NPVE> 

CHR02l 100 FORi·hH(1H2,34H'l'HC CHAF<r~CTERISTIC G!JANTITlES A!':E!/) 
CHfi:022 
c1mo::.:3 
CHf\0~~4 

CHR02:'i 
nu.;:o2r.) 

200 FOF::MAT(11Xt29HCHt-if~t.ICTF.RISTIC TlML .:.,E:l0.4,4H SEC:/ 
l :1tx,:?9HCHAf~~~CTEf~JSTIC DISTt-1NC~ "·,El.0.4,4H t:M/ 
::? <11.X,"2~'1Ht:!·!Af.:AC nUANTli'Y OF f:·m~ NO)·I2,2H rF'10.4/) 

h:E:TtmN 
CND 

Mf"XOOl SUHRCHJ'TINE M!·!.UX(TINE,'f1f~1rvFld"2,H"! M··) 
MFX002 C 
MF"X003 C C:ALCUL'T ION OF lHE EVM:·of~AlFlJ hM;:·; f L.UXf.:.S ( \;/CM2 SEC> 
MFX004 C (PROBLEM AND MAlERIAL DLPENJtCNl) 

...... 
V'l 
IV 



Mf".XC•O!) 

Mf"X\)06 
MF"(l07 
Mf- XOOU 
Mr·X()(l'Y 
MFXP10 
l'lF x~J 1.1 
I'H" XOL~ 
MI-X013 
1'H"X014 
/"iFXO:I.:-i 
MFX016 
MFX017 
MFX0l.B 
MF"\U19 
MF X020 
MFX02.1 
MF"X022 
MFX0~~3 

MF xo~~4 
Mf X02:-'· 
MF xo~~C'! 
MFX027 
MFX028 
f1FX029 
MF"X030 

MfX033 
MF-X034 
MF X03~.) 

c 

MF X036 
MFX03l C 
Mf X•J.5tl . 
M~X039 

Mf"X040 
Mf·X04.1 
111- _'(()42 
MFX043 
MFX044 C 
Mf"X04~1 

MFX046 
i'"'IF.X047 
11FX04G 
MFX<>49 
MFXO~:,o 

i1f xo:·.Jt 
Mf~XO~."i::• 

Mf-X.O::,:-; 
MFX0!."14 
Mt xo::;~:, 
11r: X0~5CJ 

CUMMUNiM0LW ,WM<~·~) 
UIMfNSLON !)(5,~> 

no 'i' H·-lr!:, 
tn.l lf f1- :J., ~-~ 

p ( ~~ • M ; .. ·(). 
f.t':)U. 1:WOl { ·r vR,f<·(3tl) rP(2,l} ,p( 1,2) ,f·'(2<!) yf'(.3r:~) ,f-'(4,:?.)) 
PTOT-·-0. 
so; . .-o. 
£)1 .. (}. 

DO 10 N~1,5 
DO 10 M~lrS 
!FCN.IQ.l,AND,M.EQ,ll GOnJ 10 
PTOl~PlUl+PCNrM) 

SO~SO+SQRlCWMCN,M>)*P(NrM) 

S1 .:.Sl+FLOAf(N··-1 >*F"<N.M)/SORT<WM<N,M/) 
S2~S2+FLOAT(M-1)*P<N,M>JSQRT<WM(N,M>> 

10 CONTINUE 
C~44.2/SQRT<T>*0.8~ 

14.2 3.5[22*760/6.023f~.5 

F=C*SO 
Ft~~c*WM<2·1>*S1 

~LUX IN G/CM2-SEI~ 

F2~C*WMC1~~l*S2 

IF(l~LAG.l.T.l.UR.1FLAG.GT.3> kEl"URN 
GOlD (1r2,3>rl~LAG 

cor-n INl.l!: 
WRCH U)dOO> 
Wf(I 1 E .. ( 6 t 101 J !·'{ 4 • 2!, !-·'( 3v2) ,p~ :-~Y 2) ,~··( ].,2) ,r··{ 3r1) rF'( :?r .1) vF'TD1 
REl Uh:N 

CONT JNUF 
W!"d fE {6~200) 

CON"TlNUE: 
WIUH (,1n3()0) TT.Ml.v 1 rf~.~-(4,:.);. ,l; (3,:.:> ¥F·< '2r:?) ,p( .1 •2> ,p( 3, J.) .~·<2' 1 J, 

1 1-· ro f ~ F 

100 FORMAT<1H2r6X.66HT~fl l.QUTLIBRllJM VAPOR PRESSUkES AI" MAXIMUM SURFAC 
1 r l [ MPERA I Uh:E Ar'\F.: I I 

1 OX, ::"iHf·' ·-U0.5 r ~~IX v ~'iHF" ·-!..!0:? 1 6X 1 4Hf'···tJO • 7X, 3HF·' · U vI.) X, 4HP-··02' 
3 "/X~ 3HF' 0, 3X • /I·H·'·· HJTAL) 

F- UkMC~ I ( 1H ) 
fH·:MI·i T (HI r :5X, ~'tH fS ( K) r 6X, 3HLJ/U, ~5X, :."ii-IP· U03 • ~'!X, ~)Hf··-. U02' 

6Xt4HP ·UQ,;X,3HP-Ur6X,4HP·Q~,;X,3HP U, 
3X,?HF· ·TOTAl r"?XP4Hfl 

300 1··01-\Mtlf<:tH ,[:l.:l. •. 5rFEl.(),f9,4, tE:I..1.3> 

I"<F:."IUf.;N 
. f::.NI"I 

U0~?\>01 

UD200~,~ r: 
un:-?oo!- c 
uo:~oo4 c 
l.H.l200~i r: 

c 

U0200B c 
t./02009 
U02010 
U02011 
U020l:t 
U02013 
uo:?o1.4 
uo:-?ot~) 
U0)0.l6 
UU201/ 
IJ0201El 
U020:J9 
U020~1 0 

UCJ2021 
U0202~.~ 

U02()23 
uu:w24 
uo:?o2t;; 
uo2o:t.6 
uo:w2"1 
uo:?o:w 
U02029 
uo:w:"3o 
l.J0:?031 
U020,3~: 

uo:t.0,33 
1102034 
UCI203~.; 

uu:,'036 
uo:-:o3/ 
U020,5H 
l.HJ::!OJ') 
U02{)40 
U0?041 
U0204:.) 
U0204.3 
uo:.W44 
.JU:~()4!:1 

J02046 
uo:~o4? 

UtJ204B 
U02049 
U020:·.iO c 

tJ02053 
uo:w::,4 

~:IUBfWUT 1 NL 1:.:00 r < n: i·"IP 1 UU ~ F'02, F·O, f··I.J rf'UO t t-·tJU::>, f·U03) 

CAL.CUI.Jd ION OF F"M\ r .h'"-ll.. VAf"UF~ PRE.SSUf\1::.~:; Of URANIUM- ·OXYGLN 
l:)YSH:M &Am: f.l ON f.>LAC!'.BURN 'S MD!JEL. 
MOI:IIFIFD nWM SUBRUllflNL LIFVF.LOPE·ll l~Y IA.ACt-.r.nH::N l··or;: MlX[ll DX.l!)[ 

COMMON/CC/Al,A2,A3rA4,AS,A6rA7 

y,"·ou :·!.o 
lFCY.L.l .• O,) Y 0.0 
OOH-<3"GHT < OU) 
OU:.?c."OU**:-~ 

TM<H33.0 

l!ATA 
f"M) G!HO 60 

DD ·LXP(78260,/TEMP··13.6) 
163~.10 ./TE.MF'-·-4. C)6 ···~i4. 0». Y::tY) 
4/000,/rEMP .1J .2;')) 

GG=EXPC25100./TEMP·-4.92> 

CU02C~EXP< -J2600./lEMP~~0.3) 
<~B500 ./TE:MF'+ 10. ~:; > 

60 DD~EXP<<78260, 1.5l*l"M)/l"EMP··1~.066) 

EL~EXPCC16500.-l.006*TM>ITEMP·4.19·54.0*Y*Y> 
FF=EXP((4lOOO.-.;~~*fM)/l"LM~ 10.4~~,) 

G(; ... :[Xf·· ~ c.::~.il()O • ·· • ·r .. ::l* T M) I lf.:.MI"" · 4, 06~·;) 
CLH.>~LXI··' ( ··1i1 7900. I i EMF' f<) /. 3) 
cuoc:-Lxr<-10s6oo.JTEMP~?o.s> 
CU02C== EX.F' < --::·.'!1 ~:!00 ./T[MP·t :1. ~~. 4 > 
Ct.JU3C··· !:: xr--· \ ·· SlOO. ;·J F:Mf' t :,:. n J 

lO l!G··=-Dn*L E*fT 
F G::·:~· F )(<1..-il"-~ 
HH=·::VEF*fjl://OLJ:.~* ( 3. 0/0U l , 0) 
F'P=DEF/OU**1·5*(J,O/OU··1.0) 
CH.h!.JD/OU*<3. o:u::EICH.J+~!.. Oli<F (3/0U>+DI.I/Dl.l*< ·t::E"···FG) 
RR•,I.ID*fFIOO~t*<2.010U-·1.0) 

SU~fG/OU+DD*<2.0IOU>+<·DD-fG) 

fT-~<:1..0/0UH-OOH>*FF 
Ai"~HH 

A2 -PF' 
A~~-- (~l~ 

A4'"--Fm 
A?j:.":SS 
f'~6-=:TT 

A"l·" 1.0 OU 

G~o.o 

GTEST :.G 
Gi~G-fbST 

DU 20 1~1,40 

..... 
Vl 
w 



U02055 
U0:?056 
U0:?057 
U02058 
UD2059 
U02060 
U02061 
U02062 
U02063 
U0::?064 
U02065 
U02066 
U02067 
U02068 
U02069 
U0:2070 
U02071 
U0:?072 
U0::2073 
U02074 
U02075 
U0207l) 
U02077 
UD2078 
U02079 
UD::?080 
U02081 
U020B2 
U02083 
U02084 
uo:~oe5 

U0208/.:. 
U02087 
U02088 
U0::2089 
U02090 

U02091 
U02092 
U02093 
U0::2091 
U0::?095 

U0:.-?.096 
U02097 C 
U0207'8 C 
U02099 C 
U02100 C 
U0:?.101 
U0:!102 
U02103 
U02104 
U02105 
U0:.-?.106 
U0::-!107 
U02108 
U02109 

r1o 10 . .J···t ,:; 
FN:·:F\G1) 
FD:·-FF· < G1) 
GS::-G1···-FN/FD 
G:t···.m~ 

IFCG1.LT.C.O> G1~10.0 
l.O CONTINUE 

G2==G:l*G1 
G'"'G:I. 
U2~:t.O/C1.0i·G2*DD/OU+G2*G2*DD*EE/OU::?.> 
U4 ~·LJ:Z*G2*DD/OU 
lJ6·~-U4*G:?.*EE/OU 

OM=U2+2.0*U4+3.0*U6 
CFo:EL.O·= C OU .. "DM) /OU 
TESTQ:.,·AftS C EI:;;ELO) 
IFCTESTO.LT.t.OE-6) GOTO 50 
GOTO .20 

50 IFCG.LT.O.O) GOTO 40 
DMCK::::OM 
GOTO 100 

:?.0 CONTINUE 
40 PRINT 2 
2 FORMAT<90X,:?.1HROOT DID NOT CONVERGE) 
100 PO:?.·~'G**4 

PO=SQRTCP02>*EXPC-30103./TEMP+B.036) 
P\J:":t.J4/P02*CUC 
F'UQ:o::LJ4/SQRTCF'02)*CUOC 
F·U02=-cU4*CU02C 
F'U03~U4*SORT<P02>*CU03C 
RETUF\N 
END 

FUNCTION F(X) 
COMMON/CC/A11A2~A3,A4,n5,A6,A7 

F·,o· < ( < ( ( A1 *X+A2) *X+A3 );l{X·I-A4) :tX+t15) *X+A6) :tX+I"l7 
HE TURN 
END 

FUNCTION FF'<X) 
COMMON/CC/A1,A2~A3,A4,A5~A6,A7 

FF'=((((6.0*Al*X+5.0*A2)*X·~4.0*A3>*X+3.0*~4)*X+2.0~n5)*X+~6 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION F"o:HO (TEMP) 

DENSITY or U02 IN G/CM3 
GIVEN E!Y CHASttN0 1)(1973) AND L.EIBOWITZ(1976) 

DAT~ ArB,C,D/9.0E-6,6.0E-913.0E-12r10.?8/ 
DATA Tl,Al,B1/3133.,10.658r-6.3609E ·4/ 
IF<TEMP.GE. TU GOTO 1 
T:::·TFMf-"· .. 273. 
RHQ.:::D/ < 1. +A*T H-t*T**2+C*T**3) 
RETURN 
RHO·=~Ai+Bi*TEMF" 
RETUF"o:N 
END 

UO::!l:l.O 
U0211:1. C 
U02112 C 
U021:1.3 C 
U021l4 
U021.t5 
U0:.-?.116 
U02117 
U02118 
U02119 
U02l20 
U0::-!1::?.1 
U0::?122 
U02123 
UO::?.:t:?"! 
U021:?5 
U0212,~, 

uo:'l.:-?7 

c 

FUNCTION SPHTCTEMP> 

SPECIFIC HEAT OF U02 IN J/G-K 
GIIJEN IW KERRISK AND CLIFTON C 19"7:?.) BELCW TM 

AND BY LEIBOWITZ <1971) ABOVE 'TM 

DATA S,ED,A1,A2,A3/535.285,1.578E5,0.2968,1.217E-5,8.750E-R.' 
D~TA Tl/3133./ 
T"'TEMf' 
IF<T.GE.T1) GOTO 1 
R,8,314 
B'=EXP < S/T > ·-1. 
CV:::=Al *S**2*EXP ( S/T > /T**21B**2 
SPHT~CV+2.*A2*T+A3*ED*EXP<-EDI<R*T))/CR*T**2> 
RETURN 
SF"'l·n .. =·o. 503 
f.:ETURN 
CND 

ctJNCTION COND <TEMP) U0:?:128 
U021:?.9 
U02130 
U02131 
U02132 
U021.33 
UO.:?J.34 
U02135 
U02136 
U02137 
U02138 
U02139 
U021·10 
U02141 
U0::?.142 
U0214~.~ 

IJ02144 
U0:?:145 
U02146 
UO:?.:t47 
U0214S 

C THEF\MAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 IN W/CM·--~~ 

U02149 
U02150 
U0215l 
U0~152 
U02153 
U02151 
U02155 
U02156 
U0215"7 
UD2158 
1.J02159 
U02t60 

C GI~JEN BY SCHMIDT(1971) BELOW TM' 
C ASSUMED CONSTANT VALUE ABOVE. TM 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

DATA A,B/10.80,0.0218/ 
'(lA Ttl X,CVO,T0/2.00E-5, .299,2050./ 
DATA T1,T2/1200.,2860./ 
T=TEMF'-273, 
IFIT.GE.T1) GOTO 1 
COND::::l .I< A+B*T) 
RETURN 
IF(T.GE.T2) GOTO 2 
F:.:: ( SPHT ( TEMF') -X*T~-CVO) /CVO 
Y~<<T+TO>-CT-TO>*TANH<T-TQ))/2. 
COND=I1,/IAfB*Y))II1.+F) 
RETURN 

° COND·:::O • 037 
f":C:TUPN 
END 

FUNCTION !IIF<TEMP) 

OXYGEN DIFFUSIVITY IN U02 I~! CM::?./SEC 
COHT!CIENTS READ FROM SUBROUTINE PROP 

COMMON/I:IIFFE/EH,EJ-IEX,£L,J:::L.S:X 
IF<TEMP.GE.3133.) GDTO l. 
DJF=ELEXIEXP I ·=EL/TEMP) 
RETUFo:N 
DIF=EHEXIEXPI-EH/TEMP) 
RETURN 
END 

-Vl 

""" 



Mt"XCoO!) 
Mf XOOo 
Mf"f..()OJ 
MF· XOOU 
Mf XOO'l 
Mf'':\1,'10 
i"'WXOll 
1'\fXOJ:-~ 

Mf"X013 
i1FX01A 
t'irX~>1 :--'! 

MFXO:I.6 
MFX017 
Mf XOlS 
MF:<u19 
Mf·XO:'.O 
MFX021 
MF"X022 
i1FX0:?3 
MfX024 
Mn:o:.~~; 

Mf xo::~6 
MFXO:'./ 
MFX028 
11FX029 
Mf'"X030 
MFX03l 
Mf"X03:?. 
Mf"X033 
Mf"X034 
Mf xo:~~·) 
MFX036 
MFX 1J3 7 c 
Mf X•J30 
Mf"X039 
MF X040 
Mf· X041 
11~ :<042 
MFX043 
MFX044 
Mf"X04~) 

MFX046 
1'1F"X04/ 
i1F X04G 
MFX04~ 
MFX0~."10 

i1fXo:·.J:I 
MFXO~;::) 

MI .. X0!·)3 
Mf"X0:)4 
Ml· XO!.i~' 
l1F X0~)6 

c 

'I 

COMMUN/MULW ,WM<S·~> 

DlMENSlON !~(~,~) 

[IL! 9 N~l.~ 

LJtl 9 l''i ·. 1 '~.J 
P(H,M>~O. 

L~LL ROOT ( T, R, r· ( 3, 1) vF'< 2, 1), P< 11:.~ I ,r· ( 2, 2 > rF"( 3r2 > ,p ( 4' :u > 
PTOT-0. 
so~o. 

Sl""-0. 

N ,,1,5 
DO 1() M ~t, :::; 

GOTO 10 

SO~SO+SURl<WM(N,M>>*P(N,M) 

Dl~S1+FLOAT<N-1>*P<NtM)/SQkT<WM(N,M)) 

s~~S2tFLOAT(M-1>*P<N,M>/SGRT<WM<N,M>> 

10 CONTINUE 
C-::44.2/SCmi <T>*O.El:? 

't4.2 3. sE::~:"?.*"/60/ 6. o:~3t:2.5 
F""-C*SO 
Ft~C*WM<2·1>*S1 
F2~C*WM(1,2>*S2 

F"LUX IN f:)/CM:?. .... SF(: 

IF ( 1!-·l .. s~G •L 'T .1. .Of~. I FLAG. UT. 3 > 1-\E I"l.Jf~N 
GCJ"TP ( 1 r:!r:-5) rlF·LAU 

corn :tNl.IE 
WRlH (6rJ.OO> 
Wf\ .["!f-. < 6, 101) F' ( 4, 2 ~ d' < 3 v :.~), F' ( :·~, 2) , F' ( 1 • 2) r f"· < 3 r 1), P < ::> ~ :l) , F'Ttrl 
RE"TUI-\N 

L:DN"l JNUF 
wrort: (6,200> 

CON"TlNU[ 
Wfn TT ( 6, :.WO) riMl. ~ I , f~, F' < 4 v 2) 'F ( 3 <~) ~ f.• t ~) v :) ) 1 P ( 1v ~~) 1 P \ .3, .t) r ~-· \ :h J.} r 

1 1-'TUl vf 

100 FORMAT<1H2r6X,66HTHL lQU1LIBRlUM VAPOR PRESSUkES Af MAXIMUM SURFAC 
H lf:"Mf··ERAHmE Af\f.// 

FtlRMAIClH 
~OkM~ll(iH 

1 

300 1- UkMA f ( :1. H 

I'.:CfUh:N 
f.'Nli 

10X,SHP-U0Jr5X15HP·ll0~,6Xt4HP--U0r7Xr3HP Ur6X,4HP-Q2, 
"7X r 3HF·',.··O, 3X r 7Ht·· ·TOTAL) 

, 4X, 7<!:.10.3>) 
r ;:;x • 61·1 I ( ~H: C) r ~~X, !·An~; ( K), 6X, 3HO/U, ~5X, ~)Hf · ·UU3 ~ ~:iX, ~·.'iHf-• ... U02, 
bX r4HP .... UO, ]X, :3HP·-U, 6X, 4HP 0:~ 1 7X ~ 3HF·· ·U, 
3XrJHP·TOTAL.Y7X,4HrLUX> 

Y t::: 11 • 3 1 FB, 0, F 9 , 4 r 7 ( F 1 0 • :~) d .. ll • 3) 

utL~OOl 

UO~·!OO~,~ 
lJ('):Ol()()!, c 
U02004 c 
UO~~OO~I 1.: 

c 

uo:~OOB 
U02009 
U02010 
U02011 
U0201) 
UD2013 
UU~?Ol4 

1.JU~.)O:I.~i 
uo:~o.L6 

UU201/ 
UfL?.018 
uo:~o:l.9 

uo:~o:?.o 

UIJ:?.o:H 
uo:~o22 
U02023 
U02024 
l./0:.?02~5 

un:w:.?.6 
uo:~o2"7 

U0202B 
U02029 
uo:~o3o 

uo:~o3r 
00.203:!: 
l./020.33 
tJo:·.~o3-t 

UCJ:~o.:s~:; 

uo:-.~036 

UO:W3/ 
uo::~o.5fl 

UO:!OJY 
U02040 
U020•l1 
uo:wA~' 
UU2043 
U0~044 

uo:.~045 

U0204b 
U0:204J 
UtJ:.~04B 
U0204? 
uo2o~·;o 

U02053 
uo2o:·J4 

SUBF<:OU"Il.NL h•IJ£1 f < TF i'1P 1 OlJ Y Pf)~--~, f·O 1 F·U r F·'UO r f.·uu:?' !-'U03 > 

CALCUL~d ION OF" Pf;f( l [t"-11. VAF"lJR Pf(ES:;)\Jh:F...B OF URANltJM .. OXYGLN 
SYST£: M BASED ON HLAChBt.H\N' \:) MODEl • 
MOD[FIED FkUM SUBROllllNt: DFVl~LOPED BY BLACKBURN FUR MIXEU OXIDE 

COMMON/CC/Al vAQ ~ A.3 r A4, A~."!, Ail v A"? 

y:.:·ou · ~.'. o 
IF<Y.LT,().) Y=-O.O 
OOH:~Snf(f ( OU) 
DU:Z=OU**-? 
TM<lU.3.0 

THERMODYNAMIC UAfA 
IF<TE"MF".GT. I'M> GO"TO ,~,0 

[l[l.:::L;<f·· \ 7B260. /TEMr···- 13, ,-5) 
LE~EXP<l63~0./TEMr .. 4.96-~4.0*Y*Y> 
n· :::EXF"' < 4"/000. I I"FMf' .. 11. 2:') > 
GG~EXPC25100./TEMP .... 4.92) 
CtJCc"f.:"XP ( 
CUO<>-FXF· ( 
CU02C>EXf' ( ·-;::600. /TEMPt 20.3 > 
CUO~C~LXP(··28SOO./T£MP+10.5) 

GOTO ?0 
60 UD~EXP<<78260. 1.5t*'fM)/fEMP 12.1)66) 

El~EXP<(l6500.-1.006*l.M>/1LMP 4.1? ~4.0*Y*Y) 
FF=EXY( <47000.·., ./~:.!:i*fM)/"lLMt' 10.4~"!!·.~) 

l() 

G(i .. ,.f_Xr .. · \ < 2!:', tOO.--·. ?::·,:5* fM J I l LMr· · 4, 06~.~) 
CtH.:.~LXf.'( .. 16)900,/l[MF'+:?/.3) 
GUO(;: .. t·:Xf' ( -.. 1 00600./ lf."Mf··t·20. U) 
CU02C· EXP< ·!51~iOO,/TE:MF'·tl:L4) 
LU!.lJC .. ·L XF·' ( <)1 00. J"l f.MF' !<,~. H J 

LIE::F ::..DD*LE*l: ~ 

fo G::·:l"' F *~H:; 
HH:c=l.JEF*CJG/OU2:t. ( :·s • 0/0U 1. 0) 
Pf-·:~JJEI: /UU**l· ~)* ( .5. O/OtJ· .. ·.1. 0) 
QU•DD/OU*(3,0*EE/OU+2.0*FG/OU>+DD/Oli*<-EE-FG) 
RR ·DU*•:F"/OO~f*<2.0/0U-1.0) 
S~=FG/OU+DD*C~.O/UU>+<·DU-FG> 
l"T=(l.O/OOH-OOH>*FF 
Al '"HH 
A2 Pf' 
A~~"""(.W 
A4::.fW 

A!'.!'"= f.-iS 
fib~·:Tl 

A/."·1. 0· OU 

G~o.o 

~~TG 

Gl~GTLS"T 

DO 20 1:1,40 

...... 
v. 
w 



U02055 
U0?056 
U02057 
U02058 
U02059 
U02060 
U0206:l 
U02062 
U0:?.063 
U02064 
U02065 
U02066 
U02067 
U02068 
U02069 
U02070 
U02071 
U02072 
U02073 
U0207-1 
U02075 
U02076 
U02077 
U02078 
U02079 
UO::!OBO 
U02081 
U02082 
U0208~ 
U02084 
UO~OS5 

U02086 
U02087 
U0208S 
U02089 
U02090 

U02091 
UD2092 
U02093 
U02094 

10 

50 

20 
40 

100 

DO 10 ~l-·115 
FNruF(G1) 
FD:o-FF'(G:I.) 
GS-Gl-FN/FD 
o1~os 

G2=-G:l.*G1 

01,, l.O .0 

0''01 
U2~1.0/(1.0tG2*DD/OUiG:?.*G2*DD*EE/OU:?.l 
U4 "·U2*G2*DD/OU 
IJ6·AI4*G2*EE/OU 
OM~U2t2.0*U4+3.0*U6 
EF'\EL.Q·c: C OU·-·IJM) /OU 
TESTO=,AE1S < EREL.O) 
IFCTESTO.L.T.l.OE-6) GOTO 50 
GOTO 20 
IF<G.LT.O.O) GOTO 40 
OMCK,,OM 
GOTO 100 
CONTINUE 
F'l:UNT 2 
FORMATC90X121HROOT DID NCT CONVERGE) 
F'02 .. -::G**4 
F'O="'SQF.:T < F'02) *EXF' < -.. 301 03. /Tr:::MP+8. 036 > 
PtJ::::tJ4/F'02*CUC 
F'UO=c=U4/SQRT C F'02) *CUOC 
F'UD2='-'LJ4*CU02C 
PU03 :::U4:t:SQF.:T C P02) *CU03C 
F~ETUF:N 

END 

FUNCTION F C>O 
COMMON/CC/A11A2YA3,A~,A5,A6,A7 

F·:::( \ C < (A.1*X+A2>*X+A3)*XI-A4>*X+il5):i.X+A6>:«X+f'l7 
F\F.TURN 
END 

FUNCTION FF' (X) 

COMMON/CCI A 1., A21 A3, (.]4, ~~5' A61 A7 
FF':= < C < < 6. O*A.1 *X+5. O*A2} *X+4. O*A3 > :i:X+3. O*l'l•'D *X+2. O.'rf'l~.D:tX+Af> 
F:ETURN 

U0209S END 

U02096 
U02097 C 
U0:-!098 C 
U02099 C 
U02100 C 
U02101 
U02102 
U02103 
U02104 
U02105 
U02106 
U02107 
U0210S 
U02109 

FUNCTION RHOCTEMP) 

DENSITY OF U02 IN G/CM3 
GIVEN HY CHASANDV<1973) ANI) l.EIBOWITZ<1 ... ?76) 

DATA A1BtCtD/9.0E-6,6.0E-9~3.0E-:1.2~10.?8/ 
DATA T1,Al,B1/3133.,:l.0.658~-6.3609E··4/ 
IF<TEMP.OE.T1) GOTO 1 
T::~TEMF'···273. 

RHO-.,=D/ < 1 .. +A*T f-B*T**2+C*T**3) 
RETURN 
RI-IQ,,A1H<1*TEMP 
RETURN 
END 

U02l.l.O 
U02111 
U02:!.12 
U0211.3 
U02114 
U0.:?115 
U021l6 
U02117 
U02118 
U021:1.9 
U02:1.:?.0 
U02:1.:?.1 
U0-2122 
U02123 
UO:?.:f.:?.'! 
U02125 
U0212,~, 

UO:>:I.~7 

U02128 
U021~9 

\.J02130 
U02131 
U02132 
U02133 
U0.21.34 
U02135 
U02136 
U02137 
tJ02138 
U02139 
U02140 
U02141 
U0:2142 
U02:1.43 
U02144 
uo:::145 
\J02146 
UO~:t47 

U0214S 

U02149 
U02150 
U02151 
U0~152 
U02153 
U0215_, 
U02155 
U02156 
U02157 
U02158 
I.J02159 
U02160 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

~ 

FUNCTION SF'HT<TEMF') 

SPECIFIC HEAT OF U02 IN .J/G--K 
GIVFN BY KERRISK AND CLIFTON ( 197:?.) F.(ELOW TM 

AND BY LEIBOWITZ <1?71) ABOVE TM 

DATA s, EDYA1 ,A2,A3/535.285, 1 .578E!:·i ~ 0. 2968,1. :?.:1. 7E·-5, 8. 7'50E ·· 8/ 
DATA 1'1/3133./ 
T"'TEMP 
IFCT.GE.T1) GOTO 1 
R''8, 314 
B:::,EXF' ( S/T) -1 • 
CV::::A 1 *S**2*EXF' ( S/T) /T:t:*21B**2 
SPHT===·CV+2. *A2*T+A3*ED*EXF" <-ED/< R*T) } / < R*T**2) 
F"\ETURN 
SF'1-f1""'::0 • 303 
r<ETURN 
F.::ND 

cUNCTION COND<TEMP) 

THERMAL. CONDUCTIVITY OF UO-:?. IN W/CM-··1< 
GIIJEN F.lY SCHMIDTC1971) BELOW TM. 
ASSUMEtt CONSTANT VALUE Al=iOVF TM 

DATA A,B/10.80r0.0218/ 
DATA x,cvo,T0/2.00E-5v.299,2050./ 
DATA T1,T2/1200.,2860./ 
T===TEMP--273. 
IF <T .GE, T1) GOTO 
COND::::1~1<A+B#T) 
RETURN 
IFCT.GE.T2) GOTO 2 
F=~= ( SF'HT <TEMP) -X*T--CVO) /CVO 
Y~<CT+TO)-(T-TO>*TANH<T-T0))/2. 

COND=C1./IAtBIYl)*(1,+F) 
RETURN 
COND·=:O • 037 
r:E:TUPN 
END 

FUNCTION DIFCTEMF') 

OXYGEN DIFFUSIVITY IN l/02 I:"l CM2/SEC 
COETFICIENTS READ FROM SUBROUTINE PROP 

COMMON/DIFFE/EH,EHEXrEL,ELEX 
IF<TEMP.GE.3133,J GOTO 1 
DIF=ELEX*EXP ( "-ELITEMF') 
f<ETURN 
DIF~-~EHEX*EXF' < -·EH/TEMP) 
RETUF'\N 
END 

...... 
VI 
.g,. 
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APPENDIX D: THERMODYNAMIC DATA AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF U0
2 

D.l Density 

The density of solid U02 is given by Chasanov et al[91} as: 

p = (10. 98)/ [1 +9x to-6(T -273)+6x to-9(T -273) 2+3x to- 12(T -273) 3] 

for T<3140 K 

The density of liquid U02 is given by Leibowitz et al[92} as: 

p = 10.658- 6.3609xlo-4 T for T>3140 K 

where p is in g/ em 3 and T is in K. 

D.2 Specific Heat 

The specific heat of solid U02 is given by Kerrisk and Clifton[9J} as: 

K1e2e91
T K~o -EofRT 

Cp = T2(ee/T_l) 2 + 2K2T + RT2 e 

where e = 535.285 K 

Eo= 1.578xl05 J/mole 

K1 = 0.2968 J/g-K 

K2 = 1.217xto-s J/g-K2 

K3 = 8.750xlo-s J/g 

R = 8.314 J/mole-K 

and Cp is in J/g-K and Tis in K. 

for T<3140 K 

The specific heat of liquid U02 is given by Leibowitz[32} as: 

Cp = 0.503 J/g-K for T>3140 K 

(D-1) 

(D-2) 

(D-3) 

(D-4) 

At the melting point, the enthalpy increment exhibits a discontinuity due to the phase 

change. This enthalpy of the phase transition is handled by an effective heat capacity 

term in the vicinity of the melting temperature. [48} 

The molar enthalpy of a material at temperature T can be expressed in terms of the heat 

of fusion and the molar heat capacity at constant pressure CP as follows: 



T 

Hf9s+ f CpdT' 
298 if T<T mp 

Define an apparent molar heat capacity cP: 

cp(T) = Cp(T) + L1Ht8 (T-T m~ 

so that 

T 

H0 (T) = Hf98 + J cp(T')dT' for all T 
298 
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(D-5) 

(D-6) 

(D-7) 

Since discontinuities in material properties are not desirable in the numerical solution of 

the conduction equation, the heat capacity is approximated by a continuous function of 

temperature; instead of using a delta function to account for the heat of fusion, a Gaus-

sian function of finite width centered at the melting point is used. Thus 

CPP = llHtS (T-T m~ is approximated by a function of Gaussian form: 

T-T 
L1 H - < ___!!!£_ l 2 

f u I 
CPP = 1 exp 

"7TO" I 
(D-8) 

where L1Hr = heat of fusion of U02 = 274.4 Jlg[94] 

T mp = 3140 K[95] 

a 1 = half width of the heat of fusion peak = 50 K (arbitrary) 

The apparent specific heat is: 

(D-9) 

D.3 Thermal Conductivity 

The thermal conductivity of solid U02 is given by Schmidt[96] as: 

k = 1/[10.80 + 0.0218(T-273)] forT< 1473 K (D-10) 

k = (l+F)/(10.80 + 0.0218 e) for 1473 K<T<3140 K (D-11) 

e = [T + 1777- (T-273)tanh (T-2323) ]/2 

F = [CP-2x 10-5(T-273)-0.299]/0.299 
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where k is in W /cm-K, T is in K, and CP is in J/g-K. The thermal conductivity of liquid 

U02 is assumed constant value (at melting temperature) of 0.037 W/cm-K with ±20% 

standard deviation. 

D.4 Vapor Pressure 

A computer subroutine following Blackburn's model[82}, "ROOT", is used to calculate the 

partial pressure of each vapor species as a function of both compos tion and temperature. 

D.S Heat of Vaporization 

The heat of vaporization is assumed constant below the melting temperature: 

ilHvap = 2234 J/g for T<3140 K (D-12) 

given by Bogensberger et al[98} in which the averaged vapor pressure curve of Ohse[7} 

and Tetenbaum and Hunt[5} was fitted to the Claysius-Clapeyton equation. 

Given the heat of fusion, 274.4 J/g, from Leibowitz, et al.[99}, the heat of vaporization 

above the melting point is: 

AHvap = 2234- 274.4 = 1959.6 J/g for T>3140 K (D-13) 

D.6 Diffusion Coefficient of Oxygen 

For T<3140 K, the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in solid U0 2 is given by Belle[JOO} as: 

D 0 = 1.15 exp(-28550/T) for T<3140 K (D-14) 

Since the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in molten U02_x is not available, estimates of 

upper and lower limits are made in this calculation. An upper estimate can be arrived at 

with the aid of kinetic gas theory [8J}. In a ideal gas the diffusion coefficient is D 

; Tv, where T is the mean free path and v is the mean velocity of the gas molecules. If 

the interionic distance in the oxide melt (-10 A) is introduced for T, then 

D 0 = 7.4xl0-3 cm 2/sec at 3140 K and 1.1xl0-2 cm2/sec at 7560 K (the critical tempera-

ture estimated by Ohse[79}). In this case, Do is approximately 

(DJmax = 1.6xl0-2 exp(-2500/T) for T>3140 K (D-15) 
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where (DJmax is in cm 2/sec and T is in K. This sets up an upper limit of diffusion 

coefficient at the temperature of interest, since the ions in the oxide melt cannot move 

unimpeded between collisions in the same way as gas molecules. Instead, molecules in 

the liquid migrate from one potential ste to an adjacent one, remaining in each site for a 

certain time. A lower estimate is based upon the fact that the diffusion coefficient in the 

liquid oxide is higher than that in the solid. 

(DJmin = 3.0x1o-I exp(-25000/T) for T>3140 K (D-16) 

This equation was obtained by taking 0 0 = 1.1x10-4 cm2/sec from Belle[JOO] at 3140 K 

and l.lxlo-2cm 2/sec at 7560 K. 

D.7 Optical Emissivity 

0 

The spectral emissivity at A. = 6500 A is given by Held and Wilder[JOJ] as: 

E.\=6500A = 0.83 (D-17) 

which is found insensitive to the temperature over a wide temperature range (450 - 2400 

K). It is proposed[92] that e,_=6sooA. be constant up to the melting point. 

Above the melting point E >..=6sooA. is measured by Bober [53] as: 

E>..=6sooA. = 0.81 to 0.87 for 3140 K <T<3700 K (D-18) 

No data is available on the total hemispherical emissivity of U02, so an average value of 

0.83 at all temperatures is adopted. 



APPENDIX E: CALCULATION OF THE TRANSITION FROM FREE 

MOLECULE TO COLLISIONAL FLOW IN THE VAPOR PLUME 

E.l Introduction 

159 

In previous investigations, the free molecular flow model has been assumed in the 

interpretation of the mass spectrometer measurement to obtain the rate of vaporization, and 

ultimately the saturation vapor pressure[48]. In this model, it is assumed that the gas 

molecules ejected from the vaporizing surface will not undergo any collision or the collision 

probability is so low that the molecules are simply freely expanding into the vacuum and the 

molecular density decreases as the inverse of the square of the distance. It has been pointed 

out[J02], however, that at high temperatures the vapor near the surface is so dense that the 

blowoff is dominated by collisional interactions of the vapor molecules. It is then experimen

tally verified that molecular flow breaks down at pressures exceeding 10-4 atm[ll]. It is 

attempted in this appendix to provide a simple method of estimating the transition from free 

molecular flow to collision-dominated flow. 

E.2 Model 

The calculation is based on the test particle method. Basically, a test particle is chosen 

and the escape probability defined as the probability that the test particle does not undergo colli

sion along the path to the ionizer of the mass spectrometer some distance away from the vapor

izing source. 

The assumptions of the model are: 

(i) The heated area is a circular spot of radius R over which the temperature is uniform. The 

vaporizing molecules (both the "test" molecule and the "background" molecules in the 

plume) are from the same source and posess the temperature of the surface at the time 

they were evaporated. 
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(ii) All molecules emitted at time t are of the same speed equal to the mean speed of the 

Maxwellian velocity distribution characteristic of the evaporation temperature at time t. 

(iii) The vaporizing molecules have a cosine angular distribution with respect to the surface 

normal. 

Three cases in increasing order of complexity are considered: 

(A) Steady state evaporation source with the mean free path calculated by the hard sphere model 

Let 

(E-1) 

be the mean free path at distance z from the surface along the centerline, (j the collision 

diameter (i.e. TrfT
2 is the collision cross section), and n the molecular density of the vapor 

plume at distance z. 

The molecular density from a cosine disk source of radius R with temperature T 0 and 

equilibrium vapor pressure P0 (T 0 ) along the centerline is 

n(z) = p;~~: [1- ~I (E-2) 

where an evaporation coefficient of unity is assumed. 

The escape probability is 

L d 
P = exp[-J _z_l 

e 0 A (z) 

_ {- .J21TfT2po(T J 
- exp 2kT 

0 

(E-3) 

When L>>R 

(E-4) 

(B) Unsteady state source with the mean free path given by the hard sphere model 

This case better simulates laser pulse vaporization than case (A); the surface temperature 

T 5(t) is a known function of time, but is constant at any time over the surface area. The 

escape probability P e(t) of the test particle coming from the surface at t is 



L 

Pe(t) = exp[-J .J2rrcr2n(z,t1)dz] 
0 
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(E-5) 

where n(z,t') is the molecular density of the plume at distance z along the centerline at 

time t' when the test particle (having been evaporated at time t) arrives at z; in other 

words, t and t' are related by: 

tl = t + _'!;_ = t + z 
Vtp f3.JT 5(t) 

(E-6) 

where v tp is the velocity of the test particle, taken as the root mean square velocity in 

equilibrium with T5, so that {3 is equal to ( ~) 112• 
rrm 

To calculate n(z,t'), consider a molecule contributing to n(z,t') coming from radius r' on 

the surface; this molecule was evaporated at timer, which is related tor' and t' by 

I .Jr~ 2+z 2 
t-r= -== 

f3.JT 5(r) 
(E-7) 

The number of molecules leaving a surface ring element dA'=2rrr'dr' at radius r' per 

unit time at time r and contributing to a unit area at z is 

1 1 
po[Ts(r)] ~ z21Tf1df 1 1 

<l>(r ,z,r)dA = kTs(T) f3vT/r) (z2+rl2) 1/2 4rr(z2+rl2) (E-8) 

So the contribution of the surface ring element dA' to the molecular density n(z,t') is 

po[T s( Tj) l Zr 1dr 1 

dn = t 2kTs(r) (z2+rl2)3/2 
(E-9) 

where r j1S are the roots of Eq. (E-7). In solving the roots Tj's, note that t' in Eq. (E-7) is 

related to t and z through Eq. (E-6). 

Integrating dn over the heated surface yields: 

1 
JR po[Ts(Tj)] Zf 1df 1 

n(z,t) = o t 2kTg(Ti) (z2+rl2)3/2 (E-10) 

Therefore, the escape probability from Eq. (E-5) is: 

J
L r;:; 2JR P 0 [Ts(ri)] Zf 1dr 1 

P e(t) = exp{- -v 2rrcr I, 2kT ( .) ( 2 1 2) 312 dz} 
0 0 i S T I Z +r 

(E-ll) 
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Define dimensionless variables: 

z r' 
71=r> ~=R" (E-12) 

Then Eq. (E-ll) becomes: 

?]~ d~d71} 
(712+~~2)3/2 

L2 

(E-13) 

.J21T u 2R 2 
where the coefficient Cb is equal to 

2
kL . Eq. (E-13) can be solved numerically. 

Note that in the evaluation of the integrand, when 71 and ~ are given, T s can be evaluated 

at time 7j for a given t where the former can be solved iteratively from the equation: 

(E-14) 

In solving Eq. (E-13), it is found profitable to transform the variable from~ to 7. These 

two are related by Eq. (E-14). Rearranging Eq. (E-14), we have: 

(E-15) 

or, 

(E-16) 

Taking the derivative with respect to 7: 

(E-17) 

or, 

2 _ .§!:__ _ ?JL _ nL dT5(7) 
d~ - R2 [t 7+ .JTJt)] {[t 7+ ..JTJD] d - 2T 5(7)}d7 

/3 T5 t f3 T8 t 7 

(E-18) 

Since dg2 = 2~d~, the integral in Eq. (E-13) becomes: 

I I 

I:ff 
i 0 0 

71~ d~d71 
( 712+~~ 2) 3/2 

L2 

P0[T5(7i)] I I l 
=I:ff-

i 0 0 2 
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N(ry,r) 
[D (rp) ]3/2 drd'Y} (E-19) 

where 

( ) - {32Ts(r) [ ?JL ]2 
D 'YJ,T - L2 t- T + f3JTJtf 

!l P0 [T 5(r)] {32 ?JL dT5(r) ?JL 
N('Y],T) = 

2 
T ( ) - 2 [t-r+ JTJD] {2T/r)- d [t-r+ FrT;'I()]} 

s T R {3 T5 t T f3vT 5,tJ 

and ai> bi are function of 'YJ and are the roots of Eq. (E-14) when { = 1 and { = 0 respec-

tively. 

Furthermore, the integrand can be reduced to: 

(E-20) 

Therefore, the escape probability of test particle evaporated at time t will be: 

I b; po[Ts(r)] 
Pe(t) =exp{-cBrJJ.!L

2 
( )5/2 

i 0 a. Ts T 
I 

(E-21) 

Note that, after replacing surface temperature T s< r) with a constant temperature T 0 , Eq. 

(E-21) reduces tp Eq. (E-3), showing the consistency of the model. The numerical calcu-

lation was also checked with constant temperature and compared with the analytical result 

in case (A). 

(C) Corrections of the mean free path formula by the relative speed of collision: 

The mean free path in Eq. (E-1) assumes that the molecules in collision are randomly 

moving in all directions; however, in the problem considered here, this is not the case. 

Consider a "probe" molecule A moving through a gas of stationary molecules B of density 

n. In one second, the A molecule moves a total path length of v A and in so doing, it will 
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collide with any B molecule in the volume 7T(J'2v A· So the collisions of probe molecule A 

per second is 7T(J' 2v An. Now if B molecules are moving with a vector velocity ~, the 

above derivation of collision frequency with stationary B molecules will be recovered if 

the relative velocity g=~:-~ is used instead of v A; that is, the number of collisions per 

second of probe molecule of velocity v: with B molecules of velocity~ is 7T(J' 2gn, where 

g=[vA2+v8
2-2vAvaeose]112 is the relative speed. Since the distance moved by the A 

molecule per second is v A• the collisions of molecule A with B molecules per unit path 

length of A molecule is 7T(J' 2gn/v A and so the mean free path of a test molecule moving in 

z direction in our problem will be 

A.(z) = [(l)7T(J' 2n(z)]- 1 (E-22) 
Vtp 

Here it is still assumed that all the background molecules in n (z) are moving in the same 

direction with the same velocity so that they have the same relative velocity g with the 

test particle. 

To account for the fact that the molecules in n(z) are in fact not moving with same velo-

city, let us start over again from dn in Eq. (E-9), which gives the contribution of 

molecules from a surface ring element dA' of radius r' evaporated at the same time Tj. 

The relative velocity of these molecules with respect to the test particle is: 

g2 
= v1P

2+v 2-2v1Pvcose 

where cosO= ~; v1p = {3.JTJI); v = f3.JTs(r) 
z +r 

Applying Eqs. (E-9) and (E-16) to the mean free path Eq. (E-15) yields: 

z ]ll2 po[T s< r i) l zr' dr' 
R+?i 2kTs(r) (z2+r'2)3/2 

T s(r i) z Jll2 po[T s(r i)] zr'dr' 

Ts(t) .Jz2+r'2 Ts(ri) (z2+r'2)3/2 

Therefore, the escape probability 

L d 
P (t) = exp[-J _z_] 

e o A (z) 

(E-23) 

(E-24) 

(E-25) 



1rcr2JLJR T/r) 
=exp{-- l:U+---

2k 0 0 i Ts(t) 

po[T s< d 1 zr' , 
T ( .) ( 2 '2)J/2 dr dz) 

s rl z +r 

Substituting with dimensionless variables in Eq. (E-12), we have: 

P0 [T/ri)] 

T 5( 'Tj) 

1rcr2R 2 
where the coefficient Cc is equal to 

2
kL . 
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(E-26) 

(E-27) 

Having made the same variable transformation as in case B, the escape probability of the 

test particle evaporated at time t considering relative velocity will be: 

1 b; T
5
(r) 

P e(t) = exp{-Cc :EJ J U +-:y-( ) .-:. 
i 0 a. s t 

E.3 Results 

!1... P0 [T5(r)] 

2 Ts(r) 5/2 

I 

--===----'----- ]112 
f3.JTs(r) [ 71L ] ------ t-r+--~-=== 

L {3.JTJi) 

(E-28) 

Assuming the surface temperature transients are generated by a triangular surface heat 

flux with the form: 

Qpt 
Qg(t) =

'TI 

r 2-t 
= (--)qp 

r2-rl 

=0 

for 0 < t < r 1 

for t > r 2 

where Qp = absorbed power density at the peak of the triangular pulse 

r 1 = time corresponding to the peak of the pulse 

(E-29) 
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r 2 = time of the end of the triangular pulse 

and assuming that there is no ablation, radiation heat loss, and the thermal properties are not 

temperature dependent, the heat conduction problem can be solved analytically to give the sur-

face temperature transient as: 

4qp K 
112 

t312 'T 2 (t-r 1) 312 (t-r z) 312 

T 5(t)-T 0 = -(-) [--- H(t-rl) + H(t-rz)] 
3k 7T r1 r1 h2-r1) rrr1 

(E-30) 

where k is the thermal conductivity, K is the thermal diffusivity, T 0 is the initial temperature 

and 

= 1 
=0 

for t > Tj 

for t < ri 

Numerical analyses were performed for the following parameters: 

u = 3.7xlo-s em 

a= 1 

R = 0.40 em 

L = 40 em (:::::oo) 

K = 0.113 W/cm-K 

K = 2.6x 10-2 cm2/sec 

r 1 = 0.07x 10-3 sec 

r 2 = 0.192x 10-3 sec 

Qp = 5x 104 to 2x 105 W /cm2 

(E-31) 

(corresponding to the peak power densities, the maximum surface temperature are 1980 

to 3720 K). 

Fig. E.l shows the escape probability of each case in Sect. E.2 as a function of tert:J.pera-

ture (in cases B and C, P e refers to the maximum temperature). The result shows that transi-

tion to collisional flow starts at about 2100 K and becomes collision-dominating from 2800 Kin 

case A, 2900 K in case B and 3000 K in case C. The edge shifts to higher temperature as some 

of the simplifying assumptions are relaxed. 
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TRANSITION TO COLLISIONAL FLOI.J 
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Fig. E.l The escape probability of a test particle from a vaporizing surface to the mass spec-

trometer 
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APPENDIX F: MACH DISC FORMULA FOR THE FREE-JET FROM A SONIC 

ORIFICE 

The Mach disc formula given by Eq. (4-2) has been derived semi-empirically for the type 

of shock structure shown in Fig. 4.10 using two different approaches: [1 04] 

(I) Pressure Matching at the normal shock front 

Let us start with the conservation equations before and after the shock: 

PJUJ = P2U2 

PI+ PJUf = P2 + P2Uf 

1 2 _L PI 1 2 _L P2 
-ul + - = -u2 + -
2 y-1 Pi 2 y-1 P2 

(F-1) 

(F-2) 

(F-3) 

where p, u and p are the density, velocity and pressure respectively, subscripts 1 and 2 

represent the quantities before and after the normal shock, and y is the specific heat ratio (or 

adiabatic exponent).* 

Defining the Mach numbers as: 

UJ UJ 
M = the Mach number before the shock = - = --=== 

CJ .JypJfpJ 

u2 u2 
M2 = the Mach number after the shock= -;;-;- = .Jyp-j P

2 

where ci = .Jypjpi is the sonic velocity. 

Then Eqs. (F-1) to (F-3) become: 

M.JP;P:. = M Jp;i; 
PI(l+yM2) = P2(1+yMi) 

E.!.(lM2 + _1_) = _!2(lMr + _1_) 
p 1 2 y-1 p 2 2 y-1 

(F-4) 

(F-5) 

(F-6) 

(F-7) 

(F-8) 

From Eq. (F-7), we obtain the ratio of the pressure before and after the shock in terms of 

Mach numbers: 

PI 
-= 
P2 

*Without considering the energy mode relaxation in the free-jet expansion, ')I is assumed constant for the en
tire process. 

(F-9) 



The ratio of the densities is determined from (F-6) as: 

PI M}p2 Mi l+yM 2 

p; = M,1 = M2 l+yMf 
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(F-10) 

After applying Eqs. (F-9) and (F-10) into Eq. (F-8), it can be shown that the Mach 

number after the shock can be related to the Mach number before the shock by the following 

relation: 

l+_r=l_Mz 
Mi = ___ 2;__ __ 

yM2- _r=l 
2 

(F-11) 

In most free-jet applications the Mach number M is usually much greater than unity at the 

normal shock, so Eq. (F~ 11) can be approximated by 

rlM2 
2 =rl 
yM 2 2y 

M 2-2- (F-12)* 

The impact pressure Pi behind the shock is the sum of the static pressure and the dynamic 

pressure: 

Pi= P2 + ; pzUf = Pz0+}Mf> 

From Eq. (F-12), Pi can be approximated by 

2 rl x±l Pi :::::: pz{l + 
2 2

, ) = 
4 

P2 

The pressure match downstream of the normal shock requires: 

P2 = Poo 

where Poo is the background pressure far down-stream. 

Therefore the impact pressure is related to the background pressure by: 

P.:::::: x±l p 
I 4 oo 

(F-13) 

(F-14) 

(F-15) 

(F-16) 

The method-of-characteristics calculation[J 05], which was experimentally confirmed by 

Ashkenas and Sherman[l06], yields for large x/D, 

*Note that since the specific heat ratio y is always greater than I, Mi is always a positive number less than 
I, which means that the velocity change across a normal shock must be from supersonic to subsonic. 
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Pib ::::: (r:!_)-~ (2.) A- y~l (.!.)-2 
Po 2 2 d 

(F-17) 

where Pib is the impact pressure before shock, Po is the reservior pressure, x is the distance 

between the sonic orifice and the normal shock boundary, d is the orifice diameter and A is a 

fitted constant depending on y. 

To relate the impact pressure after the shock Pi and that after the shock Pib, use is made 

of: 

Pi= P2 + ~ P2ul = P2(1 +-}M}) 

Pib = P1 + ~ PtUf = Pt0+-}M
2
) 

So, the ratio of Pib to Pi is 

Pi Pz 1+-}M} 
-=-

P! t+LM2 
2 

Pib 

For large M >> 1 and from Eq. (F-12): 

rl 1+ 4 +3 ..!2.::::: 2 --'--= ~ 
Pib 1+r:!_ y+l 

2 

Combining with Eq. (F-17), we obtain: 

RI_::::: crl)-~c.x.Hxti.)A- y~l(.!.)-2 
Po 2 2 y+ 1 d 

Combining Eqs. (F-16) and (F-22) yields: 

Therefore, 

.!. = C(y )( ~) 112 
d Poo 

where C(y) = 0.75 for y=5/3 

= 0.71 for y=7/5 

= 0.68 for y=917 

(F-18) 

(F-19) 

(F-20) 

(F-21) 

(F-22) 

(F-23) 

(F-24) 
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Eq. (F-24) is eequivalent to Eq. (4-2), except that the proportional constant C is a weak 

function of 'Y here. 

(II) Entropy Balancing. 

From first law of thermodynamics it is easy to show that 

dS = _1_ dT _ dp 
R y-1 T p 

(F-25) 

where p, T, S represent the static pressure, static temperature and molar entropy respectively, R 

is the gas constant and 'Y is the specific heat ratio. Then, in general, the molar entropy change 

between an initial state i and a final state f can be expressed as 

,lS · r P · Tr ___x__ 
_I_, =ln((_..!_)(-)Y-1] 

R Pr Ti 

The free-jet expansion is divided into three flow regions: 

(F-26) 

(a) the jet core zone from the source to the upstream side of the Mach disc, in which the 

entropy production is denoted ,lSo,h 

(b) the normal shock jump across the upstream and downstream sides of the Mach disc, in 

which the entropy production is denoted AS 1,2, and 

(c) the mixing zone behind the Mach disc where the jet molecules are mixed with the back-

ground molecules, in which the entropy production is denoted AS 2,oo. 

In region a, the entropy production inside the jet core depends on whether the flow is 

continuum or free molecular. In the former case, it is found that the flow can be approximated 

by an isentropic process, in which AS 0,1 = 0. On the other hand, if the background density is 

sufficiently low so that the jet core becomes partially rarefied at large distances, i.e. the flow 

becomes free molecular, then the entropy production due to "free" expansion (no collision) 

becomes significant. Apply the freezing model to this case and divide this jet core into two 

parts:(i) a continuum region (in which the entropy change is zero) from the jet source to the 

freezing plane where the flow becomes rarefied; (ii) a rarefied region from the freezing plane to 

the Mach disc, in which the static temperature and the hydrodynamic speed freeze and so the 

Mach number remains approminately constant (Mr), while the density continues to decrease as 
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the inverse square of distance. To calculate the entropy production due to this "free expan-

sion", set dT = 0 and dp/p = dn/n, then we have from Eq. (F-26): 

llSrM nM 
--'-=-ln-

R nr 

where f and M represent the freezing plane and the Mach disc, respectively. 

Since the density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, we have 

&lSr,M =In (..£)2 
R xr 

where x and xr are the location of Mach disc and freezing plane, respectively. 

(F-27) 

(F-28) 

In region b, the entropy production across the normal shock results from the viscous 

heating effect and heat transfer resulting from the temperature gradient across the shock boun-

dary. It can be shown, from a jump condition calculation, that 

llS 2 - 1
- ( +l)M2 - ....x_ 

~=In {[l+~(M2-1)] y-1 [ y ] r-1) 
R y+l (y-l)M2+2 

where M is the Mach number at the upstream side of the Mach disc. 

For large Mach numbers, Eq. (F-29) can be written as: 

&lS - ....x_ _1_ _2_ 
~ :::::: In ( ( ..Y±!_) y-1 ( _1y_) r-1 M r-1) 

R y-1 y+l 

(F-29) 

(F-30) 

To express the Mach number M, we have to consider the two different cases mentioned 

in region a. In the case of a continuum flow up to the Mach disc, the Mach number M at the 

Mach disc along the centerline was found empirically [105], for large x, 

(F-31) 

where x is the location of Mach disc, d is the effective sonic diameter and A ( y) is a constant 

depending upon y. 

Substituting into Eq. (F-30), we have 

(F-32) 

In the second case of a rarefied flow following the freezing plane, M is the Mach number at the 

freezing plane (after which the Mach number is "frozen"). From the same empirical relation as 



Eq. (F-31), if xris large, 

M = Mr:::::: A(y)(~)Y- 1 
d 

where xr is the location of the freezing plane. 

Substituting into Eq. (F-30) again, we have 
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(F-33) 

(F-34) 

In region c, the jet molecules mix with the background molecules at nearly constant pres-

sure, or dp = 0, so Eq. (F-25) becomes 

(F-35) 

Integrating over the whole region, we have the entropy change as: 

T2 
b.S 2,oo = _L_ f dT = _L_ In( Too) 

R y-1 T = T y-1 T 2 
(F-36) 

where Too is the temperature far downstream and T 2 is the temperature right behind the shock. 

To get the temperature ratio, we use: 

Too= (Too)( To)(.!.!_) 
T2 To T1 T2 

(F-37) 

where the ratio of T 0 to T 1 is: 

To = 1 + .r:l M2 
T1 2 

(F-38) 

where M can be the Mach number at the shock in case of continuum flow, or the Mach 

number at the freezing plane in case of rarefied flow (which is still equal to the Mach number 

at the shock because of the "frozen" Mach number), and the temperature ratio across the 

shock, 

.!.!_ = [l + 2(y-1) yM
2
+1 (M2-1)]-1 

T2 (y+1)2 M2 
(F-39) 

then we have, for large Mach number at the shock, 

(F-40) 
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Substituting into Eq. (F-36), yields: 

AS2,oo = .....1_ In [ (y+1) 2 (Too)] 
R y-1 4y T0 

(F-41) 

By combining the three regions, one finds the total entropy production: 

as - 2- - 1:cl _1_._ T _1_._ 
~ = In [A y-l 2 r-1 ( y-1) y-1 ( 1±!_ )( ~) r-1 ( .!.)2] 

R y T0 d 
(F-42) 

no matter whether the flow remains continuum upstream of the Mach disc or the flow becomes 

rarefied before Mach disc. 

Now, the Mach disc location formula can be obtained by equating Eqs. (F-26) and (F-42), 

after replacing i with 0 and f with oo in the former: 

(F-43) 

That is 

.!. = C(y)(~)l/2 
d Poo 

(F-44) 

where C(y) = 0.75 for y=S/3 

= 0.71 for y=7/5 

= 0.68 for y=9/7 
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